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INTRODUCTION 

1. I On 17 September 2001, the President 
si ed. a Memorandum of Notification (MON) (b )( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

e o . e ey weapons m e war on error was_ e 
authorization for CIA to "undertake operations designed to capture 
and detain persons who pose a continuing, serious threat of violence 
or death to U.S. persons and interests or who are planning terrorist 
activities." 

(b )( 1) 

(b)(f) NatSecAct 2. fHiA I In November 2002, the Dep:t!ty Drrector for 
Operations (D00) informed the Office of Inspector General (OIG) 
that the Agency had established a program in the Counterterrorist . 
Center to detain and interrogate ~~orists at sites abroad ("the CTC 
Program"). He also informed OIG that he had just learned of and had _ 

· dispatched a team to investigate the death of a detainee, Gul 

~~~g~ NatSecActRahmanL __________________ J InJa:nuary 2003, the D00 informed OIG 
: that he had received ajlegations that Agency personnel had used 

unauthorized interrogation techniques with a detainee, . 
'Abd Al-Rahim Al-Nashiri, at another foreign site, and requested. that . .,...._.._..::........ 

~T/ (b)(1) 
~-----(b )(3) NatSecAct----' 00011 
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OIG investigat~- Separately, OIG received· information-that some 
employees were concerned that certain covert Agency activities at an 
overseas detention and interrogation site might involve violations of · 
human rights. In January 2003, OIG ~tiated a review of Agency . 
counterterrorism detention and interrogation activities and 
investigations into the death of Gul Rahman and the incident with 
Al-Nashiri.1 This Review covers the period September 2001 to mid
October 2003.2 Results of the Gul Rahman and Al-Nashiri-related 
investigations are the subject of separate reports. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct SUMMARY 

3. {TS/ ~---~After the President signed the 
17 September 2001 MON, the OCI assigned responsibility for 
implementing capture and detention_authority to the D00 and to the 

· Director of the DCI Counterterrorist Center (D /CTC). When U.S. 
military forces began det~g individuals in Afghanistan and at 
Guantanamo Ba· , Cuba 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAc 

4. fm,{ A I Following the approval of the MON on 
17 September 2001, the Agency began to detain and interrogate 
directly a number of suspected terrorists. The capture and initial 
Agency interrogation of the first high value detainee, Abu Zubaydah, 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

1 (Sf~ Appendix A addresses the Procedures and Resources that OIG employed in 
conducting this Review. The Review does not address renditi~ conducted by the Agency or 
interrogations conducted jointly with.___ _____ __Jthe U.S. military. 
2 (U) Appendix B is a chronology of significan~ events that occurred during the period of th.is 
Review. (b)(1 ) ___________ ~ 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

~---~2- -·--------, 

• ffiPSBCREit _______________ -- -~~~~~~ NatSecAct·· ·-···.I 
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in March 2002,_presented ·the Agency with a signific:ant dilemma.4 
· The Agency was under pressure to do everything possible to prevent 

additional terrorist attacks. Senior Agency officials believea Abu 
Zubaydah was withholding information that could not be obtained 
through then-authorized interrogation techniques. Agency officials 
believed that a more robust approach was necessary to elicit threat 
information from Abu Zubaydah and possibly from other senior 

(b )( 1) Al-Qa'ida high value detainees. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

5. trs/ J I The conduct of detention and interrogation 
activities presented new challenges for CIA. These included 
determining where detention and interrogation facilities could be 
securely located and operated, and identifying and preparing 
qualified personnel to manage and carry out detention and 
interrogation activities. With the knowledge that Al-Qa'ida 
personnel had been trained in the use of resistance techniques, 

· another challenge was to identify interrogation techniques that . 
Agency personnel could lawfully use to overcome the resistance. In 
this context, CTC, with the assistance of the Office of Technical 
Service (OTS), proposed certain more coercive physical techniques to 
use on Abu Zubaydah. All of these considerations took place against 
the backdrop of pre-September 11, 2001 CIA avoidance of 
interrogations and repeated U.S. policy statements condemning 
torture and advocating the humane treatment of political prisoners 

(b)(1) and detainees in the international community. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

,6. ~e Office 9f General Counsel (OGC) ·took 
the lead in determining and documenting the.legal parameters and 

(b )( 1 ) constraints for interrogations. OGC conducted independent research 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

4 ('fS/ . .___ _ _____, The use of "high value" or "medium value" to describe terrorist targets and 
detainees in this Review is based on how they have been generally categorized by ere. ere 
distinguishes targets according to the quality of the intelligence that they are believed likely to be 
able to provide about current terrorist threats against the United States. Senior AI-Qa'ida 
planners and operators, such as_.A-bu Zubaydah and Khalid Shaykh Muhammad, fall into the 
category of "high value" and are given the highest priority for capture, detention, and 
interrogation. ere categorizes those individuals '¥.'.!.lo are believed to have lesser direct· -. 
knowledge of such threats, but to have information of intelligence value, as "medium value" 
targets/ detainees. 
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and consulted .. t!xtensively with Department of Justice (DoJ) _and 
National Security Council (NSC) legal and policy staff. Wor~g with 
DoJ's Office of LegalCounsel (OLC), OGC dete~ed that ih most 
instances relevant to the counterterrorism detention and 
interrogation activities under the MON,. the criminal prohibition . 
against torture, 18 U.S.C. 2340-2340B, is the controlling legal . · 
constraint on interrogation:s of detainees outside the United States. ~ 
August 2002; DoJ provided to the Agency a legal opinion in which it 
d~termined that 10 specific "Enhanced Interrogation Techniques" 
(EITs) would not violate the torture prohibition. This work provided· 
the foundation for the policy and administrative decisions that guide 

(b)(1) +hi:. CTC Program. . . 
(b )(3) NatSecAct · 

7. {TS-/1 I By November 2002, the Agency had Ab~ _· · 
Zubaydah and another high value detainee, 'Abd Al-Rahim 

(b)(1) Al N hiri' . . t d t . £ ill-"~ 
'(b)(3) NatSecAct"- as , m cus o ya an overs~as ac ".Y~l-~~~----

ln December 2002, the Agenc rendered these two detainees to 
(b )( 1) another coun!t'Y to a facility~--=---=-r----,-.- Until 

'(b)(3) NatSe~Act 12003 when it was closed~--~ as the location for 
the detention and interrogation of eight hi~h value detairiees.s 

(b)(1) Agency employees and contractors staffed!~---------~ 
(b )(3) NatSecAct\e Directorate of Operations (00) provided a Chief of Base (COB) 

and interrogation personnel, the Office of Security (OS) provided . 
security personnel, and the Office. of Medical Services (OMS) 

(b)(1) orovided medical care to the-detainees. (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ____ · (b)(3) NatSecAct 

8. tFS/ ~ I In addition to 
~-~~--~~~ 

since Se tember 2002, the Agen~ has operated a detention· fa~ty in 
known as _ . !has 20 cells and is 

(b)(1) L_gu_ar_d_ed_b_l_oc_al~---.guards. lhas served a number of 
(b)(3) NatSec~<2hposes . .__ __ ~functions as a detention, debriefing! ~an_d __ ~ 

interrogation facility for high and medium value targets. I I 
(b)(1) serves as a holding facility at which the Agency assesses the potential 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
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value of det~~es before making a decision on their disposition. It 
served as a transit point for detainees going to[ (b )( 1 ) ] 
[ _______________ J · (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3~ NatSecAct 
9. t'fS-~~----1 With respect to site management and 

(b)(
1
\ ~~~~ar:~ ~=::!n a::!~fueJljs~ between}: . 

(b )(3) NatSecActfue one hand( and detention an~ ~terrogation activitiesLJ 
'. I 10n the other, are significant. The Agency devoted far 

(b )( 1 ) · - greater human resources and management attention tq 
(b )(~/ NatSecAcr I From the beginning, OGC briefed DO o'-ffi-. c-e-rs-__ ___, 

1 assigned to these two facilities on their legal authorities, and Agency 
personnel staffing these faciliti~s documented interrogations and the 

(b)(1) condition of detainees in cables. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

i 10. ~ There were few instances of deviations ! 
· from approved procedures~ ________ __,with one 

(b)(1) notable exception described in this Review. With respect to two 
(b)(3) NatSecAct detainees at those sites, the use and frequency of one EIT, the 

waterboard, went beyond the projected use of the technique as 
originally described to DoJ. The Agency, on 29 July 2003, secured 
oral DoJ concurrence that certain deviations are not significant for 

(b)(1) purposes of DoJ's legal opinions. ~~~g~ NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~--- · 

11. (TS,lJ I By contrast, the Agency's conduct of 

(b)(1) detentioculn and interroghationf~ctivitiesThin[Z!'.:·l:'ll:;;:··n·-------------- ] 
(b)(3) NatSecAct in parti. ar, raises a ost o issues. e .1u:st .:>Ite 1vianager at ·· 

I lwas a first-tour I bffker who had no experience or 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(?)(c) 

training to run a detention facility. He had not received 
interrogatiol training rd ran the facility with scant guidance from 
Headquarters Station. • - (b)(1) 

· (b)(3) NatSecAct 

~--------.---------..--J Agency staff and 
independent contractors (b)(1) then go to the faci~i.ty t9 ..,... __ -....-

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

·- ' ·---

:Q ........... .::_, 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct D0015 
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TUP3ECRil'/~(b)(1) I 
· L_(b)(3) NatSecAct------~ ··· 

conduct intep:ggations, but there is little continuity except for the Site 
Manager. [(b)(1) jhas responsibility for the 
f cility. (b)(3) NatSecAr.t · · -.. 

(b)(1) a · · 
(b)(3) ~atSecAct 

13. ('fS-/ J I During_ the period covered by this 
(b )( 1 ) Review, I ldid not uniformly document or report the 
(b)(3) NatSecActatment of detainees, th~ir conditions, or medical care provided. 

Because of the lack of guidance, limite4 personnel resources, and 
! (b )( 1) limited oversi~t, there w~re ins~ces of improvisation and other 
· (b )(3) NatSecActidocumented mterrogation techniques I I In November 

2002, one ind.ivid~al-Gul Rahman-died as a result of the way he 

(b )( 1) 
was detained there. · 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
14. frS/~_~___,There is no indication that the CTC 

Program has been inadequately funded. Across the board, however, 
staffing has been and continues to be the most difficult resource 

· challenge for the Agency. This is largely attributable to the lack of 
personnel with interrogations experience or requisite language skills 
and the heavy personnel demands. for other coun~rterrorism 

(b)(1) assignments. 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

15. ('fS,1 I Agency efforts to provide syst~matic, 
clear and timely guidance to those involved in the CTC Detention 
and Interrogation Program was inadequate at first but have 
.improved considerably during the life of the Program as problems 
have been identified and addressed. CTC implemented training · 
programs for. interrogators and debrief~rs.6 Moreover, building upon 

(b)(1) ot:>erational and legal guidance previously sent to the field, the DCI 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~-~ . · 

6 (=IS/I I Before 11 September (9 /11) 2001, Agency personnel sometimes used-the 
terms interrogation/interrogator and debriefing/de~ interchangeably. The use of these terms has 
since evolved and, today, ere more clearly distinguishes their meanings. A debriefer engages a 
detainee solely through question and answer. An interrogator is a person who completes a 
two-week interrogations training program, which is designed to train, qualify, and certify a 
person to, administer EITs., An interrogator can administer EITs during an interrogation of a 
detainee only after the field, in coord,ination with Headquarters, assesses the detainee as 
withholding information. An intettogator transitions the detainee from a non-cooperative to a 
cooperative phase in order that a debriefer can. elicit acti~nable intelligence through . _ 
non-aggressive techniques during debriefing sessions.--An interrogator may debrief a aetiiinee 
during an interrogation; however, a debriefer may not interrogate a detainee. 

6 
1 °"TOP BE'21UiTJ ( b )( 1 ) 

'--------(b)(3) NatSecAct--~ 
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rd e:R:E;./r---(b)(1) 
P :;~ L_(b)(3) NatSecAct.------~ 

on 28 January~4003 signed "Guidelines on Confinement Conditions 
for CIA Detainees" and "Guidelines on Interrogations Conducted 
Pursuant to the Presidential Memorandum of Notification" of · 
17 September 2001." The DCI Guidelines require individuals 
engaged in or supporting interrogations pursuant to programs.! 
implementing the MON of September 200lbe made aware of the 
guidelines and sign an ackn,owledgment that they have read them. 
The DCI -Interrogation Guidelines make formal the existing ere 
practice of requiring the field to obtain specific Headquarters 
approvals prior to the application of all EITs. Although the DCI 
Guidelines are an improvement over the absence of such DCI 
Guidelines in the past, they still leave substantial room for 

, misinterpretation and do not cover all Agency detention and 
(b)(1) interrogation activitiesi 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

I 16. ~I rTite Agency's detention and interrogation 

(b )( 1) 

· of ter:rorists has provided intelligence that has enabled the . 
identification and apprehension of other: terrorists and warned of 
terrorist plots planned for the United States and around the world. 
The CTC Program has resulted in the issuance of thousands of · 

· individual intelligence reports and analytic products supporting the 
counterterrorism efforts of U.S. policymakers and military 
commanders. 

(~)(3) NatSecAct 
17. ~ I The current CTC Detention and i 

; 

Interrogation Program has been subject to DoJ legal review and 
. Administration approval but diverges sharply from previous Agency 
policy and rules that govern interrogations by U.S. military and law 
enforcement officers.· Officers are conce~ed that public revelation of 
the ere Program will seriously damage Agency officers' personal 
reputations, as well as the reputation and effectiveness of the Agency 

I 

(b)(1) itself. . 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

18. ('fS/~-~----_,recognized that detainees may 
be held in U.S. Govemm.ent custody indefinitely if appropriate law· 
enforcement jurisdiction is not asserted .. Although there has been. _ 
ongoing discussion of the issue inside the Agency and among NSC, 

~.,,.,.~ (b)(1) 
I (b)(3) NatSecAct 

7 
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i .... 

Defense Department, and Justice Department officials, no decisions 
on any "endgame" for Agency detainees have been made. Senior . 
Agency officials see this as ·a policy issue for ~e U.S. Goverru:nent 
rather than a CIA issue. Even with Agency initiatj.ves to address the 
endgame with policymakers, some· detainees who cannot be 

(b)(1) prosecuted will likely remain in CIA custody indefinitely. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . • 

19. fl:$~ I The Agency faces po_tentially serious 
long-term political and legal challenges as· a result of the CTC 
Detention and Interrogation Program, particularly its use of EITs and 
the inability of the U.S." Government to decide what it will ultimately 

(b)(1) do with terrorists detained by the Agency. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct .. 

20. ~ This Review makes a number of . 
. recommendations that are designed to strengthen the mal)agement 
and conduct of Agency detention and interrogation activities. 
Although the DCI Guidelines were an important.step forward, they 
were only designe<:1 to address th~ CTC Program, rather than~--· __ _ 
A en debriefin or interro ation activities. 

(b)(5) 

the Agency should evaJuate the 
effective_n_e-ss_o_f_th_e_E_IT_s_an_d-,.----,the necessity for the continued use of 

each.I 

(b)(5) 

• "CT~ 8 (b)(1)-----~ 
~ l (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(1) · 
~i--(b)(1) I·· 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(S) 

'L__(b)(3) NatSecAc,._t ------~ 

··1 
! 
! 

j the General· 
'-=---=--=-----=--=----=-----=-----=-=-----=-----..,,.---,-------,,-J 
Counsel should seek an updated legal opinion from DoJ revalidating 
and modifying, consistent with actual practice, the legal authority for 

· the continued applica~on of EITs. If such approval is not 
forthcoming, the DCI should direct that EITs be implemented only 
within the parameters of the existing written DoJ autho~tion. The 
DCI should brief the President on the use of EITs and the fact that 
detainees have died. I 

(b)(S) 

BACKGROUND 

22. ES) The Agency has had intermittent involvement in the 
interrogation of individuals whose interests are opposed to those of 
the United States. After the Vietnam War, Agency personnel 
experienced in the field of interrogations left the Agency or moved to 
other assignments. In the early 1980s, a resurgence of interest in 
teaching interrogation techniques developed as one of several 
methods to foster foreign liaison relationships. Because of political 
sensitivities the then-Deputy Director of Central Intelligence (DDCI) 
forbade Agency officers from using the word "interrogation." The 
Agency then developed the Human Resource Exploitation (HRE) 
training program designed to train foreign liaison services on 
interrogation techniques. 

; 23. (S). Jn 1984, OIG investigated allegations of misconduct on 
. the part of two Agency officers ~ho were involved in interro~ations 

(b)(1) dth d th f . di .d a1·1 7 
(b)(3) NatSecA"cr e ea o one m _ V1 u l 

i I Following that investigation, the Agency . 
took steps to ensure Agency personnel understood its policy oil . - ,_....__ 

9 
D0019 
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TOPSKREI~(b)(1) 1- -· 
'l__(b)(3) NatSecAct _______ ~. 

interrogations.,~debriefings, and human rights issues. Headquarters 
sent ~fficers to brief Stations and Bases and provided cable guidance . 
to the field. >· 

. .. 

24. (st In 1986, the Agency ended the HRE traini,ng program 
because of alle ations of human ri ts abuses in Latin America. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

00Handbook50-2 (b)(3) CIAAct 
'-------,----------,---,---~ 

which remains in effect, explains the Agency's general interrogatio:n 
policy: 

, It is CIA policy to neither participatf! directly in nor encourage 
interrogation that involves the use of force, mental or physical 
torture, extremely demeaning indignities or exp(!Sure to ir$umane 
tr t of an kind as an aid to interro ti.on. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

... , 

(b)(1) 
----~10~(b)(3) NatSecAct-----, 

• Tl1')ft .. (lR=P.'f'I'----------------~ 
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(b )(1) . .i.------__Jf -
~--(b)(3) NatSecAct 

-.. DISCUSSION 

GENESIS OF POST 9/11 AGENCYDEI'ENTION AND INTERR.oGATION 

ACTIVITIES 
(b )( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 25. ,('ii/I I The statutory basis for CIA's involv~ment 

(b)(1) _ 

in detentions and interrogations is the DCI's covert action 
responsibilities under the National Security Act of 1947, as amended.7 
Under the Act, a covert action must be based on a Presidential 
"finding that the action is necessary to support identifiable foreign 
policy objectives and is important to the-national security."8 Covert 
action findings must be in writing and "may not authorize any action 
that would violate the Constitution or any statute of the United 
States."9 These findings are implemented.through Memoranda of 
Notification. 

(b~(3) NatSecAct 26. {lf6 (b )( 1) 1 The 17 September 2001 MON I 
(b)(3) NatSecAc authorizes 

the DCI, acting through CIA, to un ert e_operations " esigned to · 
capture and detain persons who pose a continuing, serio~ threat of 

· violence or death to U.S. persons and interests or who are planning 
terrorist activities." Although the MON does not specifically mention 
interrogations of those detained, this aspect of tli.e ere '.Program can 
be justified as part of CIA's general authority and responsibility to 
collect intelligence.10 

27. (Sil~ The DCI delegated·responsibility for 
implementation of the MON to the ODO and D/CTC.· Over time, 
CTC also solicited assistance from other Agency components, 
including OGC, OMS, OS, and OTS. 

7 (U / /POUO) OoJ takes the position that as Commander.:in-Oaief, the President independently 
has the Article II constitutional authority to order the detention and interrogation of enemy 
combatants to gain intelligence.information. 

8 (TJ / /~) 50 U.S.C. 413b(a). 
9 (TJ / /Fe't10) 50 U.S.C. 413b(a}(l), (5). 

10 (U / /liQHe) 50 U.S.C. 403-1, 403-3(d)(t). 

-;;:;,-=A-.... cc::-~--, --(b)(1 l,_1 ________ ~ 
- ~ __ (b)(3) NatSecAct _____ ~ 
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(b )( 1) 
~/ (b)(1) 

~--(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 

· · 28. (tsl[ I To assist Agency officials in 
understanding the scope and implications of the MON, between 
17 September and 7 N<;>vember 2001; OGC researched, analyzed, and 
wrote "draft" papers on multiple legal issues. ~se included 
discussions of the applicability of the U.S. Constitution overseas, 
applicability of Habeas Corpus overseas, length of detention, 
potential civil liability under the Federal Tort Claims Act and 
employee liability actions, liaison with law enforcement, 
interrogations, Guantanamo Bay detention facility, short-term 
detention facilities, and disposition of detainees. OGC shared these 
"draft" papers with Agency officers re~ponsible for implementing the 
MON. . . 

29. (TS/ 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

existing Agency 
,__p_o-..--. cy-gw-----· ..-----ce_re_mam------.-e ~-a-=-t........--etain-,---,---e-e-s,-w-----.-----e----=.-er---.mr-' U.S. or foreign 
custody, would be treated humanely and that Agency pemonnel 
would not be authorized to participate in extremely demeaning 
indignities or exposure to inhumane treatment of any kind.11 

THE CAPTURE OF ABU ZUBAWAHAND DEVELOPM£Ni'. OF EITS 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 30. fFS-A I The capture of senior Al-Qa'ida operativ~ 
Abu Zubaydah on 27 March 2002 presented the Agency with the . 
opportunity to obtain actionable intelligence on future threats to the 
United States from the most senior Al-Qa'ida member in U.S. custody 
at that tin:te. This accelerated CIA's development of an interrogation 
program and establishment of an interrogation site. (b )( 

1
) I 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

11 (U / /FQUO). DO Handbook 50-2. 

12 
I 

TOP ~C'RP.T I (b)(1) 
~--(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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"'IOP SECR&l' / ·~_(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 31. ~~---~ To treat the severe wounds that Abu 

:.lubaydah suffered upon his capture, the Agency provided him 
intensive medical care from the outset and deferred his questioning 
for several weeks pending his recovery. The Agency then assembled 
a team that interrogated Abu Zubaydah using non-aggressive, 

(b )( 1) · · non~physical elicitation techniques. Between June and July 2002, the 
(b)(3) NatSecAct?aml . · land Abu Zubaydah 

was placed in isolation. The Agency believed that Abu Zub~ydah · 

(b )( 1) 
-was withholding imminent threat information. 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 
3~. fFS~ !Several months earlier, in late 2001, CIA 

had tasked an independent contractor psychologist, who had 13 · 
· years of experience in the U.S. Air Force's Survival, Evasion, 

Resistance, and Escape {SERE) training program, to research and 
write a paper on Al-Qa'ida's resistance to interrogation techniques.13 

This psychologist collaborated with a Department of Defense (DoD) 
psychologist who had 19 years of SERE experience in the U.S.' Air 
Force and DoD to p~duce the paper, "Recognizing and Developing 
Countermeasures to Al-Qa'ida Resistance to Interrogation 
Techniques: A Resistance Training Perspective." Subsequently, the 
two psychologists developed a list of new and more aggressive EITs 
that they recommended for use in interrogations . 

. , . 
12 '(5') CTC had previously identified locations for "covert" sites but had not established facilities. 
13 (U / /flet10) The SERE training program falls under the Do0 Joint Pexsonnel Recovery 
Agency (JPRA). JPRA is responsible for missions to include .the training for SERE and Prisoner of 
War and Missing In Action operational affairs including repatriation. SERE Training is offered 
by the US. Army, Navy, and~ Forc:e to its peISonnel, particularly air crews and special 
operations forces who are of greatest risk of being captured during military operations. SERE 
students are taught how to survive in various terraj!\, evade and endure captivity, resist- · · _ _,___,_...,_._ 
interrogations, and conduct themselves to prevent harm to themselves and fellow prisoners of 
war. 

13 --- __ ..., ___ ,--------(b)(1 )----~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct D0023 
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(b)(1) "l'OPSECRET1 ~~~g~ NatSecAct 1. ·. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~-----------------" 

(b )( 1) 

. 33. ('fS~ I CIA's OTS obtained data on the use of the 
proposed EITs and their potential long-term. psychological effects on. 
detainees. OTS input was based in part on information soliciteq. from 
a number of psychologists and knowledgeable academics in the area 
C?f psychopathology. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
34. (-¾S~ I OTS_ also solicited input f:tom DoD /Joint 

Personnel Recovery Agency (JPRA) regarding techniques used in its . 
SERE training and any subsequent psychological effects on students. 
DoD /JPRA concluded no long-term psychological effects resulte4 
from use of the EITs, including the most taxing technique, the • 
waterboard, on SERE students.14 _The OTS analysis was used by OGC . 

(b )( 1 ) . in evaluating the legality of techniques. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~--~ · . 

. 35. (TS/ . Eleven EITs were· proposed for adoption 
in the CTC Interrogation Program. As proposed, use of EITs would 

· be subject to a competent evaluation of the medical and psychological 
state of the detainee. The Agency eliminated one proposed · 
technique-the mock burial-after learning from DoJ that this could 
delay the legal review. The following textbox identifies the 10 EITs 
the Agency described to DoJ. 

, 

14 (!r According to individuaJs w{th authoritative knowledge of the SERE program, the 
waterboard was used for detnonstration purposes on a very small number of students _in a c).ass. 
Except for Navy SERE training, use of the waterboard was discontinued because of its tlraiiiatic · 
effect on the students who were subjects. 

' · 1 _______ . ____ _14 ___________ (b)(1 )----

~/ (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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TOP SECRErA(b )(3) NatS~cAct 

Enhanced Interrogation Techniques 

♦ The attention grasp consists of grasping the detainee with both hands, with one 
hand on each side· of the collar opening, in a controlled and quick motion. In the 
same motion as the grasp, the detainee is drawn toward the interrogator. 

♦ During the walling technique, the detainee is pulled forward and then quickly and 
firmly pushed into a fleXJ.ble false wall so that his shoulder blades hit the wall. His 
head and neck are supported with a rolled towel to prevent whiplash. 

♦ The facial hold is used to.hold the detainee's head immobile. The interrogator 
pla~ ari open palm on either side of the detainee's face and the interrogator's 
fingertips are kept well away from the detainee's eyes. · 

♦ With the :facial or insult slap, the fingers are slightly spread apart. The 
interrogator's hand makes contact with the area between the tip of the detainee's 
chin and the bottom of the corresponding earlobe. 

♦ In cramped confinement, the detainee is placed in a cpnfined space, typically a 
small or large box, which is usually dark. Confinement in the smaller space lasts 
no more than two .hours and in th~ larger space it can last up to 18 hours. 

♦ Insects placed in a confinement box involve placing a harmless insect in the box 
with the detainee. 

♦ During wall standing, the detainee may stand about 4 to 5 feet from a wall with 
his feet spread approximately to his shoulder width. His arms are stretched out in 

· front .of him and his fingers rest on the wall to support all of his },ody weight. The 
detainee is not allowed to reposition his·hands or feet.· 

♦ The application of stress positions may include having the detainee sit on the floor 
with his legs extended straight out in front of him with his arms.raised above his 
head or kneeling on the floor while leaning back at a 45 degree angle. 

♦ Sleep deprivation will not.exceed 11 days at a time. 

♦ The application of the waterboard technique involves binding the detainee to a 
bench with his feet elevated above his head. The detainee's head is immobilized 
and an interrogator places a cloth over the detainee's mouth and nose while 
pouring water onto the cloth in a controlled manner. Afr.flow is restricted for 20 to 
40 seconds and the tequuque produces the sensation of drowning ~d suffocation. 

,m JEC~ (b )( 1 ) I ., . . -·-~ 
'------------------==(b)(3) NatSecAct--------

-... ,...,. ....... : n:-c=- l~----=15'--------------l(b )( 1 )-~--~ 
~. _______ (b)(3) NatSecAct __ ~ D0025 
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"'IUF SECREt/~(b)(1) I · .. 
l____,(b)(3) NatSecAct------~-

(b)(1) nnJ LEGAL ANALYSIS 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

36. (TS{~--~ CIA's OGC sought guidance from DoJ 
regarding the legal bounds of EITs vis-a-vis individuals detained 
under the MON authorization. The el)Suing legal opinions focus on 

·. the Conventio~ AgainstTorture and Other Cruel, Inhumane and 
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (TortQre Convention),15 
especially as implemented in the U:.S. criminal code, 18 U.S~C. 2340-
2340A. . . 

37. (U / /POtJe) The Torture Convention specifically prohibits 
.. "torture," which it defines in Article 1 as: 

any act by which ~ere pain or suffering, whether physical or 
mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes·as 

. obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, 
punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is 
suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or 
a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any 
kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the . 
instigation of or with the consex:,.t or acquiescence of a public official 
or other person acting in ·an official capacity. It does not include 
pain or suffering arising·only from, inherent in or incidental to 
lawful sanction. [Emphasis added.] 

Article 4 of the Torture Convention provides that states party to the 
Convention are to ensure that all acts of "torture" are offenses under 

· their criminal laws. Article 16 additionally provides that each state 
party "shall und~rtake to prevent j.n any territory under its · 
jurisdiction other acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment which do not amount to acts of torture as defined in 
Article l." 

15 (U/./FeYQ) Adopted 10 December 1984, S. Treaty Doc. No. 100-20 (1988) 1465 U.N.TS . .85 
(entered into force 26 Jwie 1987). The Torture Convention entered into force for the United States -
on 20 November 1994. 

, 16 

,-c A! ~.C.RP.~1 ~~~g~ NatSecAct 
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!OP SECRE.l'/~(b)(1) I 
· L_(b)(3) NatSecAct _______ ~· 

38. (U / L.rOU9-) The Torture Convention applies to the United 
States only in accordance with the reservations and understandings · 
made by the United States at the time of ratification.16 As :-explained · 
to the Senate by the Executive Branch prior to ratification: · 

Article 1~ is arguably b~oader than existing U.S. law. The phrase 
"cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment" is a 
standard formula in international instruments and is found in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights,· and the European Cqnvention on 
Human Rights. To the extent the phrase has been interpreted in the 
context of those agreements, "cruel" and "inhuman" treatment or 
punishment appears to be roughly equivalent to the treatment or 
punishment barred in the United States by_ the Fifth, Eighth and 
Fourteenth Amendments. "Degrading" treatment or punishment,. 
however, has been interpreted as potentially including treatment 
that would probably not be prohibited by the U.S. Constitution. 
[Citing a ruling that German ;refusal to recognize individual's. 
gender change might be considered "degrading" treatment.] To 
make clear that the United States construes the phrase to be . · 
coextensive with its constitutional guarantees against cruel, 
unusual, and inhumane treatment, the following understanding is 
recommended: 

"The United States understands the term 'cruel, inhuman o~ 
degrading treatment or punishment,' as used in Article 16 of 
the Conventio~ to mean the cruel, unusual, and inhumane 
treatment or punishment prohibited by the Fifth, Eighth 
and/or Fourteenth Amendmerits to the Constitution of the 
United States."17 [Emphasis added.] 

, 

16 (U) Vienna Convention on·the Law of Treaties, 23 May 1969, 1155 U.N.T S. 331 (entered into 
force 27 January 1980). The United States is not a party to the Vienna Convention on ~titlS, but .. 
it generally regards its provisions as customary international law. · - ..,.__.__..... 

17 (U / /fO\:fQ} S. Treaty Doc. No. 100-20, at 15-16. 

~ ............ ,I 17 (b)(1) 
· ··_· ·----.....;,...: (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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39. (U / /J()HQ) In accord~ce with the Convention, the 
Umted States criminalized acts of torture in 18 U.S.C. 2340A(.a), 
which provides as follows: 

Whoever outside the United States commits or attempts to commit 
torture shall be ~ed under this title or imprisoned not more than 
20 years, or both, and if death results to any person from conduct 
prohibited by this subsecti.~n,· shall be punished by death or 
imprisoned for any term of years or for Ufe. . 

The statute adop~ the Convention de~tion of "torture" as "an act 
committed by a person acting under the color of law specifically 
intended to inflict severe physical or· mental pain or suffering ( other 

· than pain or suffering incidental to lawful sanctions) upon another 
. person 'M:thin his custody or p~ysical control."18 "Severe physical 
pain and suffering" is not furth~r defined, but Congress ·added a 
definition of ••severe mental pain or suffering:" ·. 

[T]he prolonged mental harm caused by or resulting from-

(A) the intentional infliction or threatened infliction of severe 
physical pain or suffering; 

(B) the administration or application, or threatened 
administration or application, of mind-altering substances or 
other procedures calculated to disrupt profoundly the senses or 
the personality;· · 

(C) the threat' of imminent death; or 

(D) the threat that another person will imminently be subjected 
to death, severe physical pain or suffering, or the administration 
or application of mind-altering substances or other procedures 
calculated to ~isrupt profoun~y the senses or personality .... 19 

These statutory definitions are consistent with the understandings 
and reservations of the United States to the Torture .Convention. 

18 (U/ /PeaE>) 18 U.S.C. 2340(1) .. 

19 (U/ /'PQ'IJO) 18 U.S.C. 2340(2). 

18 
TOP SECR.ET/ (b)(1) 

'----------(b)(3) NatSecAcl 
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· 40. (U / /1'800) DoJ has never prosecuted a violation of the 
torture· statute, 18 U.S.C. §2340, and there is no case law construing · 
its provisions. OGC presented the results of its research into relevant 
issues under U.S. and international law to DoJ' s OLC in the summer 
of 2002 and received a preliminary summary of the elements of the 
torture statute from OLC in July 2002. An unclassified 1 August 2002 
OLC leg~ memorandum set out OLC's conclusions regarding the 
proper interpretation of the torture statute and concluded that 
"Section 2340A proscribes acts inflicting, and that are specifically 
intended to inflict, severe pain or suffering whether mental qr 
physical."20 Also, OLC stated that the acts must be of an "extreme · 
nature" and. that "certain acts may be cruel, inhuman, or degrading, 
but still not produce pain and suffering of the requisite intensity to 
fall within Section 2340A's proscription against torture." Further 
describing the requisite level of intended pain, OLC ~tated: 

Physical pain amounting to torture must be equivalent in intensity 
to the pain accompanying serious.physical injury, su<=:h as organ 
failure, impairment of bodily function, or even death. For purely 
mental pain or suffering to amount to torture under Section 2340, it 
must result in significant psychological harm of significant · 
duration, e.g., lasting for months or even years.21 

OLC determined that a violation of Section 2340 requires that the 
infliction of severe pain be the defendant's "precise objective." OLC 
also concluded that necessity or self-defense might justify 
interrogation methods that :would otherwise violate Section 2340A.22 
The August 2002 OLC opinion did not address whether any other . 
provisions of U.S. law are relevant to the detention, treabnent, and 
interrogation of detainees outside the United States.23 

20 (U / ffeUO.) Legal Memorandum, Re: Standards of Conduct for Interrogation under 
18 U.S.C. 2340-2340A (1 August 2002). 
21 (U / /~ Ibid., p. 1. 
22 (U / /~ Ibid., p. 39. · .. 
23 (U / /'f8YO) OLC's analysis of the torture statu~e was guided in part by judicial decisions 
under the Torture Victims Protection Act {TVPA) 28 US.C. 1350, which provides a tort remedy 
for victims of torture. OLC noted that the courts in this context have looked at the entire course 

19 
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41. (U / /rOUO} A s~ond unclassified 1 August 2002 OLC 
. opinion addressed the international law aspects of such. 

interrog~tions.24 This opinion concluded that interrogation methods · 
that do not violate 18 U.S.C. 2340 would.not violate the Torture · 
Convention and would not come within the jurisdiction of the 

(b)(1) International Criminal Court. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

42. CFS/I I In addition to the two unclassified . 

(b )( 1) 

opinions, OLC produced another legal opinion on 1 August 2002 at 
the request of CIA.25 (Appendix C.) This opinion, addressed to 
CIA's Acting General Colll)Sel, discussed whether the proposed µse 
of EITs in interrogating. Abu Zubaydah would violate the Title 18 
prohibition on torture. The opinion concluded that use. of EITs on 
Abu Zubaydah would not violate the torture statute ~ecause, among 
other things, Agency personnel: (1) would not specifically intend to 

· inflict severe pain or suffering, and (2) would not in fact inflict severe 
pain or suffering. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 43 ~ 'I !This OLC . . b d . , ... ~,___,~-~~ · oprmon was ase upon 
specific representations by CIA concerning the manner in which EITs 
would be applied in the interrogation of Abu Zubaydah. For 
example, OLC was told that the EIT "phase" would likely last "no 
more than several days but could last up to thirty days." The EITs 
would be used on "an as-needed basis" and all would not necessarily 
be used. Further, the Errs were expected to be used "in some sort of 
escalating fashion, culminating with the waterboard though not 
necessarily ending with this technique." Although some of the ~s 

(b )( 1) 

of conduct; although a single incident could constitute torture. OLC ~ noted that courts may 
be willing to find a wide range of physical pain can rise to the level of "severe pain and 
suffering." Ultimately, however, OLC concluded that the cases show that only acts "of an 
extreme nature have been redressed under the TVP A's civil re.medy for torture." White House 
Counsel Memorandum at 22 - '2:7. 
24 (U / /Potfe) OLC Opinion by John C. Yoo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, OLC 
(1 August 2002). 
25 ('fS/~ ~Memorandum for John Rizzo, Ac6ng General Counsel of the Central 
Intelligencegen:; 'Interrogation of al Qaida Operative" (1 August 2002) at 15. 

(b )(3) NatSecAct . . 

~ (b)(1) 
~-------(b)(3) NatSecAct~--
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might be used.xn.ore than once, "that repetition will not be substantial . 
because the techniques. generally lose their effectiveness after several 
repetitions." With respect to the waterboard, it was explafued that: 

... the individual is bound securely to an inclined bench . . . . The 
individual's feet are generally elevated. A cloth is placed over the 
forehead and eyes. Water is then applied to the cloth in a 
controlled manner. As this is done, the cloth is lowered until it 
covers both the nose and mouth. Once the cloth is saturated and· 
completely covers the mouth and nose, the air flow is slightly 
reshicted for 20 to 40 seconds due to the presence of the cloth. This 
causes an increase in carbon dioxide level in the individual's blood. 
This increase in the carbon dioxide level stimulates increased effort 
to breathe. This effort plus the cloth produces the perception of 
"suffocation and incipient panic," i.e., the perception of drowning. 
The individual does not breathe water into his lungs. During those 
20 to 40 seconds, water is continuously applied from a height of [12 
to 24] inches. After this period, the cloth is lifted, and the · 
individual is allowed to breathe unimpeded for three or four full 
breaths. The sensation of drowning is immediately relieved by the 
removal of the cloth. The procedure may then be repeated. The 
water is usually applied from a canteen cup or small watering can 
with a spout. . . . [T]his procedure triggers an automatic 
physiological sensation of drowning that the individual cannot 
control even thou~ he may be aware that he is in fact not 
drowning. [I]t is likely that this procedure would not last more 
than 20 minutes in any one application. 

Finally, the Agency ·presep.ted OLC wi~ a psychological profile of ·. · 
Abu Zubaydah and with the conclusions of officials and •. 
psychologists asso~ated_with the SERE program that the.use ofEITs 
would cause no long term mental harm. OLC relied on these 
representations to support its conclusion that no ·physical harm or 
prolonged mental harm would r~sult from the use on him of the 

(b)(1) EITs, including the waterboard.26 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · · .. 

26 'ts~ I According to the Chief, Medical Services, ·oMS was neither consulted nor 
involved in the initial analysis Qf the risk and benefits of EITs, nor provided with the ors report 
cited in the OLC opinion. In retrospect, based on the OLC extracts of the ors report, OMS 
contends that the reported sophistication of the pre!µninary EIT review was exa~t l~t ... --•-""-
as_ it related to the waterboard, and that the power of this EIT was appreciably overstated in the 

. report. Furthermore, OMS contends that the expertise of the SERE psychologist/interrogators on 

~-.,_.,.:,.,,... ,,~ --~21~----<(b)(1 )1----~ 
---- (b)(3) NatSecAct D0031 
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44. ('fSr . . . . · 1 OGC continued to consult with DoJ as the 
CTC In,terrogation Program and the use of EITs expanded beyond the 
interrogation of Abu Zubaydah. ·This resulted in the production of· 
an undated and unsigned document entitled, "Legal Principles 
Applicable to CIA Detention and Interrogation of Captured . 
Al-Qa'ida Personnel."27 According to OGC, this analysis was ·fully 
coordinated with and drafted_ in substantial part by OLC. In addition 
to reaffirming the previous conclusions regarding the tortur~ statute; 
the analysis concludes that the fe<:leral War Crimes statute, 18 ·u.S.C. 
2441, does not apply to Al-Qa'ida because members of that group are 
not entitled to prisoner of war status. The analysis adds that "the 
[Torture] Convention permits the use of [cruel, inhuman, or 
degrading treatment] in exigent circumstances, such as a national 
emergency or war." It also states that the interl,'ogation of Al-Qa'ida · 
members does not violate the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments 

· because those provisions do riot apply extraterritorially, nor does it ; 
violate the Eighth Amendment because it only applies to persons 
upon whom criminal sanctions have been imposed .. Finally, the 
an~ysis states that a wide range· of EITs and other techniques would 
not constitute conduct of the type that would be prohibited by the 
Fifth, Eighth, or Fourteenth Amendments even were they· to be 
applicable: 

The use of the following techniques and of cqmparable, approved 
techniques does not violate. any Federalstatute or other law, where 
the CIJ\ interrogators do not specifically int~d to cause the 
detainee to undergo severe physical or mental pain or suffering 
(i.e., they-act with the good faith belief that their conduc~ will not 
cause such pain or sufferirig}: isolation, reduced caloric intake (so 
long as the a.mount is calculated to maintain the general health of 
the detainees), deprivation of readµtg material, loud music or white 

the waterboard:was probably misrepresented at. the time, as the SERE waterboard experience is 
so different from the subsequent Agency usage as to make it almost irrelevant. Consequently, . 
according to OMS, there was no a prit}ri reason to believe that applying the waterboard with the 
frequency and intensity with which'it was used by the psychologist/interrogators was either 
efficacious or medically safe. · · 
27 trsl[ .=J "Legal Principles Applicable to CIA Detention and Interrogation of 

(b )( 1 ) Captured Al-Qa'ida Personnel," attached to OGC-F0-2003-50054 (16 June 2003),; 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
. 22 
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noise (at ~ pecfbel level calculated to avoid damage to the 
detainees' hearing),· the attention grasp, walling, the facial hold, the 
facial slap (insult slap), the abdominal slap, cramped confinement, 
wall standing, stress positions, sleep deprivation, the use of 
diapers, the use of harmless insects, and the water board. 

According to oce, this-analysis embodies DoJ agreement that the 
. reasoning of the classified 1 August 2002 OLC-opinion extends 

beyond the interrogation of Abu Zubaydah and the conditions that 
were specified in that opinion. 

'i NOTICE TO AND CONSULTATION WI7ll EXECUTIVE ANJJ CONGRESSIONAL 
:1 

(b)(1) OFFICIALS 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

45. ~ At the same time that OLC was reviewing 
the legality of EITs in the summer of 2002, the Agency was consulti!ig 
with NSC policy staff and senior Administration officials. The DCI 
briefed appropriate senior national security and legal officials on the 
proposed EITs. In the fall of 2002, the Agency briefed the leadership 
of the Congressional Intelligence Oversight Committees on the use of 

(b )( 1 ) both standard techniques and EITs. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

1 1 46. eFS/'--,-~~- In early 2003, CIA officials, at the urging 
of the General Counsel, continued to inform senior Administration· 
officials and the leadership of the Congressional Oversight 
Committees of the then-current status of the ere Program. The 
Agency specifically w~ted to ~nsure that these officials and the 
Committees· continued to be aware of and approve CTA's actions. 
The General Counsel recalls that he spoke and met with White House 
Cow,sel and others at the NSC, as well as Dof s Criminal Division 
and Office of Legal Counsel beginning in December 2002 and briefed 
them on the scope and breadth of the CTC's Detention and 

(b)(1) Interrogation Program. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

47. ~ I Representatives of the DO, in the 
presence of the Direct6r of Congressional Affairs and the General 
Counsel, continued to brief the leadership of the Intelligenee · - ... _.,_.........._ 
Oversight Committees on the use of EITs and detentions in February 

23 (b)(1)----~-
~ (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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and March 2003. The General Counsel says that none of the 
participants expressed any concern about the techniques or the 

(b)(1) Program. · ~--
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

48. ('rS/ j l0n 29 July 2003, the DCI and the General 
Counsel provided a detail~ briefing to selected· NSC Principals on 
CIA's detentionand interrogation efforts involving "high value: 
detainees," to include the expanded use of EITs.28 According to a 
Memorandum. for the Record prepared by the General Counsel 
following that meeting, the Attorney General confirmed that DoJ. 
approved of the expanded use of various EITs, including multiple 
applications of the waterboard.29 The General Counsel said he . 
believes everyone in attendance was aware of exactly what CIA was 
doing with respect to detenti~n and interrogation, and approved of 
the effort. According to OGC, the senior officials were again briefed 
regarding the CTC Program 01_116 September 2003, and the · 

· Intelligence Committee leadership was briefed again in September 
2003. Again, according to OGC, none of those involved in these 
briefings expressed any reservations about the program. 

(b )( 1) GUIDANCE ON CAPTURE, DETENTION, AND INTERROGAllON 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

· ~9. (TS/I I Guidance and training are fundamental 
to the success and integrity of any endeavor as operationally, 
politically, and legally complex as the Agency's Detention and 
Interrogation Pro&."am· So<;>n after 9 /.11, the DDO issued guidance on 

the standards for the cap~e of terrol1$t targets. j .. ! 

I 
(b)(1) 

(b )( 1) · (b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct·-----~---_-_-_-_-_-~------------ -·--·······-·-.. -----............. _ 

50. ff§/~ I The OCI~ in January 2003 approved 
formal ''Guidelines on Confinement Conditions for CIA Detainees" 

(b )( 1) (Appendix D) and "Guidelines on Interrogations Conducted 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

... 
' 

28 r,st'--=~-The briefing materials referred to 24 high value detainees interrogated _at 
ClA-controlled sites and identified 13 interrogated using Errs. 
29 (U / ~) Memorandum for the Record, OGC-F0-2003-50078 (5 August 2003). 

24 
(b )( 1) 
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Pursuant to the Presidential Memorandum of Notification of 
17 September 2001" (Appendix E), which are discussed below .. Prior 
to the DCI Guidelines, Headquarters provided guidance via_ ~ormal · 
briefings and electronic communications, to include cables from CIA 
Headquarters, to the field. Because the level of guidance was largely 
site-specific, this Report.discusses the pre-January 2003 detention·and 
interrogation guidance in the sections addressing specific detention 

(b)(1) facilities. 
(b).(3) NatSecAct 

51. (TSJ I In November 2002, CTC initiated training 
courses for individu~ involved in interrogations. In April 2003, 
OMS consolidated and added to its previously issued.informal 
guidance for th~ OMS personnel responsible for monitoring the 
medical condition of detainees.30 

(b)(1) 
~ ___ (b)(3) NatSecAct~-----~ 

52.J 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

53.] 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

30 {U / /F8\:Je) OMS reportedly issued four revisi~ns of these draft guidelines, the latest of 
which is dated 4 September 2003. The guidelines remain in draft. 

cr:..-.nT'!..,.. 'I (b )( 1 ) 
- (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ., 

55. I 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

s6.I 
(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

26 • Te>f 3~J.?FI t___ _____ (b)(1) 
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(b )( 1) DCI Confinement Guidelines 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

57. (TS/I !Before January 2003, officers assigned to 
manage detention facilities developed and implemented confinement 
condition procedures. Because these procedures were site-specific 
and not uniform, this Review discusses them in connection with the 
review of specific sites, rather than in this section. The Jan1,UU'Y 2003 
DCI Guidelines govern the conditions of confinement for CIA 
detainees held in detention facilities 

(b )( 1) 
b)(3) NatSecAct 

31 

(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

.------=27,____(b)(1 )1------~ 
~ (b)(3) NatSecAct. __ _____, 
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(b )( 1) 

. 58. ~ I The OCI Guidelines specifythatD/CTC 
shall ens~e that a specific Agency staff employee is designated as 
responsible for each specific-detention facility. Agency staff'.~ 
employees responsible for the facilities and participating in the 
questioning of individuals detained pursuant to the 17 September 
2001 MON must receive a copy of the DCI Guidelines. They must 
review the Guidelines and sign an ·ackn~_!-.'J~?gment that they_~~~~--
done so. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 

59~ ('fS/~--~ The DCI Guidelines specify legal 
"minimums" and require that "due provision must be taken to protect 
the health and safety of all CIA detainees." The Guidelines do not 
require that conditions of confinement at the detention facilities 
conform to U.S. prison or other standards. At a minimum, however, 
detention facilities are_ to provide basic levels of medical care: 

... (which need not comport with the highest standards of medical 
care that is provided in U.S.-based medical facilities); food and 
drink which meets minimum medically appropriate nutritional and 
sanitary standards;_ clothing and/ or a physical environment 
sufficient to meet basic health needs; periods of time within which 
detainees are free to engage in physical exercise (which mayb~ 
limited, for example, to exercise within the isolation cells 
themselves); for sanitary facilities (which may, for example, 
comprise buckets for the relief of personal waste) ... 

Further, the guidelines provide that 

Medical and, as appropriate, psychological personnel shall be 
. physically present at, 6r reasonably available to, each Detention 

28 
• "'T't fr ."liilf'lUll' / (b )( 1) 
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Facility ... ~edical personnel shall check the physical conditi.oµ of 
each detainee at intervals appropriate to the circumstances and 
· shall keep apprOJ?riate records. ., 

DCI Interrogation Guidelines 

60. CS'HNE) Prior· to January 2003, CTC and OGC 
disseminated guidance via cables, -e-mail, or orally on a case-by-case 
basis to address reqµests to use sp~cific interrogation techniques. 
Agency management did not require those involved in interrogations 
to sign an acknowledgement that they had read, understood, or . 
agreed to comply with the guidance provided. Nor did the.Agency 
maintain a comprehensive record of individ~ who had been 
briefed on interrogation· procedures. 

61. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

TheDCI 
terrogation Gui e es reqwre personnel directly engaged 

in the interrogation of persons detained have reviewed these 
Guidelines, received appropriate training in their implementation, 
~d have completed the applicable acknowledgement. · 

! . 62. "(S/ /~) The DCI Interrogation Guidelines defµie 
"Permissible Interrogation Techniques" and specify that "unless 
otherwise approved by Headquarters, CIA officers and other 
personnel acting on behalf of Clt\.may use only Permissible 
Interrogation Techniques. Permissible Interrogation Techniques 
consist of both (a) Standard Tech,niques and (b) Enhanced 

(b)(3) CIAAct 

32 ts{/:blE) Seel r~r relevant· text of DO Handbook 50-2. i 
[ (b)(1) 
: (b)(3) NatSecAct 

' ! 

• 29 (b)(1)-----~ 
--,,_ bF C:FCR13.!' I 
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. . 
Techniq~es.''.~-~ITs require advance approval from Headquarters, as 
do standard techniques whenever feasible. The field must document 

(b )( 1 ) the use of both standard techniques .and EITs. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~---~ . . 

. 63. "{§/I !The DCI Interrogation Guidelines define 
"standard interrogation techniques" as techniques that do not 
incorporate significant physical or psychological pressure. These 
techniques include, but are not limited to, all lawful forms of 
questioning employed by U.S. law enforcement and military 
interrogation personnel. Among standard interrogation techniques 
are the use· of isolation, sleep deprivation not to exceed 72 hours,M 
reduced. caloric intake (so long as the amount is calculated to 
maintain the general health of the detainee), deprivation of.reading 
material, use of loud music or white noise (at a decibel level 
calculated to avoid damage to the detainee's hearing), ·the use of 
diapers for limited periods (generally not to exceed 72 hours, or 

· during transportation where appropriate), and moderate 
psychological pressure. The DCI Interr9gation Guidelines do not 
spedfic~y prohibit improvised actions. A CTC/Legal officer has 
said, however, that no one may employ any technique outside 
specif;ically identified standard techniques without Headquarters 

(b)(1) approval. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

. 64. {TSi ~ I EITs include physical actions and are 

(b )(1) 

defined as "techniques that do incorporate physical or psychological 
pressure peyond Standard Techniques. II Headquarters must approve 
the use of each specific EIT in advance. EITs may be employed only 
by trained and certified interrogators for use with a specific detainee 
and with appropriate medical and psychological monitoring of the 
process.35 · 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

33 -(i) The 10 approved EITs are described in the textbox an page 15 of this Review. 

34 trsll I According to t:l\e General Counsel, in late December 2003, the period for 
sleep deprivation was reduced to 48 hours. . 

35 <'§A !Before EITs are administered, a detainee must receive a detailed-.-
psychological assessment and physical exam. Daily pliysical and psychological evaluations are -

(b )( 1 ) continued throughout the period of EIT use. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

• R I 30 (b)(1) 
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(b )( 1) 
Medical Cw~elines(b)(3) NatSecAct 

65. · ·c,:s~ I OMS prepared draft guidelines for 
medical and psychological support to detainee interrogations. The 
Chief, Medical Services disseminated the undated OMS draft · 
guidelines in April 2003 to OMS personnel assigned .to detention 
facilities. According to OMS, these guidelines were a compilation of 
previously issued guidance that had been disseminated in a 
piecemeal fashion. The guidelines were marked "draft" based on the 
advice of CTC/Legal.36 These guic;ielines quote excerpts from the 
DCI Interrogation Guidelines. They include a list of sanctioned 
interrogation techniques, approval procedures, technique goals, a:nd 
staff requirements. The OMS draft guidelines also expand upon the 
practical medical implications of the DCI Interrogation Guidelines, 
_addressing: general evaluation, µiedical treatment, uncomfortably 
cool environments, white noise or loud music, shackling, sleep 
deprivation, cramped confinement (confinement boxes), and the 
waterboard. According to the Chief, Medical Services, the OMS 
Guidelines were intended sol~ly as a reference for the OMS personnel 
directly supporting the use of EITs and were not intended to be 
Agency authorizations for the techniques discussed. OMS most 
recently updated these draft guidelines in September 2003, and; 
according to the Chief, Medical Services, they were disseminated to 
all OMS field personnel involved in the Detention and Interrogation 
Program. (Appendix F.) · · 

(b)(1) Training for Interrogations 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · ~---

66. ~.___ __ ____,In November 2002, .CTC/Renditions and 
Detainees Group (ROG) initiated a pilot running of a two-week 
Interrogator Training Colll'Se designed to train, qualify, and certify 
individuals as Agency interrogat~rs.37 Several CTC officers, 

. . 

36 (U / 11d!JO) A 28 March 2003,Lotus Note from C/CTC/Legal advised Chief, Medical 
Services that the "Seventh Floof; "would need to approve the promulgation of any further formal 
guidelines. . . . For now, therefore, let's remain at the discussion stage .... " 

3~ 
·-~--.....--. 

(b)(1) \ . 

[ 
T(")l> C:J:t"'11ln 'I (b )( 1) 
· · (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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~1'1""U'CT/r--(b)(1) I 
.iv...-~ L_(b)(3) NatSecAct.------~ · ··· 

including a fo@.1er SERE instructor, designed the curriculum, which 
included a week of classroom instruction followed by a week of . · 
1'hands-on" training in EITs. In addition to standard and enhanced 
interrogation techniques, co~ material included apprehension and 
handling of subjects, renditions, management of an interrogation site, 
interrogation team structure and functions, planning an 
interrogation, the conditiQning process, resistance techniques, legal 
requirements, Islamic culture and religion, the Arab mind, and 
Al-Qa'ida-networks. Training using physical pressures was 
conducted.via classroom academics, guided discussion, · 

~~~g~ NatSect~pionstration-performance, student practice and feedback. 

67. erstl I Three oi the 16. att~dees of the p.ilo't 
course, including a senior Agency interrogator ~d two independent 
contractor/psychologists, were certified by CTC/RDG as. 
interrogators.38 Their certification was based on their previous 

(b)(1) · operational exp~_!jence. The twp psychologist/interrogators, who 
(b)(3) NatSecAc~re a~ ]during.the pilot course, were deemed certified 

basec:i on their experience as SERE instructors and their 
interrogations of Abu Zub~ydah and Af-Nashiri. Once certified, an 
interrogator is deemed qualified to conduct an interrogation 
employing EITs. Seven other individuals were designated as "trained 
and qualified," me~g they would have to apprentice under a . 
certified interrogator in the field for 20 hours in order to become 
eligible for their certifications. 

68. ~ By September 2003, four Interrogation Training 
(b )( 1) Courses had been completed, resulting ml__ ]trained interrogators. 
(b)(3) CIAAct Three of these are certified to·use the waterboard. Additionally, a 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

38 ~I/}~ These certifications wer.e for "Enhanced Pressures," which involved all of the EITs ] 
except the waterboard. Only the two psychologist/interrogators were certified to use the · 
waterboard based on their previous JPRA/SERE experience. Subsequently, another indepepdent _ . .,.. ·-•··-,:.:.-. f 
contractor, who had been certified as an interrogator, lfecame certified in the use of the l 
waterboard. i: 

32 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(1)~· -----------, 
- ~T/[(b)(3) NatSecAct ~-

number of psy~ologists, physicians, Physician's Assistants,39 and . 
COBs completed the training for familiarization purposes. Students 
completing the Interrogation Course are required to sign an 
acknowle~gment that they have read, understand, and will comply 

(b )( 1) with the DCI's Interrogation Guidelines. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · 

69. ~ I In June 2003, CTC established a debriefing 
course for Agency substantive experts who are involved in questioning 
detainees after they have undergone interrogation and have been · 
deemed "compliant." The debriefing course was established to .train 
non-interrogators to collect actionable intelligence from high value. 
detainees in CIA custody. The course is intended to familiarize 
non-interrogators.with key aspects of the Agency interrogation 
Program, to include the Program's goals and legal authorities, the DCI 
Interrogation Guidelines, ·and the roles .and responsibilities of all who 

I
. interact with a high value detainee. As of September 2003, three of 

· these training sessions had been conducted, with a total of 
(b )( 1) c=}ndividuals completing the training. CTC/RDG was contemplating 
(b)(3) CIAAct establishing a similar training regimen for Security Protective Officers 
(b)(3) NatSecAct d lin . h willb . d t . . . 
1 

1 an gwsts w o . e ass1gne o mterrogation sites. • 

I · · (b)(11----~ 
~~ ig,lNatSecAcl DIITENTlON r JNTERROGATION Dl'fiRATIONS AT I (b )(3) Na!SecAct 

~~~g~ NatSecAct 70. ffS~ The detention and interrogation activity 
' examined during trus·Review occurred primarily at three facilities_ 

(b )(1) encrypted as I f~_~an~ 11 was the 
(b)(3) NatSecActfacility at which two prominent Al-Qa'ida detainees, Abu Zubaydah 

and Al-Nashiri, were held with the foreign host government's 
knowledge and approval, until it was closed for operational security 
reasons in December 2002. The two detainees at that location were 

,·. 

39 (U) Physician's Assistants are formally trained ~ provide diagnostic, therapet!tiC. and, 
preventative health care services. They work under the supervision of a physician, record 

. progress notes, and may prescribe· medications. 

.. ~,_...........-

-.,.,.,,, CT"'CJ?'r.'T' 'I (b )( 1) 
. (b )(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(1) : . ~c(b)(1) 1· ... · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAc.t.._ ______ __J_ 

then moved .t~c_ ___ Jlocated in another foreign country. Eight 
individuals were detained. and interrogated atJ ___ !including 
Abu Zubaydah and Al-Nashiri. . · (b )( 1 ) '.'.--

(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

I (b )( 1) 
Staffing and Operatio~(b)(3) NatSecAct , 

·11. C'fS/[ .. . . . ··1 CTC initiall established/ ~o 
detain and interro ate Abu Zubaydah. ~-------1-:; as operational 
between_'=---~==-=='December 2002. ,__ __ __,had no 
perinanen pos1 ons and was staffed wi.tmrenwomv d1:1ty (TOY) 
officers. Initially, Abu Zubaydah's Agency interrogators at I 

. included an/ 1officer, who also serv'-ed~_-as--
(b )( 

1 
) CO~, and a s~or Ag~cy sec~ty offic_er .. _1:hey were assisted _by 

(b)(3) NatSecAcPous secunty, medical, and com.murucations personnel detailed to 
I ~o support the interrogation mission~ An independent 

contractor psychologist with ext~ive experience as an.interrogation 
(b)(1) instructor at the U.S. Air Force SERE School also assisted the team. 

(b)(
3

) NatSecAct 7:. :r··-·,··-----] Once the Ag~cy approved the use of 

EITsl !in August 2002, a second independent contractor 
psycho ogis with 19 years of SERE experience joined the team. This 
followed a determination by the CIA personnel involved in · 
debriefing that the continuation of the existing methods would not 
produce the actionable inte}Ugence-that the Intelligence Community 
believed Abu Zubaydah possessed. The team was supervised by the 
COB and suppdrted by the on-site team of security, medical, and 

(b )( 1) communications personnel. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · ____ _ _______ _ 

. 73. ~ I The responsibility of the COB [ ] 
was to ensure the facility and staff functioned within the authorities 
that govern th~ mission. In conjunction with those duties, the COB 
was responsible for the overall management and security of the site 
and the personnel assigned to support activities there. The COB 
oversaw interrogations and released o:eerational and intelligence. 

• 3(b)(1)------~ 
., 1 iP SPCRE_T 1 (b )(3) NatSecAct · \ 
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. ~;--(b)(1) I 
'L_(b)(3) NatSecAct------~r·· 

cables and siti.l@.tion reports. The.COB coordinated activities with the 
, Station and Headquarters and reported to the CTC Chief of 

(b)(1) Renditions Group.40 ~~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . 

.-----~24~, 115~~1 ---~/The two p~ychologist/interrogators at 
-r ----=--___,..,,.="jed each interrogation of Abu Zubaydah and Al-Nashiri · 

where EITs were used. The psychologist/interrogators conferred 
with the COB and other team members before each interrogation 
session. Psychological evaluations were performed by both 
Headquarters and on-site psychologists. Early on in the 
development of the interrogation Program, Agency OMS 
psychologists objected to the use of on-site psycho~ogists as 
interrogators and raised conflict of interest and ethical concerns. This 
was based on a concern that the on-site psychologists who were 
administering the EITs participated in the evaluations, assessing the-

~~~g~ NatSecAciffectiveness and impact of the EITs on the detainees: · 

· 75. (TS/~ I The interrogation intelligence 
(b )( 1·) · requirements for Abu Zubaydah were generally developed at 
(b)(3) NatSecActHeadquarters by CTC/Usam.a Bin Laden (UBL) Group and refined at 

· I jCTC/RDG, CTC/1;..GL, CTC/UBL, and I I 
(b)(1) I I provided in ut into the rendition and 
(b)(3) CIMct interrogation process. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct----~------'---------------.J-----, 

staff maintained daily dialogue with 
Heaagiiarters-:inanagement oy cable and secure telephone, and # 

I lo~cers initiated a video conference with Headquarters to 
discuss the efficacy of proceeding with EITs. 

(b)(1) · 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 76. ij I Abu Zubaydah was the only detainee at 

I _ until 'Abd Al-Rahim Al-Nashiri arrived on lS_November 
2002. The interrogation of Al-Nashiri proceeded after[ 1 

(b )( 
1
) received the necessary Headquarters authorization. The two 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 

40 ('H,,d....._ _ ____,~ In August 2002, the group ~ became Renditions and Detainees Group, 
indicative of its new responsibilities for running detention facilities and interrogations. For · 
consistency purposes in this Review, OIG subsequently refers to this group as crc/RDG. 

I ~"I.Tl 35 (b)(1) 
. ~------(b)(3) NatSecAct __ ~ 
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psychologist/ w.,terrogators began Al-:Nashlri's interrogation 11$ing 
EITs imme~ately upon his arrival. Al-Nashiri provided lead 
information o~ other terrorists during his first day of interrogation. 
On the twelfth day of interrogation, the two psychologist/ 
interrogators administered two applications of the waterboard to . 
Al-Nashiri during two separate interrogation sessions. Enhanced 

interro2ation ~(~-Nashiri continued thromtlt 4 December 20027 
(b)(3) NatSecAct _ 

(b)(1) "'d ta f I te ti (b)(3) NatSecActl eo peso n rrog~. ons 

77. (TS/ I I Headquarters had intense interest in 
~~~g~ N ts 1,.A~ing abreast of all aspects of Abu Zubaydah's interrogation-I-~ 

. a lee c !including compliance-with the guidance provided to the 
site relative to the use of EITs. Apart from this, however, and before 

(b )( 1 ) · the use of EITs, the interrogation teams a~ . !decided to · 
(b )(3) NatSecAct:ieotape the interrogation sessions. One initial purpose was to 

ensure a record of Abu Zubaydah's medical condition and treatment 
should ;he succumb to his wounds and questions arise about the 
medical care provided to him by CIA. Another purpose was to assist. 
in the preparation of the debriefing reports, although the team 
advised CTC/Legal that they rarely, if ever, were used for that 
purpose. There are 92 videotapes, 12 of which include EIT 

. applications. An OGC attorney reviewed the videotapes in · 
November and December 2002 to ascertain complianc~ with the 
August 2002 DoJ opinion and compare what actually happened with 
what was reported to Headquarters. He reported that there was no 

(b)(1) deviation from the DoJ guidclllce or the written record. . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

. • 78. ('FS.,1 I OIG reviewed-the videotapes, logs; and 
cables! I in May 2003. OIG identified 83 waterboard 
applications, most of which lasted less than 10 seconds. 41 OIG also 

(b)(1) identified one instance where a psychologist/interrogator verbally 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · .- · 

41 ~/ [ _ ] For the purpose of this Review, a ·waterboard application constituted ~ch -
discrete insfii.nce in which water was applied for any period of time during a session. 

• -~---=--=36~(b)(1 )------
·'l'r 115 'iR<'CPJIT I 

- (b)(3) NatSecAct ___ _, 
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~Tc(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAcl 1-· ------~ 

threatened Ab.q Zubaydah by stating, "If one child dies in America, 
and I find out" you knew somethirig about it, I will personally cut 
your mother's throat."42 OIG found 11 interrogation videotapes to be 

(b)(1) blank. Two others were blank except for one or two minutes of 
(b )(3) NatSecAct recording. Two others were broken and could not be reviewed. OIG · 

compared the videotapes tol ~ogs and cables and identified 
a 21-hour period of time, which included two waterboard sessions, 

(b)(1) that was not captured on the videotapes. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . 

79. ('fi~ loIG's review of the videotaJ)E?S revealed. 
that the waterboard technique employeQ. ·at[ f¥as different 
from the technique as described in the DoJ opinion- and used in the 
SERE training. The difference was in the manner in which the 
detainee's breathing was obstructed.- At the SERE School and in the 
DoJ opinion, the subject's airflow is disrupted by the firm application 
of a damp cloth over the air passages; the interrogator applies a small 

((~ ~((1~ NatSecA~t amount ?f water to th~LQQ_tb,jn~ contr~lled manner .. By contrast;_ the 
, Agency mterrogator[ }ontinuously applied large volumes 

of water to a cloth that covered the detainee's mouth an.;i nose. One of 
the psychologists/interrogators acknowledged that the Agency's· use 

. of the technique differed from that used in SERE training and 
explained that the Agency's technique is different because it is "for 
real" and is more poignant and convincing. 

(b )(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecA~i c_t _____ ~ 
(b )( 1) . ~ I J.!11 
(b)(3) NatSecAc□t 80. (".rSb /l._____,

7
c--_ _,_F~rom December 2002 unt.i.ii.__ ___ ~ 

eptem er 2003,i rwas used to detain and interrogate 
(b )( 1 ) · 

1
-~t~!_!t!_Q!~iQ:1!~~--

(b )(3) NatSecAct . 
I I During this time, Headquarters issued 
the formal DCI Confinement Guidelines, the DCI Interrogation 
Guidelines, and the additional draft guidelines specifically 

/· 

42 (U / /Feffl:)) See discussion in paragraphs 92-93 regarding threats. 

• 37 (b)(11---------. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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addressing r,eq_µirements for OMS personnel. This served to 
strengthen the command and control exercised _over the CTC. 
Program. 

Background and Detainees 

s1. I 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
~-----(b)(3) NatSecAct-------------____J 

---~---'-' - . 
82. ('fS/~ _____ ___,was originally intended to hold 

(b)(1) · "'~um of two high value detainees! I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct~ · · • . . 

. I ~ecause the Agency had _not established another detention 
(b)(1) facility for these detainees, five cells had been constructed..=-cto=------
(b)(3) NatSecAct>mmodate five detainees-AbuZubavdah, Al-NashiriJ, (b)(1) I 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
n 
11 

_Several Agency personnel expressed concern to OIG that 
·had become overcrowded. '-------

83.] 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

'Tl ,tH'fiCDT:! (b)(1) 
..__ ______ (b)(3) NatSecActl-__ __J 

38 
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~/c(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAcl . . 

1 .. -·-...:. (b )(1) 
(b)(1) . Staffing 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

'j 
i 

. -. 

84. ($//:NP) Likel ~ad no permanent 
positions and was staffed[ with TDY_oj fficers. It had the same general 
staffing complement as - · · 

--·-.--·-- -_. ___ ., -~- ----- - -- __ ., __ 

~~ ~g~ NatSecAct 85. it//NP) DO managers told OIG 1hat in selecting a COB at 
: I they considered a combination of factors, to include grade 

and managerial experience. A senior DO officer said that, by March 
2003, because of a lack of available, experienced DO officers who 
could travel toL ]the selection criteria were limited. to · 
selecting CTC candidates based on their grade. Like most TOY 
personnel who traveled tol I the COB was generally 

~~~g~ NatSecActexpected ~o remain for a 30-dayTDY. 

:: 86. ("fS / ~ I The duties of the COB I Ito 

(b)(3) NatSecAct-those of the COB at[_____l The ~OB also oversaw. 
(b )(1) · manage 1he facility, ils securitv and ils ,~ )ere the same as 

interrogations and debriefings, released ca . es an reports, and 
(b)(1) communicated daily with the local Station and Headquarters. 
(b )(3) NatSecAct . 

87. ('fS-/ ~ _ I Although the COBilwas 
ultimately responsioieror-bn-site security, the ~onsibilities 

(b)(1) ~or security matters fell to security personnel wh_o, in addition to 
(b )(3) NatSecActmonitoring, the d~tain~es around-the-clock, also monitored 

I I :gerimeter via audio and video cameras. Security -
personnel atllmamtained records of vital detainee 
information, 1oiiic1iicre medical information, prescribed medications, 
bathing schedules, menus, and eating schedules. They prepared 
three meals· daily for each detainee, which generally consisted of 
beans, rice, cheese sandwiches, vitamins, fruit, water, and Ensure 
nutritional supplement. 

~---3_9 _(b)(1 ) __ ~--~ 
- .... .,....ff'l" , QQ.T•.... (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )( 1) ~;r-(b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct l__(b)(3) NatSecAct ________ ~ 

88. ('fSA~ ____ I A{ . .. - - ~sychologists' roles did not 
imm~ately change. They continued to psychologically assess and 
interrogate detainees and were identified as 
"psychologist/ interrogators." Headquarters ad~~ssed the conflict of 
interest.concern when, on 30 Jai;1uary 2003, it sent a cable to[(b)(1) I 

that stated: . · (b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

It has been and continues to be [Agency] practice that the 
individual at the interrogation site who administers the techniques . 
is not the same person who issues the psychological assessment of 
reoord ..... In this respect, it. should be noted that staff and IC 
psychologists who are approved interrogators may continue to 
serve as interrogators and physically participate in the · 
administration of enhanced techniques, so long as at least one other. 
psychologist is pr~t who is not also serving as an interrogator, 
and the appropriate psychological interrogation assessment of 
record has been completed. ,Q ____ _ 

Medical Services believes this problem still exists because 
. e psy ologists / interrogators continue to perform both functions. 

(b )( 1 ) Guidance Prior to DCI Guidelines 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

89. ff( ______________ J By the time[_ __________ ]became 
operational, the Agency was providing legal and operational· 
briefings and cables I Ith.at contained Headquarters' 

(b)(1) ~dailce·and dis-~~~ the torture statute ~d the DoJ legal opinion. 
(b)(3) NatSecActTC had also estaplis~ed a precedent of detailed cables between 

I ~d Headquarters regarding the 
interrogation and debriefing of detainees~ The wrltten guidance did 
not address the £out standard.interrogation techniques that,. 
according to CTC/Leg~, the Agency had identified as early as 

· November 2002.43 Agency personnel were authorized to employ 
standard interrogation techniques on a detainee without 
Headquarters' prior approval. The guidance did not specifically 

--------- /· 

n . . 

J 
~1 
] 

] 

J 
] 

:Tl 
il 

il 
ll 
TI 

ll 
43 (iHNFJ The four standard interrogation techniques were: (1) sleep deprivation not to _ 
exceed 72 hours, (2) continual use of light or darkness "in a cell, (3) loud music, and (4) white noise· 
(background hum). · 

•-:----.;--r-........-.- ! i 
i' 

1 I 40 (b)(1) 
'"FA? SECQ"l3T '~ _______ (b )(3) NatSecAct. __ ___, D0050 
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~c(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct-------i · 

address_ the 1,15_~ of props to imply a physical threat to a detainee, nor 
· did it specifically address the issue of whether c;>r not Agency officers 
· could improvise with any other techniques. No formal m~qianisms 

were in place to ensure that personnel going to the field were briefed 
on the existing legal and policy guidance. 

(b)(1) Specific Unauthorized or Undocumented Techniques 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

90. '{TS~ I pus Review heard allegations of the use 
of unauthorized techniquesL __________ J The most significant, the· 
handgun and power drill incident, discussed below, is the subject of a 
separate OIG investigation. In_ additi~n, individuals interviewed 
during the Review identified other techniques that caused concern 
because DoJ pad not specifically approved them. These included the 
making of threats, blowing cigar smoke, employing certain stress 
positions, the use of a stiff brush on a detainee, and stepping on a 

· detainee's ankle shackles. For all of the instances, the allegations . 
were disputed or too ambiguous to reach any authoritative _ 
determination regarding the facts. Thus, although these allegations 

· · are illustrative of the nature of the concerns held by individuals 
associated with the CTC Program and the need for clear guidance, 
they did not warrant separate investigations or aru,:rinistrative ~ction. 

(b)(1) • (b)(6) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct Handgun ~d Power Dnll (b)(?)(c) 

· 91. t1f5f I IJ land interrogation team members, 
whose purpose it was to interrogate Al-Nashiri and debrief Abu 
Zubaydah, initially staffe~ I The interrogation_ team 
continued EITs on Al-Nashiri for two weeks in December 2002 until 
they assessed him to be "compliant." Subsequently, CTC officers at 
Hea~uarters disagreed with that assessment and sent a (b )(1 

I !senior operations officer (the debriefer)[(b)(3) NatSec~ct _ 

(b)(1) to de rief and assess Al-Nashiri. . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

92. ffS~ The debriefer assessed Al-Nashiri as 
withholding information, at which point I !reinstated sleep 
deprivation, hooding, and handcuffing. Sometime between 

41 
:;::;....n z ,. on:c:::?:, ~------(b)(1 )------~ 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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~;,(b)(1) I·-· 
: (b)(3) NatSecAct _______ __,. 

. 28 Decembe:r; igo2 and 1 January 2003, the debriefer used an 
unloaded semi-automatic _handgun as a prop to frighten Al-Nashiri 
into disclosing information.44 After discussing this plan with! I . 
c=J the debriefer entered the cell where Al-Nashiri sat shackled and 
racked.the handgun once or twice close to. Al-Nashiri's head.45 On 
what was probably the same day, the debriefer used a power drill to 
frighten Al-Nashiri. With I ~onsent, the debriefer entered_ 
the detainee's cell and revved the drill while the detainee stood 
n~ed and hooded. The debriefer did not touch Al-Nashiri with the 
power drill. 

(b)(6) 
(b)(?)(c) 

93. {8//~) TheC]md debriefer did not request 

(b)(6) 
(b)(?)(c) 

(b)(1) . ~utho~tion or.report the use of these unauthorized techniques to 
(b)(3) NatSe~Actdauarters. However, in January 2003, newly arrived TOY officers 

· I jwho had learned of these incidents reported them to 
Headquarters. OIG inve_stigated and referred its findings to the 

· Criminal Divisioi;t of DoJ. On 11 September 2003, DoJ declined to 
prosecute and turned these ~atters over to CIA for disposition. 
These incidents are the subject of a separate OIG Report of 
Investigation.46 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(1) Threats. (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

94. ('fS/~---~During another incident, 
same Headquarters debriefer, according to a~-~---~-

the 

was present, threate;ned Al-Nashiri by saying t if he did not talk, 
''We could get your mother irt here," and, 'We can bring your.family 
in here." Thel !debriefer reportedlywanted-Al-Nashiri 

~~ ~g~ N tS A {infer, for psychological reasons, that the debriefer might beD 
8 

el c lintelli ence officer b~ed on his Arabic dialect, and that Al-
Nashiri was in .custody b.eeause it was widely believed in 
Middle East circles that L_ __ __,· .. terrogation technique involves 

~ 
il 
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il 
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i1 
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;r 
-~J 44 -{5/,!~ This individual was Il<>t' a trained interrogator and·was not authorized to use EITs. 

45 (U / /~ Racking is a mechanical procedure used with firearms to chamber a bulle! ~r 
simulate a bullet being chambered. . 
4f; 1Sh'Jili) Unauthorized Interrogation Techniq(b )( 1 ) 129 October 2003. 

·7---,-~ il 
· (b)(3) NatSecAct 

1 
42 
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(b )( 1) 'TOP-SEC1W! / r--(b )( 1 ) I· 
(b)(3) NatSecAct L_(b)(3) NatSecAct--------

(b)(1) 

sexually abusing female relatives in front of the detainee. The 
debriefer denied threatening Al-Nashiri through his family. The 
debriefer also-said he did not explain who he was or where he was 
from when_ talking with Al-Nashiri. Toe· debriefer said he never said 
he wasL !intelligence officer but let 
Al-Nashiri draw his own conclusions. · · ,, 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
95. -~ !An experienced Age~cy interrogator 

reported that the psychologists/interrogators threatened Khalid 
(~)(~) N 

8 
A Shaykh Muhammad I I According to this interrogator, the 

( )( ) at ec c~sychologists/interrogators said to Khalid Shaykh Muhammad that 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(5) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

if anything.else happens in the United States, "We're going to kill 
your children." According to the interrogator, one of the · • · 
psychologists/interrogators said I CTC/Legal .had advised that 

. threats are ermissible so Ion as th are "conditional." 

With respect to the report 
.L__---~---=--c--------:---=----=-------.-----"--

p r o vi de d tQ him of the threats,.._ ___ _,that report did not 
indicate that the law had been violated. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(1) S 1. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct moAe 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

96. ('fS !I I An Agency independent contractor 
interrogator admitted that, in December 2002, he and another 
independent contractor smoked cigars and blew smoke in 
Al-Nashiri's face during an interrogation. ·Toe interrogator claimed 
they did this to "cover the stench" in the room and to help keep the 
interrogators alert late at night. ·This interrogator said he would not 
do this again based on "perceived criticism." Another Agency 
interrogator admitted that he also smoked cigars during two sessions 
with Al-Nashiri to mas}s. the stench in the room. He claimed he did 
not deliberately force smoke into ~-Nashiri's face. 

- ,,-r,;:;e;...,_cc.z:r,u-,,~~~ 1 
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(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAcGtress Po$itions 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

(b )( 1) 

97. ·ffS/1 I OIG received" repo~ _that interrogation 
team members e~ployed potentially injurious stress positions on 
Al-Nashiri. · Al-Nashiri.was required to kneel on the floor and lean 
back. On at least one occasion, an Agency officer reportedly pushed 
Al-Nashiri backward while he was in this stress position. On another 
occasion aid he had to intercede after I I 

expressed concern that Al-Nashiri's arms might be 
-dis~oc-a-te___,_d from his shoulders.I ~xplained that, at the -time, 
the interrogators were attempting to put Al-Nashiri in a standing 
stress position. Al-Nashiri was reportedly lifted off the floor by his 
arms while his arms were bound behind his back with a belt .. 

Stiff Brush and Sh~ckles 

(b )(3) NatSecAct ~---~ 
98. (&fS-/j I A psychologist/interrogator reported that 

he witnessed other techniques used on Al-Nashiri that the 
interrogator knew were not specifically approved by DoJ. These . 
included the use of a stiff brush that was .intended to induce pain on 
Al-Nashiri and standing on Al-Nashiri's shackles, which resulted in · 

(b)(1) .... db · Wh ti ed . t h. t (b )(3) NatS~ctan nuses. en ques on , ·an m errogator w o was a 
I ~cknowledged that they used a stiff brush to bathe 
Al-Nashiri. He described the brush as the kind of brush one uses in. a 
bath to·remove stubborn dirt. A CTC manager who had heard of the 
incident attributed the abrasions on Al-Nashiri's ankles to an Agency 
officer accidep.tally _stepping on Al-Nashiri's shackles while 
repositioning him into a stress position. 

(b)(1) Waterboard Technique 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · . . . , 

99. eFS) I The Review determined that the 
interrogators used the waterboard, on Khalid Shaykh Muhammad in 
a manner inconsistent with the SERE application of the waterboard · 
and the description of the-waterboard in the DoJ OLC opinion, in that 
the technique was used on Khalid Shay_kh Muhammad a large ·. 
number of times. According to the General Counsel, the Attorney 

' 
44 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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~ (b)(1) 
~--(b)(3) NatSecAct----~-----' 

General acknowledged he is fully aware of the repetitive use of the 
waterboard.and that CIA is well withiri the scope of the D~J opinion. 
and_ the authority given to CIA by that opinion. The Attorney 
General was informed the waterboard had been used 119 times on a 

(b )( 1) single individual. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(1) 

100. ~ I Cables indicate that Agency 
interrogatorsL~---~~pplied the waterboard technique to 
Khalid Shaykh Muhammad 183 times during 15 sessions ·over a 
period of 14 days. The- application of this technique to Khalid Shaykh 
Muhammad evolved bec~use of this detainee's ability to counter the 
technique by moving his lips to the side to breathe while water was· 
being poured. To compensate, the interrogator administering the 
waterboard technique reportedly held Khalid Shaykh Muhammad's 
lips with one hand while pouring water with the other. Khalid 

· Shaykh Muhammad also countered the technique by holding his 
· breath and drinking as much of the water being administered as he 

could. An on-site physician monitoring the waterboard sessions 
estimated that Khalid Shaykh Muhammad was· cap~ble of ingesting 
up to two liters of water. Cables indicate that an average of 19 liters 
(5 gallons) of water were used per waterboard session, with some of 
· the water being splashed onto Khalid Shaykh Muhammad's chest 
and abdomen to evoke a visceral response from him. On the advice 
of the presiding physician, water was replaced with normal saline to 
prevent water intoxication and dilution of electrolytes. ln addition, 
one of the interrogators reportedly formed his hands over 
Khalid Shaykh Muhammad's mouth to collect approximately one 
inch of standing water.47 Cables reflect that, during siXwaterboard 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(6) 
.(b)(7)(c) 

47 ffS/ ~ ~ccording._t6 thel J:hile Khalid Shaykh Muhammad 
proved to be remar ly resilient to waterboard applications, e "unprecedented int~ty of its 
use" led OMS to advise CTC/SMD that OMS consig_ered the ongoing process "both excewve 3!1d .,...__...-. 
pointless." This concern was the impetus for OMS to juxtapose explicitly the SERE waterboard 
experience with that of the Agency's in the OMS Guidelines 'then being assembled. · 

45 (b)(1 -----~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct D0055 
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·sessions with Khalid Shaykh Muhammad, the interrogation team 
exceeded the·contemplated duration of 20 minutes per session with 
the most notabl~ session lasting 40 minutes~48 . ~-. 

(b)(1) . . . . (b)(1 ) ___ _ 
(b)(3) NatSe~~ON AND INTERROGATION AC1lV1TIES

1

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

101. trS-/[ ______________ _IThe Agency-provided less mana ement 
attention to detention and interro ation activities 

(b)(1) it gave L____,----.J~d__,____~-~---.---itook the lead on 
(b)(3) NatSecA~.$e activities as the primary · 

deten,tion and interr ation facili 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

102.. ~~~g~ NatSecAct_______ _Jthe_Station 

xisted until summer 2002 as a de facto ~---------~ 
extension of CTC, essentiall sin l focused on the counter-
terrorism mission. 

· ~-~-----~the respective roles of CTC 
(b)(1) - . · ,--- --7 ~--. -. ___J 

(b)(3) N ts A""Parding the Station and~L __ __,became less clear and remained· 
a ec lirgely unaddressed at the Headquarters level. At the same time, the 

Agency began talcing a more active role in detention but focused on 
(b )( 

1
) . ~e most high valu~ .detainees and the ~pplication of EITs. · 

(b)(3) NatSecAcf:3-dquarters considered!, . . . I 
, • ~---------

1andaid not focus on the facility's role ana 
broader scope of activities. · 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

· (b)(3) CIAAct, J 
(b)(6) : 
(b)(?)(c) 

n 
J 
·11 
J 

] 
48 f§/~ __ The OLC opinion dated 1 August 2002 states, "You have also orally 
informed us that it is likely that this procedure [waterboard] would not last more than 20 minutes 
in any one application." Although this 2.0-~ute threshold was used as one basis for the ] 
formation of the OLC opinion regarcling acceptable use of the waterboard, it does not appear that ;. 
the limi ation was ever rom ted t.o~ =th=e fi='e=ld~as==id=anc=e.,___ ______ ___:~~ 

~~~grNatSecAct ~·-~ J 
46 • mi> c:st7PIO', ~---~--(b)(1 )\------~ 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 00056 
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~r--(b)(1) 
_ ~b)(3) NatSecAct-------~ 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct---

1 

io3. I 
(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

104. l 
(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

105.J 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

· 106. 

(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1 )1-----~

1

-

(b)(3) NatSecAct .. 
..... _________ .... _______ Approved for Release: 2020/12/14 C05856717 
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~r(b)(1) 
. l~_(b)(3) NatSecAct ______ ~ 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct---------' 

107. ('fS/ A----~ InA. ril2002 ~~jgj~IB~cAc?r · osed 
the creation of to meet 
the Station's requirement or secure, e, an . separat an · g. of 
terrorist detainees." The Station stateq. that the facility was to be used 
in the "screerung and interrogation phase" of det~tion, when Station 

(b)(1) oersonnel would determine $e best disposition of the detainees. · 
(b)(3) NatSe?Act7station described the proposed facility as one designed to hold 

12 high-profile detainees, with the capacity of holding up to 20. The 
Station vie~ed the proposed facility as a way to maximize its efforts 

(b)(1) .. 1 · · ·tyt· tsf . telli d" . thr-(b)(3) CIAActo exp 01tpnoll: arge or m . gene~ an unmment eat . 
(b)(3) NatSecActrmation. In.June 2002, Headquarter~--------------- __ (b)(1 )=:J 

(b)(1) laooroved the funds to create thE{(b)(3) NatSecAct 
. ·'-d~e_ten_ti __ 

0
-n-f~ac_ili __ ty-(b )(3) NatSecAct . . --~-----------

· 108. "('fS ~ _______ received its first detainee on 
OSeptemlJer 2002. After the first month of operation~.,,._ ____ _ 
detainee population had grown to 20. Since then, the detainee 
population ranged from 8 to 20. 

, Headauarters Oversight 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

109. "tS-11 VNF) The disconnect between the field and 
Headquarters regardingj~--~larose early. After~~-(b)(1) 

ened, the Station acknowled ed that, in radical terms (b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

110. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

" 8 (b)(1) 
, iOYSFCRE:r~] ____ ......,.__(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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.--------------~ Agency personnel also made all 
decisions about who was to be detained at the. facility. I 

111. iS//Nl?) OIG also found confusion among DO 
Hi components regarding which Headquarters element was responsible 

~~)(1~ NatSecAct~~--,---~rior to September 2003.50 The proposal for opening . 
·1 I /originated wiili~----~bd many of the decisions 
1 regarding I le.g., selection of the Site Manager, were made in 

(b )( 1) the field. The confusion stemmed in art from the fact that 
(b)(3) NatSecAc.._ ______________ ~------~ 

Despite the 
((bb))((

3
1 )) N s L_tr_ans_i_ti_on_, h_o_w_e_v_e_r_, th-e-fo_c_us_o_f_a_ct_i_ VI-.-ti-es-· ~-=--=--=-~in general, and 

at ecAct 1 · ticul t te. . d th ti" 'ti' 
1

m par ar, was coun er rronsm, an ose ac VI es 
were supported by counterterrorism funds. As a result, at 
Headquarters,! ~onitored the activities but did r(b)(1) 

(b)(1) ::.ttempt to provide management oversight. (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)~3) NatSecAct 

112. fFS / Initiall TL__.,.......J-'-~~ . 

_ , most cables concerning the facility. officers, 
(b )( ~ ) however, maintained that . was not 
(b )(3) CIMct responsibility, blut a CTC]RDG responsibility. CTC/RDG did not 
(b)(3) NatSecActshare this view. viewed its mission as the capture of 
(b)(6) Al-Qa'ida, not exploitation of the ca hired terrorists. Senior CTC 
(b)(?)(c) officials acknowledged that as far less important to them 

thfil1~----- and they focused little attention on 
ti "ti th (b)(1) 

ac VI es ere. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

~~-,--===============-(b-)(1_) _________ __,
1

_ .......... 

L (b)(3) NatSecAct _ 

- .............. "', r 49 (b)(1) -- - l 
~ (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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.. 

(b )( 1) 
. ~T/r--(b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
L_(b)(3) NatSecAct.------~ 

: (b)(1) 113. (~/_{Nf) In December 2002,I !Station made a 
(b)(3) NatSec,t\ct>grammatic assessment of th~ !staffing requirements. The 

Station stated its view that the staffin should include 

(b )(1) 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

114. (:Fi/~ I Also in pecember 2002, after CTC/RDG 
~umed respo~ibility fo~~--~f a CTC/RDG assessment team 
traveled to the site. The assessment team made recommendations 
ranging from administrative _improvements, such as installation of _ 
.thermometers in the facility_ and th~. use of a logbook, to 

(b)(1) programmatic changes, such as the need for additional personnel and 
(b)(3) NatS~cActermining the endgame for each detainee. Subsequently, there 

were some impr~vemrts in interrogation support. A September 
· 2003 assessment from_ !station indicated· that · · 
. staffing remained insufficient to support the detention pror. i . 

onse, CTC/RDG proposed to add three positions to th . 
ddr . al. t . . (b)(1) 

_ to a ess region m errogati.on reqwrements. (b )(3) NatSecAct 

Facility and Procedures 

115. rrsd (b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~J 

~-.----,---,c----c=-------=----~-~~~~J~· The-detention facility 
· inside the wa,rel\ouse consists o 20 in 'vidual concrete structures 

used as cells, three interrogation rooms, a staff room, and a 
(b)(1) ....... '3P...1-oom 
(b)(3) NatSecAcf"°Lui: · 

is not 
insulated and there is no centr air con 1tiorung or eating. · 
Individual cells were designed with a recess for electrical space 
heaters; however, electrical heaters were not placed in the cells. The 
Site Manager estimated there were between 6 and 12 gas heaters in 
the cell block in November 2002 at the ~e a detainee, Gul Rahman, 
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(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

died .from hypothermia.s1 This was increased to 40 to 60 heaters after 
· the death. Throughout its.occupancy~ards and a ·small 

~~~g~ Nat~ecAct lcookirtg/cleaningcadrehave staffed! _J 
116. fFS~ -·-----------},.ad no written standard 

operating procedures until January 2003 when the DCI Confinement 
Guidelines were issued. A psychologist/interrogator visiting the · 
facility before.Gul Rahman's death in November 2002 noted this .,. 
deficiency, stating that the procedures should be so detailed as to 
specify who is r~sponsible for turning the lights on and off, or what the 
temperature should be in the facility. Although the .----(b)(1) 

. psychologist/interrogator relayed this opinion to th~ (b)~~.11~atSecAct 

Manager and nlanned ·.to author procedures, before he could do so,· he 
(b)(1) was sent to/ /for the interrogation of a high value detainee. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct '-----r----=----__,____ . · · 

117. ~~ I The customary practice atJ--~~as 
· to shave each.detainee's head and beard and conduct a medical 

examination upon arrival. Detainees were then given uniforms and • 
moved to a cell. All detainees were subjected to total darkness and. 
loud music. Photographs were taken of each detainee for 
identification purposes. While in the cells, detainees were shackled 
to the wall. The guards fed the detainees on an alternating schedule 
of one meal on orie day and two meals the next day. As the 
temperature decreased in November and December 2002, the Site: 
Manager made efforts to acquire additional supplies, such as warmer 
uniforms, blankets, and heaters.52- If a detainee was cooperative~ he 
was afforded improvements in his environment to include a mat, 
blankets, a Koran, a lamp, and additional food choices.· Detainees 
who were not cooperative were subjected to austere conditions and 
aggressive interrogations until they became "compliant." 

' 
5l -E§,',lNE) 1he facts and circumstances of Gul Rahman's death are discussed later in this 
Review. 
52 (U) In November 2002, the temperature rangeifrom a high of 70 to a low of 31 degrees 
Fahrenheit. . 

• 51 (b)(1)-------
~' (b)(3) NatSecAct 1· 
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(b )( 1) ~~I _______ (b)(1) 1 .... 

(b)(3) NatSecAct (b )(3) NatSecAct 

118. (TS/4~ I Prior to Pecember 2002, i!had 
no written interrogation proc~dur~. According to ~tion 
officer, Headq~arters' approval in July 2002 of the handling. of a 
detainee with techniques of sleep deprivc1:tion, solitary confinement, 

~~~g~ CIAAct and noise served as the basis for the standard operating procedures · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct !According to I I 
(b)(6) I lhad no de~dance regarding interrogations 
(b)(7)(c) until a CTC officer came toL__Jin late July 2002. He sent a <;:able to 

CTC/Legal proposing techniques, such as the use of darkness, sleep 
deprivation, solitary.confinement, and noise, that ultimately became 

W fo~ jOther interrogation techniques adopted at . 
which were reported to Headquarters included standing 

(b )( 1 ) p eprivation, nakedness, and cold showers. . · · · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

119. ~----~ Interrogators a~ lwere left to 
their own devices in working with the detainees. One new CTC . 

. operations officer explained that he received no training or guidance. 
~~~g~ N ts A~fted ~o interrogations before he arrived i]1 !mid-November 

a ec ,8u2.53 According to the operations officer, the Site Manager said to 
route all cables through him and to do the job withouf'harming or 
killing" the detainees; Other officers provided similar accounts. 

(b)(1) c.. al ffi h b d arti . ted. th ti "ti t (b)(3) NatSecAcrer o cers w o o s~rve or p ctpa tn e ac VI ~s a 
I Im the early months expressed concern about the lack of 
procedures. 

~g~g~ NatSecAct 120. ~ '---c---~~--------'receivedlittle general . 
guidance regarding detention and interrogation until after the death 
of Rahman onONovember 2002~ In the perceived absence of 
specific gt!idance from Headquarters, one officer who spent several 
months atl ~aid he used common sense and his imagination 
to devise techniques. It was not until December 2002, three months 
after opening, thatl !received official written guidance from 

(b)(1) . u d S f tha "d £ 1 th . tr ti" (b)(3) NatSecA~r quarters. ome O t gw ~ce, or examp ~ . e 1I1S uc on 
that only those who had ~en the interrogator trammg that 

53 frs~ [The first session of the interrogation course began in November.2.002 •. See -
paragraphs 64-65. 

• 52 
''POP SECRfil' ~-----~~~gr~·~;;~:~~t.__ ·-_-_·--_--_·-__J1 
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. ~T/j(b)(1) 
. ~-(b)(3) NatSecAct-------~ 

commenced inNovember 2002 should conduct interrogations, was 
(b)(1) met with surprise by officers who had been operating pri~!•to 
(b)(3) NatSecActNovember 2002 under other de facto procedures. · 

· · 121. ('fS-~ I The interrogation proces~~--~ 
evolved after.the death ·of Gul Rahman. On[}>ecember 2002,. 
CTC/RDG announced it would i\1-SSume the responsibility for the 

. management and maintenance of all CIA custodial -interrogation 
(b)(1) facilities. An assessment team traveled tol lin Decembex; 
(b)(3) NatSecAct2002 and prepared a list of recommendations./ ~ 
(b)(6) stated he was comfortable with the level of guidance the Station 
(b)(?)(c) received aft~ the a:(b)(1 )ment team's visit. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct __ __, 
122. fFS./ .,____ _____________ J the employment of EITs is 

now reportedly well codified. According t9 the Site Manager, when 
interrogators arrive, he provides them with a folder containing 

· written security issues and the procedures for using EITs. · 
Interrogators are required to sign a statement certifying they have 
read and understand the contents of the folder. Written interrogation 
plans are prepared. and sent to Headquarters for each ·detainee .. 

. Directorate of Intelligente analysts are not used~ interrogators; they 
(b )( 1 ) · are the sul;,stantive experts. Psychologists are also monitoring the 
(b)(3) NatSecAct detainees and a Physician's Assistant is now atl I whenever 

(b )( 1) 

Errs are being employed. The[ ] staff is watching the 
temperature and detainee diets more carefully. Headquarters 
monitors medical,_ hygiene and other health, safety and related issues 
by, among other things,. daily cable traffic and quarterly written 
re orts. The A ency plans to open a new facilityb 

in 2004. At that oint, CTC/RD'--~Ia-.ns ~t_o_m_o_v_e___, 

detainees from 

· (b)(3) NatS~cAct _______ ______, 

123. tfS/ j j ·High value detainees Al-Nashiri and 
Khalid Shaykh Muh~d i:ransitedl ~oute to other 
facilities. Several medium value detainees have been detained and 
interrogated atC I For example, Ridda Najjar, a ptlll)orted 

(b )( 1) . UBL bodyguard; Mustafa Ahmad Adam al-Hawsawi, an Al-Qa'ida 
(b )(3) NatSecAct · 

t 

, -- ,·.c,ncnrnnT -
53 

'----------------------1 
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~,r--(b)(1) - I- --
L_(b)(3) NatSecAct----------'-

financier who..teportecUy handled the transfer of funds to the 9 /li 
hijackers and was captured with Khaliq. Shaykh Muhammad; and 
I<halid Shavkh Muhammad'~ D:ephew, Ammar al-Baluchi, were -
detained a~ I Although these individuals were not planners, 
they had access to information of particular interest, and the Agency' 

d · t ti" t chni J(b)(1 )~f-n cook t b · this · (b)(1) ~ m ~rroga on e ~ues a\b)(3) NatSecAcr o o tain . . 
(b )(3) NatSecAct1rmation. 

Site Management[~~ ~(b )(6)~~lm NatSe~Act 

(b)(1) (b)(7)(c)7 . ~[ ~[ 
124. C'fS(b )(3) NatSecAct.--.--~~~o was at from 

I ~escribed. I ~ a "high risk, 
hi ain intelligence facility." He described 1$ role regarding 

the "overall manager." He stated that he "traveled there 
b:> obtain a ?eneral sense _of the facility (b )(e) 

~ow"rT.:e;;am:m--hff+i,,;~"o~a~spnec~ffi'.c mte~ogation. ~---~he rele~e<(b )(?)( c) 
· all cables regarding the.facility and the interrog~tions conducted _ 

there. · 
(b)(1) (b)(6) 
(b)(3) CIAAct - ~-(b)(7)(c) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 125. r-H-+AL-1::!.1 ho had several overseas 

(b)(6) ~igrunents~was 
(b)(?)(c) _aid his responsibilities inclu ed ~verseeing the activities 

a He said he went to the facility about three times, 
explaining-that Station management tried to limit the numbe;r of trips 
to the facility because· go~? -~(b)( 1"'fas co~!d~red an o eration~ act (b )(

6
) 

Becat1$e o r 1 ill '(b)(3) NatSecAcfion relied (b)(7)(c) 
(b )(

1
) ,:"::Y oi -~--------,-.------.-------~ and the - · (b)(S) NatSecAct Site ManagE(b)(1 pversee the day-to-day running-of the 

ac ty. . - (b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

126. ffS/ ~ fwho ·was interviewed 
during this Review, I [ 
I I He was unable to estimate the percentage of time that h~ spent 

1~lm NatseC:~1:!~::~en~ :c::: J~~ai: ~~icJC~ andc J 
· (b)(3) NatSecAct 

~---5=--=4~(b)(1 )-------, 
""f'O:P fzEC»EJ / (b)(3) NatSecAct~---
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believed ~e knew what ':as ~clirr.ing there. He coordin~t)~f'ci~ct 
cable traffic related to d(bX1fon matters[ (b)(6) 

. (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(7)(c) 
l 

~~~g~ NatSecAct 127~ ~ ~~----------'~tation ~ed respoIISJl'bilily fw 
1 I I prior to its occupancy to aLJStaffL !officer 
1 hired in January! I Tiris officer lacked any education or 

(b)(6) experience that was relevant to ma:hagirig the construction of a 
(b)(7)(c) detention facility. He only learned of his assignment after reporting 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

to the Station. He was responsible for the site and construction (b)(6) 
·.l during hisl ITDY tourl I (b)(?)(c) 

··, 
i 
1 
' 

(b )( 1) 

~-~"'"°-,(S) The first Site Mana er was a first-tour 
officer who. arrivec(b)(1) 002. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) (b)(1) 

(b )(3) NatSecAct (b)(?)(c) 

__ 1_2_9.----.;~ A~--~' When he arrived ml ~ the 
(b)(1) I ~002, the Site Manage~ had no idea what duties he would 
(b)(3) NatSecA~ ass·· ed. He believes the.primary factors in his assignment as 
(b)(6) Site Mana er were the vacan in the detention ~ogram 
(b)(?)(c) and that~------------------' The Site 

Manager received a copy of the PCYs Interrogation Guidelines in 
January 2003 and certified that he had read them. The first formal 
training the Site Manager receivea on the use.of EITs, however, was 
an interrogation class he att~ndedl .----'nine months into his 
tour. (b )(6) · 

(b)(?)(c) 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )( 6) _ -,----_____ 

-
54
-(b)(?)(c),-----------------

--- .. ,. __ ... 

-., ·- c .... ,...,.,,~-~ ___ 5_5_(b)(1 )----'------
- (b)(3) NatSecAct D0065 
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(b)(1) · 

'~T/1-----~-(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct 

(b)(1) ____ (b)(6) 

f .. ' 

~(b)(3) NatSecAcL-1 (b)(7)(c)l 
130 .. fl=a.lL c,_ ______ __J _ _,___ ___ gave the Site Mana er 

responsibili for an · that had to do with detention 
(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) (b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct (b)(6) 
(b)(3) NatSecAcL__________ (b)(?)(c) ----------------------------------------------

~~~~~~(c) 131. -(S)I ~xplained that he selected the Site Mana 
based on several factors, includin 

· dded that he watched· il 
----:-::----:=-:---=-=--------::c~-~~~~-~__J 

ge his uties an was very satisfied with the 
(b)(

1
) jol? he performed.I--~-~d that he,I ~d· the.Site ~~~~~~ CIAAct J 

(b)(3) NatSecA'ctanager talked a lot ~bout~sues. The Site Manager had free access (b)(?)(c) 
tol ~tation Front Office,and~--~recalled consulting :] 
with the Site Manager at least once a day. · ~ 

~~ ~g~ CIAAct 132. (S//Nr) ·The Site Manager advised he had discussions-
(b )(3) NatSecActth Station management, including I I ~d the 

every other day or as issues arose. HP. stated that 
'-so_m_eo_n_e_fro_l -m--'Station management came OU~ to~~lm NatS,;-~,t once 

(b)(3) CIAAct :] 
(b)(6) ~. 
(b)(?)(c) 

I] 

a month (b)(3) CIAAct lcame once or twice,[ 
(b )(6) I When seniL....or-H-ea_d_u_ar_t-ers __ _ ll 

ll 
D 

D 

D 

'-VlS-. -ito_rs--,---(b )(?)( c) . 

traveled to 
man·--a-g-e·m-en_t_a_c_co-mparu-. ecfth--em.-to-_1"---(b )(1 ) ____ _____, 

·'-----<(b)(3) NatSecAct 

133. ~//Nr) A number of individuals who served at the 
Station with the Site Manager said that it was abundantly clear to 

~~ ~g~ NatSecActem that he was overwhelmed. Additionally, they believed 
I !was understaff~ and did not r~eive th~ attention it 

required. · 

(b )( 1) 
~-----'5~6'---__ (b )(3) NatSecAct 

• -=FAP SFrR!:: 1 7 
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(b)(6) 
(b)(?)(c) 
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. (b)(1) 
~-(b)(3) NatSecAct~------~ 

~11 ~-

(b)(1) • ~34. (3/iNP) J . . . -~as.unaware until 
(b)(3) NatSecAct'emg mtervJ.ewed d~~ this ~eview that the first Site ~~er.at 

I !had been a Juruor officer.I lstated that a first-tour 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(?)(c) 

a~ . lwas that_~e nominee was onl a(b)(6) 

officer shpuld not be running anything. One of the reasons he cited 
for his revocation of the assi;ent of the replacement Site Manager 

I ~Jn . ~, at a rnmnnum a • (b)(?)(c) 
I tnore appmpnate fru- the -~assignment.::>:> ~ 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
Interrogators and Linguists 

(b)(3) NatSecAct j ~ 
135. fffi/ ~--___,· The Site Manager explained that the 

· interrogations conducted a~ /during the first·months that it 
was operational were essentially custodial interviews coupled with 
environmental deprivations. When Agency officers came to conduct 

(b)(1) · interrogations, the Site Manager initially took them tq !The 
(b )(3) NatSecActonly guidance he provided them at that time was how to get in and 

out of the facility securely .. Substantive experts were in short supply, 
so the interrogators had to read the background on the detainees. · 
The Site Manager explained that the interrogators essentially had the 
freedom to do what they wanted; he did not have a list of "do~s and 
don'ts" for interrogations. 

136. (TS/~ / Duringr·-- ·-]first four months of 
operation, individuals with no previous relevant experience, no . 
training, arid no guidance often cond..,.,,._..,......._._e interrogations. In fact, 

(b)(1) most of these _individuals_were sent in other capacities and 
(b )(3) NatSecAc_tw~ssed into service a '-------=---' For example, one analyst sent 

. · tq___Jas a substantive expert took over the debriefing/ interrogation 
function of three detainees after approximately a week of observing 
the process. Another officer who'debriefed/ interrogated atl I 

~~~g~ N ts A laid he agreed to do so because it needed to be _done and because the 
a ec caltemative was to leave the detainees languishing ind~finitely. Several 

officers expressed concern about the extended and sometimes 
,...';, 

. SS ~ Neverthel~, a officer, was ~-----~ 
assigned as the second Site Manager. '-----------' 

57 . (b)(1)-----~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )( 1) 

. rC(b)(3) NatSecAct 
~ - (b)(1)-----~ 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

unjustified detention of individuals a~ IA TDY interrogator 
stated that individuals might have been released or moved sooner had 
they been debriefed/ interrog~ted earlier and if a dete~ti-on had 
then been made th~t there was little 1·ustification for their continued . 

. • =(b)(1) · · . · 
detention,at (b )(3) Nat_SecAct . (b )( 1) 

(b)(1) c------------. . . (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · 137. (-rSj I In addition to a shortage of 

interrogators,! ~s suffered from a shortage of lin~ts. 
Because most of the debriefers/interrogators atl ihave had 
no relevant foreign language ca abili , lin · ts must assist in the 

(b )( 1 ) interrogations. CTC assi ed terpreters to 
(b)(3) NatSec~'2~ facility'----------~Instances have occurred, 

however, when detainees were not questioned because of a la:ck of 
linguistic support, I !Station requested both interrogation and 
linguistic support when it has been specifically needed, but-its 
requests have not always been accommodated. 

(b )( 1) 
Medical Support (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1) 

'(b)(3) NatSecAct 

138. ffSt1==:=J Providing in~diccU attention to'--1 __ __, 
(b )( 

1
) ~etainee~ has also been a staffin? problem. In ~ddition, compared to. 

(b )(3) NatSecActrelativel small number of high value detainees at 
· '-------.------! the larger number and less well-known 

detainees a ~ __ posed unique challenges. (b)(1) 
• (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) · · I L. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 139. ffS/ ~ I Four months before~-~-~pened, 

I ~Ian was to use Physician's Assistants on TDY to the Station . 
~mer en medical· treabnent of detainees} I 

A smati medical exam · 
'----------~~~~~-__,_ 
room was included in the desi for 

(b )(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Station Physician's Assistants and occasionally 
'-----~~-~ 
Regional Medical Officers examined cll!.d treated the detainees. When_ 
a newly arrived Physician's Assistant requested guidance from OMS 

• 58 

.lfQPSECRE_l/'--------~~~~~~ NatSecAct __ _ 
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~TJ (b)(1) I· 
· '1~-(b)(3) NatSecAct.__ ______ ~. 

regarding his responsibilities to the detainees in early November 
2002, he was reportedly instructed to follow the Hippocratic oath and 
"if someone is sick, you treat them." · · ···· 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 140. 
deatho 

Station medics triad isits to evaluate th ~~"'---------·J---i 

(b )( 1) detainees. One week later'--------,------'reported 
(b H3) NatSecAc'c=--------~and "approximately a fourth o~~e-p~ris_o_n_e-rs-· _ __, 

have one or more significant pre-existing medical problems upon 
arrival." l7stati.on offered Headquarters the option of either . 
fundinc=Jto provide on-site medical care or requiring one of the 
Station's Physician's Assistants to travel! Ital I 
Headquarters apparently did not respond to this request, nor is there 

(b)(1) ::an.y indication tha~ jsupportedl I When the . 
(b)(3) NatSecA.iLi1.tion subsequently requested full-time and TOY support for 

. i lthe Station made 
no mention of any requirement for additional medical personnel. On 
□September 2003, the new~--~requested an enhanced staffing 
complement fo~ I Am.ong·his requests was a full-time medic. 

(b)(1) . 141. (XS/ [ !When a Ph ician's Assistant at the 
(b )(3) NatSecAct,tation sent a c~ble to Headquarters on,'--y----..---,--r,,..--~. 003, "Medical 

Assessment of Detainees," a CTC/RDG es o cer forwarded the 
cable to CTC managers and a CTC attorney with the comril.ent, "This 
is the first time rve ever seen any official reporting on.the PA visiting 
thei ~etainees. We should ensure that this continues and is 
documented in cable traffic. It's a great baseline for us."56 One cable 
per month reported the results of examinations of the 

~---~ 
(b )( 1 ) detainee population over the following five-month period. Despite 
(b )(3) NatSecActthe monthly reports of the examination and treatment of detainees at 

I I which commenced four months after the facility received 
its first detainee, it is ~ficult to determine the extent of medical care 

. ,. 

56 (-5-/ ~ b;t fact, one prior cable, on 1~ January 2003, provided an ~smen; of 13 - ..,-----,_.,;...... 
detainees~~?~~!) I . -. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct . . . · 

-,t;; C OZ,C!!'M,,..[--·------· ··-·----· 59 ---·---··--············ ----···----- -··---·····1 
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(b)(1) · ~ 1C (b )( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

provided to the detainees. One Physician's Assistant who spent 
many months TOY I lfor example, reported that he did not 

(b)(1) nrep~e records of any treatment r~deredl laitd his 
(b)(3) NatSec~\it:s supervisor reported that OMS does not have a written protocol 

requiring practitioners to produce documentation of patient contact, 
"relying rather on the accepted professional 'requirement' to 
document patient contacts." The Chief and Deputy Chief of Medical 
Services q:mfin(b )(1 )his. · · 

(b)(3) NatSecAct.___~ 
142. ffS'~~-----~~tation reported that it is standard 

procedure for one medical officer to participate in all renditions to 
(b )( 1 ) ensure the de~ee does not have a hidden weapon, to determine the 
(b)(3) NatSecbs~ condition of the detainee, and to stabilize the detainee during 

rendition. That officer, therefore, arrived with any detainees who 

" il 

were rendered tol I As further descrij lll pjagraph l(b )( 1) 
shortly after the.death of Rahman, the D00 sent Agency (b)(3) NatSecAct 

· offi.c~ !(the "DO Investigative Team"). to investigate the 
~~~g~ NatSec';{~~~ces_of th~ death. Thel _________________ ~ite ~anager advised the 

u\J Investigative Team that detainees are examined and 

(b )(1) 

photographed upon their arrival to protect the Agency in the event 
they were beaten or otherwise mistreated by liaison prior to 
rendition. However, when asked for the'identity of the medical 
officer, the information on Rahman's medical examination, and 
copies of the photographs, the Site Manager could not produce them. 
He reported that no medical documents were retained from the · 
renditions and the Station did not re~ medical documentation of 
detainees. Further, the digital photos of Rahman had been 
overwritten. 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

--'------==--~ The'----=--~--------<medical provider assigned~--~ 
fro~ovember into December 2002, a Physician's Assistant, 
departed on I I · 
et,Jovember and did not refurri1 lnntilLJNovember 2002. 
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. ~TJC(b)(1) I··· 
(b)(3) NatSecAct,--------

(b )( 1) 

l (b)(3) NatSecAct 
i 

144. 
·, 

I 
' 

(b )( 1) 
! . 
i (b)(3) NatSecAct 
·i 

-(b)(1) 

. (b )(3) NatSecAct] 

l======i-----i:::-----=---__, Th '-----'guardforce consisted of 
'interior guards" were assigned to duty within the 

ce an . a direct contact with the detainees. The guards 
(b}(1) . moved the detainees, hooded and restrained, back and forth in total 
(b)(3) NatSecActsilence. The remaining guards were responsible for security outside 

the cellblock.l ~rranged for th~J-!~?· Bureau of Prisons (BOP) 
to send al training team to[ ]froml I (b)(1) 

ONovember.59 This team worked with the guard force, (b)(3) NatSecAct 
concentrating on techniques, -such as entry and escort procedures, 
application of restraints; security checks at-down and cell searches 
and documenting checks of detainees. (b )( 1 ) 

· c__ ______ (b )(3) NatSecAc_ 
(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

61 (b)(1),_ ____ _ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct D0071 
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(b)(1 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

146.I 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

. [ ....... ~ .. -·--·---·--·--·--·-.. -····-·-·-......... _ .. _ ......................... _ ................ . 
--~1~47-=--. _ 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

• 1'r1P QPCRE!: (b)(1) 
~------(b)(3) NatSecAc.._ _ ____j 

62 
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148. 

(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~------',·149. fffi/ '-------One week after Gul Rahman's death, 
(b )(;) I !Station sent a cable, "Risk Assessment fo~c__ ____ lto 
(b)(3) CIAAct Heaqquarters. In part it outlined problems facing the Station in tht: 
(b)(3) NatSecActmanagement ofl ~d re uested thou hts from the ODO. It 

-1 included the followin : 

1 
.; 

·1 
! 
I 
I 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

150. ---~~=""After CTC/RDG assumed responsibility 
for the management of all CIA custodial interroeation facilities on 

. 3 December 2002, CTC/RDGI 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

·I 

. l'---------(b-)(_1_) ____________ __Jr·_....._ . (b)(3) NatSecAct . 

~-- ·1 (b )( 1 ) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct .---Approved for Release: 2020/12/14 C05856717 
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~,-,n,-,,..r-(b)(1) \ 
lUl'~'L_(b)(3) NatSecAct---------'·. -· 

· 1s1. I 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

1si. 5/I 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

One of the psychologist/interrogators was opposed to using 
indigenous guards and suggested, as a minimum., that an American 
should directl su ervise the ards. 

--'""---~-------------! 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Notwithstanding, as of January 2003, CIA designated~ __ __,as a 
"CIA Detention Facility," subject to the requirements of the Del's . 
Guidelines on Confinement Conditions for CIA Detainees, reflecting-
CIA's express recognition as of that-time tha(~)(1) lis ".und~r the 
direct or indirect control of CIA." (b)(3) NatSecAct 

• Tf)p C:E'Cl?J:T 'I (b )( 1) 
- L_ ______ (b)(3) NatSecAct __ ___, 

64 
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~ I r--(b )( 1 ) 
_ L__(b)(3) NatSecAct-------~ 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

153. ('fS~~---,1 ~~-~~002~ lstatioh,__·"· ---, 
recognized the need for a detention facility ~o supplement.,,_/-~~ 
and communicated that need to Head· uarters. tation cited 

~LeJILCrea5Jlllit.llOD11l!.aiion 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

154. ('FS / 1 The proposal to Headquarters seeking 
· approval and funding of this initiative noted that the facility required 

structural chan s and secttri enhancements. The Station cited 
disadvanta es, 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

155. (FS/~--~/ ~002, a cable from 
CTC/RDG provided authority and funds fo~~-~~tation to(b)(1) · 
proceed with construction and up~a~!Qr the facility [ (b )(3) ~atSecAct 

which would later be encrypted asL l crc;RDG 
concurrently provided the authority and funds for~I -~I Station to· 
proceed in the construction of a second detention facility/ /as 
a successor tol (b)(1) ~2 The cable solicited the Station's comments 

L_(b)(3) NatSecAct 
, 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

l ~-.... 'I 65 (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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~r-(b)(1) 
'l__(b)(3) NatSecAct------~ 

(b )(1) 

r
(b)(3) NatSecAct J . . . 

regarding training~-------~to ensure that detainees are 
handled in a proper manner and to ensure proper facility 
management in the succeeding years.63 (b)(1) · ·. 

. . (b)(
1
) . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

. 156. (b)(3)-~atSecAct 12003, thel ~ite 
Manager 'visitedL.__ __ __J d observed that the constructiori 
enhancements to th~ facility were ahead of schedule. He also 
transferred two unnamed detainees t the first detain 

j ' 

sent there b CIA. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

.___~--._,__ ___ __,_--,003~ the Station reported.---_th_a_t '===,---~ 

had its own~ ____ physician. Prior tq~--~~003, th~ 
Station did not reoo;rt on the health conditions of the Agency 
d tain . t[(b)(1 )-l'hnuu:~ e (b)(1) . 

. e ees a (b)(3) NatSecAc(v r. _(b)(3) NatSecAct 

157. (TS/ I I The Site Manager for[ · · pdvised 
OIG in May 2003 that the custom rocedure was to transfer most 
detainees from 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

158. 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

• ~ crcoi:rr , (b)(1) 
- l (b)(3) NatSecAc_t __ ~ 
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(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

I 
I 

J 
(b)(1) ' 
(b)(3) NatSecActDeath of Gui Rahman 

i 159. (fS/I !Gul Rahman, a suspected Afghan · • 
(b )( 1 ) extremist as~ociated ~th .the Hezbi Islami Gulbuddin organization, 
(b)(3) NatSecActwas captured in Pakistan on[Joctober 2902 and rendered to 

. I =7>n[]November 2002.· Betwee~L..--~}Jovember 2002, 
Rahman underwent at least six interrogation sessions conducted by 
_various members of a team that included thel !Site Manager, · 
an independent contractor s cholo ·st/interrogator, ·the Station's 

analyst, and ~------~-~_._Jlinguist. The 
psychologist/ interrogator was experience om decades of work in 
the SERE program, had helped develop the EITs, and had conducted 

. · interrogations a~ IThe Site Manager and the analyst had 
(b )( 1) no exp~ence or relevant training in interrogations before their 
(b)(3) NatSecActassignment to'---~~__,but had acquired approximately six 
(b)(G) months of experience through on-the-job training.· (b)(1) 
(b)(?)(c) · ____ · (b)(3) NatSecAct 

160. ('fS~ I Rahman was subjected to sleep 
deprivation sessions of up to 48 hours, at least one cold ·shower, and a · 

(b)(1) "hard takedown"-euphemisticallytermed "rough treatment."66 In 
(b)(3) NatSecAcaddition, Rahman was apparently without clothing for much of his 

time a~ las pait of the sleep deprivation and to ca~e cultural 
humiliation. Despite these measures, Rahman remained 

· .uncooperative and provided no intelligence. His onlytoncession 
was to admit his identity onONovember 2002; otherwise, he 

(b)(1) retained-his resistance ~osture an~ demeanor: The ~ov~ber .. 
(b)(3) NatSecAc~cable reporting that Rahman adrmtted his identity to 

e____:romcers includes the following, "Rahman spent the days since 
his last session in cold conditions with minimal food and sleep." A . · 

r===========~(b)(1)-------------~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

66 ~ 'Both the cold shower and hard takedown are described in greater detail later in this 
Review. 
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(b)(1) ~,1 (b)(1) I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct '-· ____ __,_(__,b)_,_(3...L._) _Na_t_Se_c_Ac_t ____ __.J.• 

' 
psychologicalJJSsessment of Rahman onONovember 2002 noted his 
remarkable physical and psychological resilience and recommended, 

(b)(1) in nart, "continued environmental deprivations." . ~--
(b)(3) NatSecAct · . · · · 

16L (TS/ J I On the aftem~n of[]November 2002; 
whenl ~ards·delivered food to Rahman, he reportedly 
th;rew the food, his water bottle, an<;l def~ation bucket af the guards. 
In addition, he reportedly threatened the ·guards and told them he 
had see:p. their faces and would kill them upon his release. When the 
Site Manager learned of this incident, he authorized short-chaining,
i.e., Rahman's hands and feet were shackled and connected with a 
short-chain. · 

162. f.E!S/J Jguards fo~d Rahman dead 
in his cell on the morning of[]November 2002. The ambient 
temperature was recorded at a low of 31 degrees. Rahman was still 

· in the short-chain position that required him to sit, naked from the 
waist down, on the concrete floor ofhis cell. He wore only a 
sweatshirt. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
· 163. (T(b)(1) -~Station reported Rahman's death 
that day in at b)(3) NatSecA~able to the.ODO. The DDO dispatched 

~~~g~ CIAAct the DO Investi tive eam, consistin of a senior security officer 

(b)(3) NatSecAct an OGd I 
(b )(6) attorney, and an Agency pathologist, to I 
(b)(7)(c) ,_ _____ __,CIA also prompt1y·report~d .the incident to SSCI · 

· and HPSCI. The DO Investigative Team conducted interviews and 
the pathologist performed an autopsy ·of .Rahman. The autopsy 
indicated, by a diagnosis of exclusion, that death was caused by 
hypothermia.6~ After the DO investigation was completed, CIA 
reported ~e death to DoJ and further briefed the SSCI and HPSCI 
'leadership. OIG opened an investigation into the circumstances 
surrounding this incident. DoJ declined prosecution of the Agency 
employee responsible for~--~ OIG's investigation will be th~ 
subject of a separate Report of Investigation. (b )( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct_:;...,.. 

67 "(S) The pathologist estimated Rahman to be in his mid-30s. 

• 68 
"f'A:PSFCRET / (b)(1) 

~- ····· · (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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~/ (b)(1) 
~ ____ (b)(3) NatSecAct_~--~ 

((b ))( 1 )) N S . Specific U~~uthorized or Undocumented Techniques 
b (3 at ecAct - .---------~ ·. : 

(b)(1) · 164. "{'fS/~-:--------cc-'The treatment of Gul Rahman was but . 
(b)(3) NatSecActone event in the early months o~ !Agency activity in 

., 
' j 

~---~ that involved the use of interrogation te·chniques that 
DoJ and Headquarters had not approved. Agency personnel 
reported a range of improvised actions that interrogators and 
debriefers reportedly used at that time to assist in obtaining 
information from detainees. The extent of these actions is illustrative 

"/ of the consequences of the lack of clear guidance· at that time and the 
(b)(1) Agency's insufficient attention to interrogations in[((bb)(1) S 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ,-----~ _ )(3) Nat ecAct _ 

' · 165. (TS"/_-=-=----;-~OIG opened separate investigations into 
two incidents: the November 2002 death of Gul Rahman a~ I 

and the death of a detainee at a: military base in Northeast 
· Afghanistan (discussed further in paragraph 192) .. These two cases 

presented.facts that warr~ted criminal investigations. Some of the 
techniques discussed below were used with Gul Rahman and will be 
further addressed in connection with a Report relating to his death~ 
In other cases of undocumented or unauthorized techniques, .the facts 
are ambiguous or less serious, not warranting further investigation. 
Some actions discussed below were taken by employees· or 
contractors no longer associated with the Agency. Agency· 
management has als9 addressed administratively some _of the actions. 

Pressure Points (b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

i---_1_66_. ~~--,________J In July 2002~ 
operations officer,~p_ar_ti~. c~ip-a~t-ed~w~i~th-an_o_th~er-~ 

"===~~=.,-::c=er=-m'=---:=a~c·ustodial ifiterro ation of a detainee! I 
reportedly 

~u-:-:-s-::--:-:-'a'';r'p=-r-es=-s-m_e_p_o~m~t "t-ec-,.--:---:-:---.....-...--0...--0--,.-,~...-----.-, on the 

detainee's neck,!~ -~-~~ __ _____,!manipulated his fingers 
(b)(1) to res~ct the detainee''s carotid artery. (b)(6) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(7)(c) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(?)(c) 

. ----
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(b)(7)(c) 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 
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~:1 ·- ~~irn::i~~:ct · l 
. (b)(3) NatSecAct ~~~~~~(c)-· --~ 

167. tfS"lc___~J ~ho was 
facing the shackled detainee, reporte4ly watched his eyes to the point 
that the detainee:would nod and start to pass out; then, the >· 

I ~hopk the detainee to wake him. · Th4, 
process was repeated for a total of ·three applications· on the detainee. 
Thel ~c~owledged to OIG that he laid hands · 
o~ the detainee and may have made him think he was going to lose · 
consciousness. The! !also noted that heh~(~)(~) 
years of experience debriefing and interviewing people and until ( )( )(c) 

recently had never been instructed how to conduct interrogations. 

168. (St /t,JF} CTC management is now aware of~ repo~ed 
incident, the severity of which was disputed. The use of pressure 
points is not, and had not been, authorized, and CTC h~ advised the 

I ~at such actions are not authorized. 
(b)(1) (b)(1) · 

·Mock Executions (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

. 169. ('fS~ IThe de~riefer who employed the . 

(b)(1) ~and~ and power~ ?n Al-Nashiril. ~dv~d that. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct•se action, were predicated on a technique he had participated m 

I _ The debriefer stated that when he was I I · 
between September and October 2002, the Site Manager offered to 
fire_a handgun outside the interrogation room while the debriefer 
was interviewing a detainee who was thought to be withholding 
information.68 The Site Manager staged the incident, which included 
screaming and yelling outside the cell by othe! CIA officer.s and local 
guards. When the guards moved the detainee from the interrogation 
room, they passed a guard who was dressed as a hooded detainee, . 
lying motionless on the ground, and made to appear as if he had 
been shot to death. · · 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) ., , 

68 .(i) Toe actions!'---------~ftre.being addressed as part of~ Gui 
Rahman investigation. 

1T"ff9 '>WCR1IT I ( b) ( 1 ) 
~ ______ (b)(3) NatSecAct ___ ~ 

70 
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. . 1 (b)(3) NatSecAct 
'! 

~/ (b)(1) ~-~I· 
'------·(b)(3) NatSecAr.t_ . 

, 170. -frS.ic__ __ ____, The debriefer claimed he did not think 
I ·. he needed to report this inr'dent because the Site Manage~_~ad 

(b)(1) openly discussed this plan_ !several days prior to and 
(b)(~) NatSecAcJtfter the incident.- When the debriefer was later I land . 

· believed he needed a non-traditional technique to induce the · · · 
·; detainee to cooperate, he told I jhe wanted to wave a handgun 

in front of the detainee to scare him. The debriefer said he did not· 
believe he was required to notify Headquarters of this technique, 

·l 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

citing the earlier, unreported mock execution (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

171 .. (tj IA senior reraions officer . 
recounted that around September 2002 eard that the debriefer 
had staged a mock execution.Owas not present but understood it · 
went idly;~ was transparently a ruse and no benefit was derived (b )(6) 
from it. · bserved tl!_~!_there is a need to be creative as long as it is (~)(?)(c) 
not considered torture. C}tated that if such a proposal were made 

· now, it would involve a great deal of consultation. It would begip . 
wiili ntan:,a ement and would include CTC/Legal, 

(b)(1) RDG d th crc1 . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 'an e 1~-~ 

· 172. (S//NF) The Site Manager adrriitted staging a "mock 
(b )( 1 ) execution" in the first days thatl jwas open. According to the 
(b)(3) NatSecAct;ite Manager, the technique was his idea but was :not effective 

because it came across as·being staged. It was based on the concept, 
from SERE school, of showing something that looks real, but is not. 
The Site Manager recalled that a particular CTC interrogator later 
told him about employing a mock e:xecµtion technique. The Site 
Manager did not know when this incident occw;red oi'if it was 
successful., He viewed this technique as ineffective because it was not 
believable. 

. , 

(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

69 ESf/NP) This same debriefer submitted a cable.fro~ linearly Januacy·2ooam whj.ch.,-. ---·.,;....., 
he proposed a number of other-techniques, including disconnecting the heating system 
overnight. Headquarters did not respond. 

' 

(b)(6) 
(b)(?)(c) 

~--. r--___ 71 __ (b)(1) _____ ~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct D0081 
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· (b)(1) : . ~Tl (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct '------(b)(3) NatSecAc 

.173. $~ . I Four other officers and ip.dependent 
contractors who were interviewed admitted to either participating in 
one of the above-described incidents or hearing about them.?··.An 
independent contractoI" who headed a CTC/RDG review of : 
procedures at[ _________ Jafter Rahman's death stated that the Site 
Manager 4escribed staging a mock execution of a detainee~ 
Reportedly, a detainee who witnessed the ''body"·in ~e aftermath of 
the rus~ "sang lil(b)(1·yrrd." 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
174. ~/I ~evealed that approximately 

four d~ys before his interview with OIG, the Site Manager stated he -
(b )( 1) had conducted a mock executio~ I Im October or . · 
(b)(3) NatSec.Acitivember 2002. Reportedly, the firearm was.discharged outside of 

the building, and it was done because the detainee reportedly . 
possessed critical threat information.I ~tated that he told 

(b)(1) · the Site Mcµiager not to do it again. He stated that he has ·not heard 
(b)(3) NatSec~s_ta similar act occurring[(b)(1) since then. · 
(b)(6) - · . (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(7)(c) . 

Use of Smoke 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 175. ~ --~ A CIA officer (b)(1) ~ iJ 
(b)(6) ~------.!at~ __ ......Jm late.2002 and early 2003 revealed that 
(b)(7)(c) cigarette smoke was once used as an interrogation teclmique in 

October 2002. Reportedly, at the request of an independent 
contractor serving as an interrogator, the officer, who does not 
smoke, blew the smoke from a thin cigarette/ cigar in the detainee's 

(b )(6) · face for about five minutes. The detainee started talking so. the 
(b)(7)(c) smoke ceased. I ~ard that a-different 

officer had used smoke as an. interrogation techni9ue. OIG · 
questioned numerous personnel who had workedi labout . 
the use of smoke as a technique. Nene reported any knowledge of 
the use of smoke as an interrogation technique. (b)(1) 

· · (b)(3) NatSecAct 

176. (fS{ j IAn independent contractor 
I I admitted that he has personally usedL..,..s_m_o_k_e _......J 

inhalation techniques on detainees to )!lake them ill to the point •. · 
where they would start to "purge." After this, in a ~eakened state, 

72 
4flP SECRET/ (b)(1) 

- .____ _____ (b)(3) NatSecActL,_ __ __ 
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(b )( 1) 
------ ,--------(b)(3) NatSecAct-------. 
~~~ [· 

these detain~. would then provide the independent contractor with 
information.70 The independent contractor denied ever pl:iysically 
abusing detainees or knowing anyone who has. ·· 

(b )( 1) 
Use of Cold (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1) 

. (b)(3) NatSecAct 
177. ffSi ~ I As previously reported~ I 

received its first detainees in mid-September 2002. By many accounts 
the temperaturCJas hot at that time and remained · . 

(b )(1) o-enerally hot or warm until November 2002. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

. 178. <'fSi1 [1n late Tulv to early.August 2002. a · 
detainee was being interrogated! (b)(1) · 

· ~----.. -----. (b)(3) NatSecAct 
Prior to proceeding with any _of the proposed methods,! 1 

officer responsible for the detainee sent a cable requesting 
Headquarters authority to employ a prescribed interrogation plan 

· over a two-week period. The pJan included the following: 
I 

Physical Comfort Level Deprivation: With use of a window air 
conditioner and a judicious provision/ deprivation of warm 
clothing/blankets, believe we can increase [the detainee's] physical 
discomfort level to the point where we may lower his 
mental/ trained resistance abilities. 

CTC/Legal responded and advised, "(C]aution must be used when . 
. , employing the .air conditioning/blanket deprivation so that [the 

(b)(1) detainee's] discomfort does·ri.ot lead to a serious illness o(b)(1rse." 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ---- . __ . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

1 179. ers-;I jAn officer who was presenfat 
in November 2002 reported that she witnessed "the shower'---c,frc-o-m--=-h-cel=l',,..,' 
used on Rahman during his first week in detention. The Site 
Manager asked Rahman his identity, and when.he did not respond· 
with his true name, Rahman was placed back under the cold water 
by the guards at the Site Manager's direction. Rahman·was so cold 
that he could barely s,y his alias. According to the. officer, the entire . 

70 ~ This was substantiated in part by the CIA ~fficer who participated in this. act with the · 
[(b)(6) I .. 
(b)(7)(c),--- · 

• ,-------·73 __ (b)(1) ______ ~ ~--· (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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~~(b)(1) l 
~L_(b)(3) NatSecAct-------~I -· 

process laste.dlto mo:re than 20 minutes and was intended to lower 
Rahman's resistance and was not for hygienic reasons. At the 
conclusion of the shower, Rahman was mov~d to one of the tour 
sleep deprivation cells where he was left shivering for hours or · 
overnight with his hand chained over his head. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 180. "fFS/ A psychologist/interrogator who was 
present atc___ _ ___,at the same time in November 2002 recalled the· 
guards giving· Rahman a cold shower as a "deprivation technique." 
This person detected Rahman was showing the early stages of 
hypothermia, and he ordered the guards to give the detain~ a 
blanket. An independent contractor who was present around the 
same time witnessed the Site Manager order a cold show~ for 
Rahman. Rahman was being uncooperative at the time and the 
independent contractor stated that it was evident that the shower 
·was not ordered for hygienic reasons. 

(b )( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 181. (JS/ j I A·cable prepared three days after 
Rahman's rendition to I ~ppears to provide corrobor~tion to 
these accounts. It reports in part, "Despite 48 hours of sleep 
deprivation, auditory overload, total darkness, isolation, a cold 
shower, and rough treatment, Rahman remains steadfast in 
maintaining his hjgh resistance posture and demeanor. "71 

182. (J:S-/1 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

71 (61/tfll) On[}lovember 2002, a senior Cl'C/RDG_officer forwarded this cable v~a an ¢:-mail _ 
message to a ere lawyer highlighting this paragraph and wrote, ''.Another example of field 
interrogation using coercive techniques without authorization." 

7A. 

• ~w orcpl:':! j__ ~~~g~ NatSecA~~-----------J 
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(b )( 1) 
~/ (b)(1) 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 
'-------(b )(3) Nat~ecAct-~----' 

183. ~ I Many of the officer~ jnterviewed about 
the use of cold showers as a technique cited that. the water heater was 
inoperable and there was no other recourse except for cold".showers. 
However, the Site Manager explained that if a detainee was 
cooperative, he '\VOuld be given a warm shower. He staled that when 
a detainee was uncooperative~ the interrogators accomplished two . 
goals by combining the hygienic-reason for a shower with the 

· (b)(1) 
(b)(1) unpleasantness of a cold shower. (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct .-------, . 

. 184. fffi"/ j I In December 2002, less than one month · 
after Rahman's hypothermia-induced death, al lcable 
reported that a detainee was left in a cold room, shackled and naked, 

(b)(1) until he demonstrated cooperation. 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

185. ff&/~ I When asked in February 2003, if t!old 
(b)(1) was used as an interrogation technique, thel ~esponded, 
(b)(3) NatSecAct"not per se." He explained that physical and environmental 
(b)(6) discomfort-was used to encourage the detainees to improve their 
(b)(?)(c) environment.I !observed that cold is hard to define. He · 

asked rhetorically~ "How cold is cold? How cold is life threatening?" 
He stated that cold water was still employed I !however, 

(b)(1) showers were administered in a heated room. He stated there was no 
(b)(3) NatSecAc~pecifi.c guidance on it from Headquarters, an~as left to its 

own discretion in the use of cold. J I added there is a cable 
(b )(6) . froml ~ocumenting the use of "manipulation of the 
(b)(7)(c) . environment." (b)(6) 

(b)(7)(c) 

(b)( 186. fFSI~--~ Although the DCI Guidelines do not 
(b )(;j NatSecAcr1ention cold as a technique, the September 2003 draft OMS 

(iuidelines on Medical and Psychological Support to Detainee 
Interrogations specifically identify an "uncomfortably cool 
envirorunent" as a standard interrogation measure. (Appendix F.). 
The OMS Guidelines provide detailed instructions on safe 
temperature ranges, inc!uding the safe temperature range when a 
detainee is wet or uncfothed. 

• -;.. ... nee...,..,.,.' I 75 (b)(1) 
- (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )( 1) 
Water DQuMfl.g . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 187. ('fS Accord.in to the Site ~anager and 
(b)(3) NatSecA~t1ers who have worked~~--=c''water dousmg

11 

has been used 
I I since early 2003 when a CTC/RDG officer introduced 
this technique to the facility. Dousing involveslaying a detainee 
down on a plastic sheet and pouring water over him for 10 to 
15 minutes. Another officer explained that the room was maintained 
at 70 degrees or more; the guards used water that was at room 

(b )( 1 ) temperature while the interrogator questioned the detainee. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . . 

188!. ff&/I I A review of cable· traffic from April a:nd 
May 2003 revealed ~~ !Station sought permission fro.ni 
CTC/RDG to employ specific techniques for a number of detainees. 
Included in the list of requeste4 techniques was water dousing.72 
Subsequent cables reported the use and duration of the techniques by 

· detainee per interrogation s~sion.73 One certified interrogator, . 
noting that water dousing appeared to be a most effective technique, 
requested CTC to confirm guidelines on water dousing. A return 
cable directed ~t the detainee must be placed on a towel or sheet, 
may not be placed naked on the bare cement floor, and the ·air · 
temperature must exceed 65 degrees if the detainee will not be dried· 

(b )( 1) immediately. · 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

189. ~'~-~~ The DCI Guidelines do not mention 
water dousing as a technique. The 4 September 2003 draft OMS 
Guidelines, _however, identify "water dousing" as one of 12 standard . 
measures· that OMS listed, in ascending degree of intensity,~ the 
11th standard measure. OMS did not further address 11water 
dousing" in its guidelines. · · 

, 

72 <B,' The presence of a psychologist and medic was included in each report of the use of these 
techniques. . _ 

b 
1 

73 (-FS/,_ ______ ~~----=-" ported water dousing as a technique used, but ·· 
( )( ) ;.. ~ 1ater paragraph used the term "cold water bath." 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

• 
"FOP SF<:RJF / L________________ _ ____ ~~ ~g ~ NatSecAct- ------ __ J 
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~/ (b)(1) I 
~----(b)(3) NatSecActL----~ · 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct Hatd Ta~e.~own 

190. f.fS~ I During the course of the initial 
investigation of Rahman's November 2002 death, the pathologist 
noted several abrasions on the body.74 A psychologist/interrogator, 

~~~~1~ NatSecActwho was present during the first 10 days of ~an's confinement, 
reported that he witnessed four or fiv~ !officers 
execute a "hard takedown" on Rahman.75 His clothes were removed 
·and he was run up and down the corridor; when he fell, he was 
dragged. The process took between three to five minutes and 
Rahman was returned to his cell. The psychologist/interrogator 

. observed contusions on his face, legs and hands that '1ooked bad." 
The psychologist/interrogator saw a value in the exercise in order to 
make Rahman uncomfortable and experience a lack of control. ·He 
recognized, however, that the technique was not within the 
parameters of what was approved by DoJ and recommended to the 

· Site Manager that he obtain written approval for employing the · 
technique. Three other officers who were present at the same time 
provided similar accounts of the incident. No approval from 

(b )( 1 ) Headquarters was sought or obtained. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

191. (!fS1 ____ According to the Site Manager, the hard 
(b)(1) takedown was used often in interrogations atl las "part of the 
(b)(3) NatSecActitmospherics." For a time, it was the standard procedure for moving 

.: a detainee to the sleep deprivation cell. It was done for shock and 
psychological impact and signaled the transition to another phase of 
the interrogation. The act of putting a detainee into a diaper can 
cause abrasions if the detainee struggles because the floor of the 
facility is concrete.. The Site Manager stated he did not discuss the · 
hard takedown with Station managers, but he thought they 

. understood w;ttat techniques were being used atC I The Site . 
(b )( 1) Manager stated that the_ hard takedown had not been used recentlre=J 
(b)(3) NatSec~ct I After taking the interrogation class, he understood that if 

74 (S//P.J.lg The Final Aut.opsy Findings noted "superficial excoriations of the right an4 left 
upper shoulders, left lower abdomen, and left knee: mechanism undetermined." · 
75 (i//P.~ This incident is also being addressed in the Gul Rahman investigation. 

' 77 (b)(1)------~ ~"''I (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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-~/~(b)(1) I··· 
L__(b)(3) NatSecAct.------~-

he was going _tQ do _a hard takedown, he must report it to 
Headquarters. Although the OCT and OMS Guidelines address 
physical techniques and treat .them as requiring advance ·· 

(b)(1) HPadquarters approval, they do not otherwise specifically address 
(b)(3) NatSecAct •11..--d tak d " · 
(b )(6) u1t: 1uu, e own. 
(b)(7)(c) 

192. (-1=8.~-------~stated that he was generally 
familiar with the technique of hard takedowns. He asserted that they 

~~~g~ ~ ts ~;:'\authorized and believed they had been used one or.more times at 
a lee c Im order to intimidate a detainee. j ~tated that he. 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

would not necessarily know if they have been used and did not 
consider it a serious enough handling technique to require 
Headquarters approval. Asked about the possibility that a detainee 
may have leen drj,ged on the ground during the course of a hard . 
takedown, responded that he was unaware of that and did 

(b )( 1) not understand the point of dragging someone along the corridor in 
(b)(3) Nats~1~A-ct ___ ~I 

Abuse [(b )( 1) ~ ~f nther Locations Outside of the CTC 
P 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
rogram ~---~ . · 

193. (TS~ [ Althou_gh not wi~ the scope of the 
CTC Pro am, two other inciden were re orted in 
2003. (b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

not a ove, one 
(b)(1) T~ulted in the death of a detainee at Asadabad Base76 
(b)(3) NatSecAct '------~ 

194. (S//NF) In June 2003, the U.S. military sought an Afghan 
citizen who had been implicated in rocket attacks on a joint U.S. 
Am.iy and CIA position in Asadabad located in Northeast 
Afghanist;m. On 18 June 2003, this individual appeared at Asadabad 
Base at the urging of the local Governor. The individual was held in 
a detention facility guarded by U.S. soldiers from the Base. During 

76 ~ For more than a year, CIA referred. to Asadabad Base a{ (b )( 1 ) . . ] 
. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

• TftP ~FCR'fil: 11~ ______ (b)(1) 
- (b)(3) NatSecAct--~ 
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~Tl (b)(1) 
'------(b )(3) NatSecAct._ ____ ~ 

the four daf$ the individual was detained, an Agency independent 
contractor, who was a p~amilitary officer, is alleged to have ·sev:erely 
beaten the detainee with a large ·metal flashlight and kicked him 
during interrogation sessions. The detainee died in custody on 
21 June; his body was tu.med over to a local cleric and returned to his 
family on the following date without an autopsy being performed. 
Neither the contractor nor his Agency staff supervisor had been 
trained or authorized to conduct interrogations. The Agency did not 
renew the independent contractor's contract, which was up for· 
renewal soon after the incident. OIG is investigating this incident iri 
concert with DoJ.77 · 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 195. (S//NP) In.July 2003,c___ __ -r----------' 

officer assi ed to 
~--=------:-=---c----~ 
teacher at a religious school~----,-----~ 

(b)(1) durin the course of an interview du.rin a "oint o ratio 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

The objective was to determine if anyone at 
"--=---=--=-=----ca--c-~__, 
the school had information about the detonation of a remote-

. controlled improvised explosive device that had killed eight border 
guards several dc;1ys earlier. (b )(6) 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

~---Cb)(7)(c) 
___ 19_6~- ~S//N.19 A teacher being interviewed! 7 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

; 

(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

~--~.,,ortedly smiled and laughed inappropriately, · 
whereuponL !used the btitt stock of his rifle 
to strike or "buttstroke" the teacher at least twice in his torso, 
followed by several knee kicks to his torso. This incident was 
witnessed by 200 students. · The teacher was reportedly not seriously 

liI\jlllce<f. Jnri,spanse to]!" ~~,:S~ =is::::d the 

.given a domestic assignment. · 

77 (U) OIG case number 2003-7185-IG. 

-. .. »CJ71""'D'C.''T'/ (b)(1) 
- ---------------------(b)(3) NatSecAct---

79 
J 
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~/II (b)(1) 1-
. ~ ____ (b)(3) NatSecAct ____ _ 

(b)(1) Arco.UNDNGFORDETA.INEESl(b)(1) _j: 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · ·-----~L_(b)(3) NatSecAct . 

197~. (TS/ I Although the d~umentation of-the 
capture, rendition, detention, and interrogation of high value 
detainees at I Ian~ I was comprehensive, . 
documentation pertaining to. detainees of lesser notoriety has been 
less consistent.78 Because_.the Agency had no requirement to · 
document the capture and detention of all individuals until June _ 
2003,79 OIG has been unable to determine with any certainty the 
number or current status of individuals who have been captured and 

(b)(1) A • • ed F ifi" 1 £ ll 
(b )(3) NatSecA~tam ~---~ _-_-_-_-_---~ our spec c examp es 10 _ ow. 

· 198. (TS/~ I Abu Bakr. Hassan Muhammad Abu 
(b )( 1) !akr is~ Libfan who was ca hued durin a raid on 
(b)(3) NatSecActllachi Pakistan. 

rendenn June· 
· 2002 

(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
b 3 NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

78 ffS/[1,--.,,.-_~ __ ____,,~d two detainees aru1j ~d eight detainees, which 
included the two atl I , 
79 ~ Per D00 Guidance, as described in paragraph 54. . _ 
80 {€) By January 2004, CTC/RDG developed a database to include all detainees in. CIA custody-

(b )( 1) I I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

80 (b)(1)-------, 
-,OP F'ECREJ lt_____ ______ (b)(3) NatSecAct~--~ 
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~T/ (b)(1) 
~----(b)(3) NatSecAct . 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

200. (t&/ l I Ridha Ahmad Al-Najjar. Al-Najjar, a 
Tunisian who reportedly was a UBL bodyguard and Al-Qa'ida travel 
facilitator, was captured during the same raid in Karachi that netted 
Abu Bakr onnMay 2002. Cable traffic reflects Al-Najjar and Abu 
Bakr were __ re __ n_~e:redl ____ _,~une 2002. Al~r,ra··ar became the 
first detaineeC(b)(1) lonl ~ tember 2002.i 

··· ~ · ··· (b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

201. ('fS~ I Lutfi Al-Gharisi. Al-Gharisi (a.k.a. 
Salim Khan) is a Tunisian Al-Qa'ida detainee captured in Peshawar, 
Pakistan, in Sentember·2002. The 'Agency subsequently rendered 
him td loctober 2002.. (b)(1) I . .,-....;:,__........,_ 

(b)(3) NatSecAc'--t --r 
81 (b)(1) _____ _ 

~'C'T'A I (b)(3) NatSecAct 
~-------'---'---'----'--------------' 
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~T/ (b)(1) 
c__ ____ (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(1) (b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

202. ffS/ J ·1 Gui Rahman. Rahman was the Afghan_ . 
who was captured in Pakistan, rendered to I !Nov~mb~r 
and died in custody on[]Novem.ber 2002. [ ~tation listed him 
among the current detainees a~'----__J~s of 2 January 2003. He 
was omitted altogether from CTC/RDG's September 2003 
"comprehensive" list of rendees. 

203.l 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) ANALYTICAL SUPPORTTOINTERROGATIONS 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

204. (P.,-/~--- Directorate of Intelligence analysts 
assigned to CTC provide analytical support to interrogation teams in 
the field. Analysts are responsible fo,: developing requirements for 
the questionin of detainees as well as conducting debriefings in 
some cases. (b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~------------·_Analysts, however, do not 
participate in the application of interrogation techniques. 

82 
-lf0P SECRET (b) ( 1 ) 

- c__ _____ (b)(3) NatSecAct. ___ __, 
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~ J (b) ( 1 ) 
(b)(

1
) ~~ ____ (b)(3) NatSecAct. ___ _ 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

205 .. fffi11. I According to a number of th~se. 
interviewed for this Review, the Agency's intelligence on Al-Qai.da 
was limited prior to the initiation of the CTC Interrogation Program. 
The Agency lacked adequate linguists or subject ~atter experts and 
had very little hard knowledge of what particular Al-Qa'ida · 
leaders-~ho later became detainees-knew. This lack of knowledge 
led analysts to speculate about what a detainee "should know,". vice 
information the analyst could objectively demonstrate the detainee . 
did know. For these reasons; several interrogators considered the 
analytical support provided by CTC/UBL to have been inadequate 
and sometimes flawed. 

· 206. (!);:5/ j (b)(1) 
r--1 ---~~------(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~I ~-~-----------___JJWhen 
· a detainee did not respond to a question posed to him, the 

assumption at Headquarters was that the detainee was holding back 
and knew more; consequently, Headquarters recommended 

(b)(1) resumption of EITs. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

207. ffS/ j !The &tandard that CTC/UBL employed 
to assess one detainee's level of compliance was articulated in a 
December 2002 cable requesting interrogators to further press 
Al-Nashiri for actionable threat information: 

... it is inconceivable to us that Nashiri cannot provide us concrete 
leads to locate and detain the active terrorists in his network who 
are still at large .... 

From our optic, the single best measure of this cooperation will be 
in his reporting. Specifically, when we are able to capture other 
terrorists based on his leads and to thwart future plots based on his 
reporting, we will have much more confidence that he is, indeed, 
genuinely cooperative on some level. 

~1.T ' I (b )( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

83 
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(b )( 1) 

~~~---(b)(3) NatSecAd 

(b )( 1) 
f(b)(3) NatSecAct . 

208. (~LL Jclisagreed i,n its 23 December· 
_ 2002 response:~----_---~ 

Base recommends against resuming enhanced me~es with 
Subj[ect] unless .there ar~ specific pieces of information he has 
provided that we are certain/ certain are lies or omissions; or there 
is equally reliable additional information from other sources which 
implicates subj[ect] in a·heretofore unknown plot to.attack U.S. or 
allied interests. If such is the case, Base would eagerly support 
returning to all enhanced measures; indeed, we would be the first 
to request them. Without tangible proof of lying or intentional 
withholding, however, we believe employing ~ced measures 
will accomplish nothing except show subj[ect] that he will be 
punished whether he cooperates or not, thus eroding any 
remaining desire to continue cooperating .... 

Bottom line is we think subj[ect] is being cooperative, and if 
subjected to indiscriminate and prolonged enhanced measures, 
there is a good chance he will either fold up and cease cooperating, 
or suffer the sort of permanent mental harm prohibited by the 
statute.· Therefore., a decision to resume enhanced measures must 
be grounded in fact and not general feelings that subj[ect] is n<,>t 
being forthcoming .... 

It was after this interchange that Headquarters sent a new debriefer, 
(b )( 1) whose unauthorized actions are discussed in paragraphs 90 through 
(b)(3) NatSecA9ttol ISubseq~ently, after further deliberation and 

renewed medical and psychological assessment, EITs, not including 
(b )( 1 ) _ the waterboard, were authorized for a brief period. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct ~ I 
. 209. (!fS ~---__,The shortage of accurate and-verifiable 

. information. available to the field to assess a detainee's compliance is 
evidenced in the final waterboard session of Abu Z~aydah. 

(b)(1) A din . CTC ffi th . t ti" te t (b)(3) NatSecAcfCOr g to a seruor o cer, em erroga o!' am a _ 
I !considered Abu Zubaydah to be compliant and wanted to 
terminate EITs. CTC/UBL believed Abu Zub~ydah continue<!!~-----
withhold information,! 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Ja t the time it 
~-------------------

' !fOPSEC:RET!J (b)(1) 
- (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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_ ~T/ (b)(1) 
~ ____ (b)(3) NatSecAct ____ ~ 

generated su:l~~Jaritial pressure from Headquarters to continue use of 
the EITs. According to this senior officer, the decision to resume use 
of the waterboard on Abu Zubaydah was made by senior officers of 

~~~g~ NatSecActthe DO. A team of senior CTC officers traveled from Headquarters to 
I Ito assess Abu Zubaydah's compliance and witnessed the 

(b )( 1) 

· final waterboard session, after which, they reported back to 
Headquarters that the Errs were no longer needed on Abu 
Zubaydah. 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 
210. ffS/I !told OIG that (b)(6) _ 

(b)(7)(c) "risk" for CTC /UBL is very dilferent from the "risk" perceived by 
CTC/RDG and the interrogators. Specifically, for CTC/UBL, risk is 
associated with not obtaining the actionable information needed to 
prevent "the next big attack," hence analysts are reluctant to agree · 
that a detainee is not employing resistance techniques. On th~ other 
hand, risk for CTC/RDG is associated with the continued use of Errs, 

· which could possibly lead, directly or indirectly, to a detainee's death 
or cause him permanent harm. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct EFFECTIVENESS 

211. (TS/~ I The detention of terrorists has prevented 
them from engaging in further terrorist activity, and their 
interrogation has.provided intelligence that has enabled the 

· identification and apprehension of other terrorists, warned of . 
terrorists plots planned for the United States and around the world, 
and supported articles frequently used in the finished intelligence 
publications for senior policymakers and war fighters;· In this regard, 
there is no doubt that the Program has been effective. Measuring the 
effectiveness of EITs, however, is a more subjective process and not 

(b )( 1) without some concern. · 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

212. ~/I 1When the Agency began capturing 
terrorists, management jud ed the·success of the effort to be getting 
them off the streets (b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

85 (b)(11-------~ 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
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~r,nn'T'/ (b)(1) I 
iur~ '-------(b)(3) NatSecAct ___ ~· · 

·1. --------(-b)-(1-) ---------~ 
_ (b)(3) NatSecAct 

With. the capture of terrorists who had access to much more~--
significant, actionable infoJJI1.ation, the measure of success of the 
Program ~creasingly became the intelligence obtained from the 

(b)(1) · rl~fainees. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 

213. ('fS'"~ I Quantitatively, the DO has significantly 
increased the number of counterterrorism intelligence reports with. · 
the inclusion of information fron;t detainees in its custody. Between 
9/11 and the end of April 2003, the Agency produced over 3,000 
intelligence reports from detainees. Most of the-reports came from 
intelligence provided by the high value ·detainees at[(b )( 1 ) J 

I I . . (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(1) _,._____ · 

1 (b)(3) NatSecAct I 

214. _(TS/L__~~--~~ CTC frequently uses the 
· information from one detainee, as .well as other sources, to vet the 

information of another detainee. Although lower~level detainees 
provide less information than the high value detainees, information 
from these detainees has, on many occasions, supplied the 
information needed to probe the high value detainees ~er. 
According to two senior CTC analysts, the triangulation of 
intelligence provides a fuli.er knowledge of Al-Qa'ida activities than 
would be ossible from a sin le detainee. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAc._ ___________ ------------------------~ 

215. ('fS /'---c=---=-=-=----=---=---~Detainees have provided 
information on Al-Qa'ida and other terrorist groups. Information of · 
note includes: the modus operandi of Al-Qa'ida, members who are 
worth targeting, terrorists who are cap~ble of mo-unting attaclcs in the_ 
United States, (b)(1) 

• 

~-------(b)(3) NatSecAct.------~ 

86 
~/ (b)(1) 

~------(b)(3) NatSecAct.--~ 
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(b )(1) 

(b)(1) I 
~---(b)(3) NatSecAct---~-· 

(b)(3) NatSecAct~----------. 
J jand sources of funding for 
Al-Qa'ida. Perhaps the most significant information about AI-Qa'ida 
obtained from detainees is on the subject .of the group's planned use 
of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in the United States. 
Analysts had long suspected Al-Qa'ida was attempting to develop a. 
WMD capability, and information from Abu Zubaydah and 
Ibn al-Ahaykh al-Libi (a.k.a. Zubayr) hinted at such ·efforts. It was 
the information from Khalid Shaykh Muhammad, however, that · 
confirmed the analysts' suspicions. In addition to·information on 
anthrax; chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear programs; · 
and traming in the use of poisons and explosives, Khalid Shay~ 
Muhammad provided information that has led to the capture of 
individuals who headed the programs to develop WMD capabilities, 

. including Sayed Al-Barq who was the head of AI-Qa'ida's anthrax · 
(b)(1) nrngram . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · 

2~6. ('fS"~ I Detainee information has assisted in the· 
identification of terrorists. For example, information from Abu 
Zubaydah helped lead to the identification of Jose Padilla and 
Binyam Muhammed-operatives who had plans to detonate a 
uranium-topped dirty bomb in either Washington, D.C., or New 
York City. Riduan "Ham.ball" Isomuddin provided information that 
led to the arrest of previously unknown inembers of an Al-Qa'ida cell · 
in Karachi. They were designated as pilots for an aircraft attack 
inside the United States. Many other detainees, including lower-level 
detainees such as Zubayr and Majid Khan, have provided leads to 
oth~r terrorists, but probably the most prolific has been Khalid 
Shaykh Muhammad. He provided information that helped lead to 
the arrests of terrorists including Sayfullah Paracha and his son Uzair 
~aracha, businessmen whom Khalid $haykh Muhammad planned to 
use to smuggle explosives into the United States; Saleh Almari, a 
sleeper operative in New York; and Majid Khan, an operative who 
could enter the United States easily.and was tasked to research 
attacks against U.S. wat~r reservoirs. Khalid Shaykh Muhammad's 
information also led to the investigation and prosecution of Iyman 
Faris, the truck driver arrested in early 2003 in Ohio. Although not_ ..,....._.,_.__ 

87 (b)(1)-------, 
~~ I 

~ _____ (b)(3) NatSecAct __ ~ 
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~J (b)(1) 
· 'l~ ____ (b)(3) NatSecAct. ____ __,I ·· 

yet captured., u.µormation from Khalid Shaykh Muhammed and Abu 
(b)(1) Zuba>:dah l~d to the identific~tion of an operative termed one of the · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct3t likely to travel t<? the Umted States and c~ out operations. 

217. (~/~-~---------=----,--~ Detainees, both planners 
and operatives, have also made the Agency aware of several plots 
planned for the United States and around the world. The olots . ' 

(b)(3) NatSecAc'tfl Pans Y~~~~-~----------___J · 
(b)(1) ~..:I. 1 tj I 

ttack the U.S. Consulate in Karachi, Pakistan; hijack aircraft 
to fly into Heathrow Airport and the Canary Wharf Tower; loosen 

(b)(1) tracks ikes in an attem t to derail a train in the United States 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ________________ ----,_ _____ __J 

lqw up several 
'=="-=-------------~--~------' 
U.S. gas stations to create panic and havoc; hijack and fly an airplane. 
into the tallest building in California in a west coast version of the 
World Trade Center attack; cut the lines of suspension bridges in 
New York in an effort to make them collapse; and poison the U.S. 
water supply by dumping poison into water reservoirs. With the 
c·apture of some of the operatives for the above-mentioned plots, it is 
not clear whether these plots have been thwarted or if they remain 
viable. This Review did not uncover any evidence that these plots 
were imminent. Agency senior managers believe that lives have been 
saved as a result of the capture and interrogation of terrorists who . 
were planning attacks, in particular Khalid Shaykh Muhammad, Abu 

(b)(1) Zubaydah, Hambali, and Al-Nashiri. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · 

· .218. (TS-/~--- CTC analysts judge the reporting from · 
(b)(3) CIAAct detainees as one of the most important sources for finished · . 
(b)(6) in_telligence.l !viewed 

analysts' knowledge of t4e terrorist target as having much more 
depth as a result of information from detainees and estimated that 
detainee reporting is used in all counterterrorism articles produced 
fQr the most.s~nior policymakers. Detainee re ortin is also used 
regularly in daily. ublications 

(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

In an interview, the DCI 

88 
' "fAl2 SJ:CRET/1 (b)(1) 
~- - (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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~1------(b)(1) . .. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct-------~ 

said he belieye~ the use of EITs has proven to be extremely valuable 
in obtaining enormous amounts of critical threat information from 
detainees who had otherwise believed they were safe from• any harm 

(b)(1) in the hands of Americans. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · 

219. (T5 c___ _____ ___,senior officers familiar with the 
dissemination of reporting from detainee interrogations voiced 
concerns about compartmentation. In particular, those concerns 
regarded the· impact on the timeliness of ~sseminating intelligence to 
analysts in CIA and to the FBI while the initial operational r~cipients 

(b )( 1 ) of the information are separating out the intelligence from mor~ 
(b H3) NatSecA~!msitive operational informatioq.. J lsenior officers 

who voiced these concerns indicated that the issue was being. 
reviewed by analysts to more precisely assess ~e impact of the 

(b)(1) problem. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

220. ers) / Inasmuch as EITs have been used only 
sinc.e August 2002, and ·they have not all been used with every high 
value detainee, there is limited data on which to assess their 
individual effectiveness. This Review identified concerns about the 
use of the waterboard, specifically whether the risks of its use were 
justified by the results, whether it has been unnecessarily used in 
some· instances, and-whether the fact that it is being applied in a 
manner different from its use in SERE training brings into question 
the continued applicability of the DoJ opinion to its use. Although 
the waterboard is the most intrusive of the EITs, the fact that 
precautions have been taken to provide on-site medical oversight in 

(b )( 1 ) the use of all EITs is evidence that their use poses risks; 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . ~---~ . 

22L ('l=S/c____ ___ __,Determining the effectiveness of each 
EIT is important in facilitating Agency management's decision ·as to 
which techniques should be used m1:d for how long. Measuring the 
overall effectiveness of Errs is challenging for a number of reasons 
including: (1) the Agen9' cannot determine with any certainty the 
totality of the intelligence the detainee actually possesses; (2) each 
detainee has different fears of and tolerance for EITs; (3) the · -. 
application of the same Errs by different interrogators may have 

~ ___ 8_9 __ (b)(1)-----~ 
~uT' (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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different res\ll.~; ~d (4) the lack of sufficient historical data related to 
· certain EITs because of the rapid escalation to· the use of the 

(b)(1) w:itPrboard in the cases where it was used. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~--~ · · 

222. fR,-/ j !The waterboard has been used on three 
detainees: . Abu Zubaydah, Al~Nashiri, and Khalid Shaykh 
Muhammad. The waferboard's use was accelerated after the limited 
application of other EITs in all three cases because the waterboard 

. was considered by some in. Agency management to be the "silver 
bullet," combined with the belief that each of the three detainees 
possessed perishable information about imminent threats against the 

(b)(1) Tlnited States. · 
(b )(3) NatSecAct · 

223. · (FS~'-----=___,_J Prior to the use of EITs, Abu Zubaydah · 
provided information for over 100 intelligence reports. Interrogators· , · 
applied the waterboard to Ab~ Zubaydah at least 83 times during 

· August 2002. During the period between the end of the use of the 
waterboard and 30 April 2003, he provided information for 
approximately 210 additional reports. It is not possible to say 
definitively that the waterboard is the reason for Abu Zubaydah's 
increased production, or if another factor, such as the length of 
detention, was the catalyst. Since the use of the waterboard, 
however, Abu Zubaydah has appeared to be cooperative, helping 

(b )( 1) with raids b iden · · hoto a hs of the detainees ca tu.red, 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

,,_I ----lan_d_gi_·_vm_· -g-in-te_rr_o_g_a-to_rs_w_o_1_n_ta-ti-.o-n_o_n_h_o_w_to-induc~ 

other detainees to talk, based on his own experiences. (b)(6) 
. . (b)(?)(c) 

~~~g~ NatSecAct 224. ~A ····· ------- J With respect to Al-Nashiri~ I 

I !reported two waterboard sessions µi November 2002, after 
· which the psychologist/interrogators determined that Al-Nashiri . 

(b )( 1) was compliant. However, after being moved to[~~~yhere _a 

g 

a 
u 
I1 

!] , . .. 

I] 

(b)(3) NatSecActferent interrogation team assumed responsibility for his 
interrogations; Al-Nashiri was thought to be withholding :] 
information. Al-Nashiri subsequently received additional EITs, ;,, 

- including stress positions, but not the ~aterboard. The Agency then . .,. _ __..._ n 
determined Al-Nashiri to be "compliant." Because of the litany of il 

-- • -<:~ t 
• · 90 (b)(1)-----~ 

'mf>FWCREI[ (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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techniques ~~~ by different interrogators over a relatively short 
period of time, it is difficult to identify exactly why Al-Nashiri 
became more.willing to provide information. However, following 
the use of EITs, he provided information about his most current 
operational planni:ng'and the Saudi Al-Qa'ida network, as opposed to 

~~~~~~ NatSecActthe historical information he·provided before the use of Errs. 

225. ffS"/I I On the other hand, Khalid Shaykh 
Muhammad, an accomplished resistor, provided only a few 
. intelligence reports prior to the use of the waterboard, and analysis .of 
that information revealed that much of it was outdated, inaccurate, or 
incomplete. As a means of less active resistance, at the beginning of 
their interrogation, detainees routinely provide information ·that they 

· kn(,)w is already known. Khalid Shaykh Muhammad received 183 
applications of the waterboard in March 2003 and remained resilient, . 
providing limited useful intelligence, until the application of sleep 
deprivation for a period of 180 hours. Although debriefers still must 
ask the right questions to get answers from Khalid Shaykh . · 
Muhammad, since the employment of sleep deprivation, intelligence 
production from his debriefings totaled over 140 reports as of 
30 April 2003. In Khalid Shaykh Muhammad's case, the waterboard 
was determined to be of limited effectiveness. One could conclude 
that sleep deprivation was effective in.this case, but a definitive 
conclusion is hard to reach considering that the lengthy sleep 

·, deprivation followed extensive use of the waterboard. · 

:. POUCY CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCERNS REGARDING THE DETENTION 

~~ ?g~ NatSecAitm lNTERROGAnONPROGRAM 

· 226. (~ I The EITs used by the Agency under the 
ere Progr~ are inconsistent with the public policy positions that the 
United States has taken regarding human rights. This divergence has . 
been a cause of concern to some Agency personnel involved. with the 
Program. 

~ ........ , 91 (b)(1}1--------~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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Policy Con_sj.derations 

227. (U / /FOUO) ~oughout its history, the United Slates has 
been an international proponent of human rights and has voiced 
opposition to torture and mistreatment of prisoners by foreign 
countries. This position is based upon fundamental principles that are 
deeply embedded in the American legal structure and jurisprudence. 
The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, for 
example, require due process of law, while the Eighth Amendment 
bars '.'cruel and unusual punishments." 

228. (U/ /FOl;J~ The President advised the Senate when_ 
submitting the Torture Convention for ratification that the United 
States would construe th~ requirement of Article 16 of the Convention 
to "undertake to prevent in any territory under its jurisdiction other 
acts of cruel; inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment which• 

· -do not _ainount to torture" as "roughly equivalent to" and "coextensive 
with the Constitutional guarantees against cruel, unusual, and 
inhumane treatment."81 To this end, the United States submitted a 
reservation to the Torture Convention stating that the United States 
considers itself bound by Article 16-"only insofar as the term 'cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment' means the cruel, 
unusual, and inhumane treabnent or punishment prohibited by the 
5th, 8th and/ or .14th Amendments to the Constitution of the United 
States." .Although the Torture Convention expressly provides that no 
exceptional circumstance~ whatsoever, including war or any other 
public.emergency, and no order from a superior officer, jU$tifies 
torture, no similar provision was included regarding acts-of "cruel; 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment." 

81 (U / /~ See Message from _the President of the United States Transmitting the 
Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treabnent or Punishment, 
Sen. Treaty Doc. 100-20, iOOth Cong., 2d Sess., at 15, May 23, 1988; Senate Committee on Foreign 
Relations, Executive Report 101-30, August 30, 1990, at25, 29, quoting summary and analysis 

. submitted by President Ronald Reagan, as revised by President George H.W. Bush. 

' 'T'l"W cr;c1n::T (b)(1) 
- ~------(b)(3) NatSecAct~--~ 
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229. (U L/FOUO) · Annual U.S. State Department Country. 
. Reports on Human Rights Practices have repeatedly cond~mned 

harsh interrogation techniques utilized by foreign goverrun~ts. For 
,. 
J example, the 2002 Report, issued in March 2003, stated: 

:1 [The United States] have·been given greater opportunity to make 
]. good on our commitment to uphold standards of human dignity 

and liberty . . . • [N]o country is exempt from scrutiny, and all 
countries benefit from constant striving to identify their • 
weaknesses and improve their performance . . . . [T]he Reports 
serve as a gauge for our international human rights efforts, 
pointing to areas of progress and drawing our attention to new and 
continuing challenges. 

In a world marching toward demoaacy and respect for human 
rights, the United States is a leader, a partner and a contributor. 
We have taken this responsibility with a deep and abiding belief 
that human rights are univer~. They are not grounded 
excl~vely in American or western values. But their protection 
worldwide serves a core U.S. national interest. 

The State Department Report identified objecti~nable practices in a 
variety of countries including, for example, patterns of abuse of 
prisoners in Saudi Arabia by such means as "suspension from bars by 
handcuffs~ and threats against family members, ... [being] forced 
constantly to lie on hard floors [and] qeprived of sleep .... " Other 
reports have criticized hooding and stripping prisoners naked. 

230. (U / /FSUQ) In June 2003, President Bush issued a 
statement in observance of "United Nations International Day in 
Support of Victims of Torture." The statement said in part: 

The United States declares its strong solidarity with torture victims 
aaoss the world. Torture· anywhere is an affront to human dignity 
everywhere. We are committed to building a world where human 
rights are respected and protected by the rule of law . 

. ' 

~---9_3 (b)(1)------~ 
~' (b)(3) NatSecAct I · 
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Freedo[!l J;om torture is an inalienable human right ... , Yet 
torture continues to be practiced around the world by rogue 
regimes whose cruel ·methods match their determination to crush. 
the human spirit . .- . J · · · 

Notorious human rights abusers ... have sought to shield their 
abuses from the eyes of the world by staging elaborate deceptions , 
and denying access to international human rights monitors .... 

The United States is. committed to the worldwide elimination of 
torture and we are leading this fight by example. I call on all 
governments to join with the United States and the community of 

· 1aw-abiding nations in prohibiting, investigating, and prosecuting · 
all acts of torture and in undertaking to prevent other cruel and 
unusual punishment .... 

Concerns Over Participation in the CTC Program 

231. ~//NP) During the course of this Review, a number of 
Agency officers expressed WlSQlicited concern about the possibility of 
recrimination or legal action resulting from their participation in the 

(b)(1) CTC 1¼-ogram. A number of officers expressed concern that a human 
(b )(3) NatSecActtisJmlJ.ll! .. might pursue them for activities 

I [Additionally, they fear'---c-.-ed-=--th--,------at-th-=--e-A-g~ency 
would not stand behind th~m if this occurred. 

232. (S/ /Nii One officer expressed concern that one day, 
·Agency officers will wind up on s~m~ "wanted list" to appear before 

(b)(1) · 4-l.." tNorld Court for-war crimes stemming from activitie~ I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct I A- • • 

I ~,other ~d, "Ten years from now we're gomg to_be sorry 
we're doing this ... [but] it has to be done." He expressed concern 
that the CTC Program will be exposed in the news media and cited 
particular concern about the· possibility of being named ~ a leak. 

233. -{f,//NF) j 
I I that many 
counbies consider the interrogation techniques employed by the CTC 
Program, i.e., hooding, stress positions, etc., to be illegal. Although 
he felt the 1 ·August 2002 OLC legal opinion provided to the Agency -

. . 

• / (b)(1) 
T6P SliCFEI: ~------(b)(3) NatSecAct·---~ 
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. L_(b)(3) NatSecAct-------~ 

would preclt,1d!:? prosecution of Agency employees in the United 
States, he believed it to be·conceivable that an em lo ee could be, 
arrested and tried in the Euro ean Union. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) (b)(5) I 

(b)(6) . 
~--~~---------(b)(7)(c) __ --. 

b 3 NatSecAct 

234. (TS~ I According toC lu.s_. 
· law does not proscribe the conduct of Agency employees and 

contractors who have employed EITs or authorized their use. The 
said that Do J's view is that CIA personnel are acting 

~---,------,,-~ 

·consistent with customaryinternational_law, but that view may not 
be shared by others. He added, "My position is that we are covered." 
When asked if the Agency treatment of detainees has been humane, 
he replied that he does not know how others would define the term, 
but the CTC Program and its activities have been consistent with the 

· Torture Convention, as interpreted by the United States. 

235. (S//NF)I ~cknowledg~ he 
has some concern regarding the Torture Convention. However, he 
said his primary focus is what has been codified in U.S. law. He 
recognizes that interrogators may have a problem traveling to some 
locations overseas. 

(b )(1) 
ENDGAME (b)(3) NatSecAct 

236. (~ I Post 9 /11, the U.S. Gov~mment is 
having to address a number of extraordinary matters, ·not the least of· 
which is an "endgame" for the dis osition of detainees ca rured 
durin the war on terrorism. 

-"'"'ti 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

237~ (TS/~ I The number ~f detainees in CIA custody 
is relatively small by comparison with those in U.S. military custody. 
Nevertheless, the Agency,,like the military, has an interest in the 
disposition of detainees and particular interest in those who, if not 
kept in isolation, would likely divulge information about the 

(b)(1) r;T'=llmStances of their detention. 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

238. (TS-/~ ___ Although the former D/CTC in early 
2002. proposed the establishment of a covert long-term detention 
facility, OIG found scant documentation of the issue bef~re Agency 

~~~g~ NatS~A~ennel atl ~ent a c~ble to Headquarters on 19 August · 
. LUUL. In that cabl~, IDY Agency personnel proposed that Agency 
· management consider several options for the future disp_ositi.on of 

detainees. Such options included constructing a permanent facility 
outside the United States for indefinite incarceration of detainees or 
arranging with DoD for incarceration of detainees at the U.S. Naval 
Base, Guantanamo Bay. TDY Agency personnel also called attention 
to security and counterintelligence risks assoc::ia~d with exposure of . 
CIA methodology if detainees are released or rendered to another 

(b )( 1 ) country. OIG found no cable response from Headquarters. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

239._ (TS/) I With respect to Agency equities, a 

particular concern for senior Agency managers is the long-term 
disposition of detainees who have undergone EITs or have been 
exposed to Agency sensitive sources and methods. Moreover, . 
Agency employees have expressed concern that a lack of an endgame 
for Agency detainees results in (?Vercrowding at Agency detention 
sites. · · 

82 (b )( 1) 
~--(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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~ 

240. (~ ·1 According to the DCI, Agency officers · 
have had theoretical discussions about the disposition of detainees. 
The ODO explained that a key issue is what should happett to 
detainees who have undergone EITs. According to the ODO, no one 
knows the answer to that ques~on and it is a policy decision that · 

(b )( 1 ) must be made outside the Agency. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

l 
' i 
I 
I. 

241 . .{!FS/J JThis Review identified four options ~or 
the disposition of detainees. These options, discussed in more detail 

r bclow, include r - ~b~) . 

242.I 
(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

243.I 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 

244.[ 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

I 97 
~ P:F"AP 'il<"r1n,·T ~ ( b )( 1 ) 
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(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

245. ~Policymakers have given consideration 
to prosecution as-a viable possibility, at least for certain detainees. To 
date, however, ·no decision has been made to proceed.with this 
option. 

246. /?SI 

247.[ (b )( 1) 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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83 (U / freQ)) Memorandum for the Record, dated 2-August 2002, on closed hearings with the ·· .,.-.......,..........- a 
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(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct------------------------~ 

248. t'fS/~ __ ______,Senior U.S. Government and' Agency 
officials have yet to determine if third parties, such as the ICRC, will 
eventually have access to individuals whose detention has been 
disclosed. Such is the case of lbn Sheikh al-Libi, whom the U.S. 
military declared to the ICRC before the militcl-ry transferred him to 
CIA control. According to the General Counsel, Al-Libi was not 
subjected to any of the interrogation techniques discussed in this 
Review. According· to senior Agency officers, the Agency is loath to 
send CIA detainees who have been exposed to EITs or to other 
sensitive information, as in the case of al-Libi, to detention facilities 

(b )( 1) where they would be available to the ICRC. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

249. (1!9~~--~__,~ccording to the DCI, the·crc 
. Interrogation Program will continue to exist as long as the Agency
continues t<? elicit information from detainees. He added that, in the 
near future, he sees no change from the current system. 

(b )( 1) 
~ ____ (b)(3) NatSecAct _______ __, 

QQ 
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(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct CONCLUSIONS 

250. (t=S{ ________ -~rTite Agency's detention and · · ·· 
interrogation of terrorists has provided intelligence that has enabled 
the identification and appi:ehension of other terrorists and warned of 
terrorist plpts planned for the United States and around the world. 
The ere Detention and Interrogation Program has resulted in the 
issuance of thousands of indiyidual intelligence reports and analytic 
products supporting the counterterrorism efforts of U.S. 
policymakers and military commanders. The.effectiveness of · 
particular interrogation techniques.~ eliciting information that might 
not otherwise have been obtained cannot be so easily measured, 

(b)(1) . hnur~ver. 
(b )(3) NatSecAct · 

· 251. (-If&~ I After 11 September 2001, nµmer~us 
Agency cQmponents and individuals invested immense time and 

· effort to implement the CTC Program quickly, effectively,_and within 
the Jaw. The work of the Directorate of Operations, Counterterrorist 
Center (CTC), 'Office of General Counsel (OGC), Office of Medical. -
Services (OMS), Offic~ of Technical Service (OTS), and the Office of 
Security has been especially notable. In effect, they began with 
almost no foundation, as the Agency had discontinued virtually all 
involvement in interrogations after encountering difficult issues with 
earlier int~ri:ogation programs in Central America and the Near East. 
Inevitably, there also have been some problems with current 
activities. 

252. (S//NF) OGC worked closely with DoJ to determine the 
legality of the measures that came· to be known as enhanced · 
·interrogation tech,niques (EITs). OGC also consulted with White 
House cµ1d National Security Council officials regarding the 
proposed techniques. Those efforts and the resulting DoJ legal 
opinion of 1 August 2002 are well documented. That legal opinion 
was based, u:i substantial P,art, on OTS analysis and the experience 
and expertise of non-Agency personnel and academics concerning 
whether long~term psychological effects would result from use of-the .. 
proposed techniques. 

' 100 (b)(1)-· -----
"IT'Wil c:r:cvJ:O~ (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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253. "(SI /t-lt') . The DoJ legal opinion upon which the Agency 
relies is based upon technical definitions of "severe" treatment and 
the "intent" of the interrogators, and consists of finely detailed 
analysis to buttress the conclusion that Agency officers prope.rly 
carrying out EITs would not violate the Torture Convention's 
prohibition of torture, nor would they be subject to criminal 
prosecution under the U.S. torture statute. The opinion does not 
address the separate question of whether the application of standard 
or enhanced techniques by Agency officers is consistent with the · . 
undertaking, accepted conditi.orially by the Unit~ States regarding 
Article 16 of the Torture Conventi<?n, to prevent "cruel, inhuman or 

i(b)(1) de2Tading treatment or punishment." 
;(b)(3) NatSecAct · 

254. ('?S~ IPep.odic efforts by the-Agency to elicit 
reaffirmation of Administration policy and DoJ legal backing for the 
Agency's use of EITs-as they have actu~y been employed-have· . 
been well -advised and successful. However, in this process, Agency 
officials have neither sought nor been provided· a written statement 
of policy or a formal signed update of the~ooJ legal opinion, 

. including such important determinations as the meaning and 
applicability of Article 16 of the Torture Convention. In July 2003, the 
DCI and the General Counsel briefed senior Administration officials 
on the Agency's _expanded use of EITs. At that time, the Attorney 
.General affirmed that the Agency's conduct remained well within the 

~~~g~ NatSecAcfope of the 1 August 2002 DoJ legal opinion. 

255. tI=Sl ·-··-·····---\A number of Agency officers of various 
grade levels who are involved with detention and interrogation 
activities are concerned that they may at some future date _be 
v:u.Inerable to legal action in the United States or abroad and that the 
U.S. Government will not stand behind them. · Although the current 
detention and interrogation Program has been subject to DoJ legal 
review and Administration political approval, it diverges sharply 
from previous AgencyJ,olicy and practice, rules that govern 
interrogations by U.S. military and l~w enforcement officers, · -
statements of U.S. policy by the Department of State, and public 

• _ 101 (b)(1),-----~ 
'•""n+Cnce,-cT, I (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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statements by_yerysenior U.S. officials, including the President, as 
well as the policies expressed by Members of Congress, other 
Western governme.p.ts, international organizations, and human rights 
groups. In addition, s.ome Agency officers are aware of interrogation 
activities that were ou:tside or beyond the scope of the written DoJ 
op~on. Officers are concerned that future public revelation of the 
CTC Program is inevitabl~ and will seriously damage Agency 
officers' personal reputations, as well as the reputation.and 

(b)(1) effectiveness of the Agency itself. · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . 

256. (l!S/I I The Ag~cy has generally provided 
good guidance and sµpport to its officers who have been detaining 
and interrogating high value terrorists usip.g Errs pursuant to the 
Presidential Memorandum of Notification (MON) of 17 September 

· (b )( 1) · ~O?l. · In p~cular~ ere did a co~endable iob in directing the. J · 

(b)(3) NatSecAcf?r!Og~tions of high value detainees at'--1 ________ _____,_ 
· At these foreign locations, Agency personnel-with one notable 

exception described in this Review-followed guidance and 
(b)(1) procedures and documented their activities well. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

· 257. (.l=S ~ I By distinction, the Agency-especially 
in the early months of the Program-failed to provide adequate 
staffing, guidance, and support to those involved with the -detention 
and interrogation of detainees · '-----_______ Significant .problems 

(b)(1) occurred first at the facility known as which this Review .. 
(b)(3) NatSecActtn to be an eration. 

s. were emp oy e all'.lees 

ati ~---
. o e m errogations there used standard 

(b)(1) techniques. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

258. ~ I Unauthorized, improvised, inhumane, 
and undocumented detention and.interrogation techniques were 
used! ~WO individuals died as a result. The 
circumstances of the two,cases are quite different. Both were referred 
to the Department of Justice (DoJ) for p~tential prosecution .. One.has _ 
been declined and the other remains open. Each incident will be the 

• ~ ___ 1_0_2 __ (b)(1 )-----~ 
.,,,,,. ~CR13! 'I (b )(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )( 1 ) subject of a sepjll"ate Report of Investigation by the Office of Inspector 
(b)~3) NatSecAc.seneral. One case, in November 2002, took place a~ . !where 

the treatment resulted in the death ot a detainee. In the second case, . 
unauthorized techniques were used in the interrogation of an 
individual who died at Asadabad Base while under interrogation by 

(b )( 1) an Agency contractor in June 2003. Agency officers did not normally 
(b)(3) NatSecActconduct interrogations at that location. L,__ ___ ____Jthe Agency 

· officers involv.ed lacked timely and adequate guidance, training, 
; experience, supervision, or authorization, and did not exercise sound 

(b)(1) . d t 
(b)(3) NatSecActJU gmen · 

(b )( 1) 

259. ('fS~ I The Agency.failed to issue in a timely 
manner comprehensive written guidelines for detention and 
interrogation activities. Although ad hoc guidance was provided to 
many officers through cables and briefings in the early months. of 
detention and interrogation activities, the DCI Confinement ~d 

· Interrogation Guidelines were not issued until January 2003, several 
· months after initiation of interrogation activity and after many of the 
unauthorized activities had taken lace. The DCI Guidelines do not 
address certain im rtant issues 

(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 260. fffi/ i I Such written guidance as does exist to 
(b )(3) NatSecActiddress detentions and interrogations undertaken by Agency officers 

I I is inadequate. The 
Directorate of Operations Handbook contains a single paragraph that 

(b)(1) • •. d d' .d ffi I I 
(b)(3) NatSecA;mten e to: e o cers_ . . 

I jN"e1ther this dated guidance nor general ~ gency guide =es on routine intelligence collection is adequate to 
· instruct and pi:otect Agency officers involved in contem orary · 

(b)(1) interro ation activities 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

. 261. ('m/ ~~------'I J;)uring the interrogations of two 
(b )( 1) de~ees, t}le. water~~ard was used in a manner inco~istent with tp.e""_~_..;....-
(b )(3) NatSecActt'ltten DoJ legal opwon of 1 August 2002. DoJ had stipulated that 

-- - -... -
, 103 (b)(1)------~ 
~ ......... i (b)(3) NatSecAct D0113 
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~/i--(b)(1) 1-· 
· L__(b)(3) NatSecAct.----------'· 

its advice wasJ;,ased upon certain facts that the Agency ~ad 
submitted to DoJ, observing, for example, ~t " ... you (the Agency) 
have also orally informed us that although some of these techniques 
may be used with more than once [sic], that repetition will not be_ · 
substantial because th~ techniques generally lose their effectiveness 
aft~ several repetitions." One key AI-Qa'ida terrorist was subjected 
to the waterboard ~t least 183 times at 15 waterboard sessions during 
a two-week period and was denied sleep for a_ period of 180 hours. 
In this and another instance, the technique of application and volume 
of water used differed from the DoJ opinion.· . 

262 ~,~(b)(1)7 -- -- "d d . eh . . di al. 
· • \-U7 L_(b)(3) NatSecActrov1 e comp~ ens1ve me c · 

attenti~n to detainees ~here EITs were 
employed with high value·detainees, but did not provide adequate 

(b )( 1) attention to detainee~ I Even after the death of. a 
(b )(3) NatS~c~cJtainee~--~ OMS did not give sufficient attention and care 

· to fuese detainees, and did not adequately document the medical care 
that was provided. OMS did not issue·formal medical guidelines 
until April 2003~ ;per the advice of CTC/Legal, the OMS Guidelines 
were· then issued as "draft" and remain so even after being re-issued 

· (b )( 1) in September 2003. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

263. (l:5/ did not maintain an · 
accounting.of all detaine ,-----~___,Specifically, CTC did not_ 
ensure that, for every detainee, responsi e personnel documented 
the circumstances of capture; basis for detention, specific 
interrogation techniques applied, intelligence provided, medical 
condition ·and tr.eatment, and the location and status of the detainee 
throughout his detention. Accounting for detainees is improving 

(b)(1) because of the recent efforts of CTC. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

264~ (~/~ ___ Agency officers report that reliance on 
analytical assessments that were ll:IlSUpported by credible intelligence 
may have resulted in the application of Errs without justification. 
Some participants in the .Program, particularly field interrogators, 
judge that CTC assessments to the eff~t that detainees are 
. withholding information are not always supported by an objective 

104 
' "fA:P SECR.F.T / (b)(1) 

- '---______ (b)(3) NatSecAct ___ ~ 
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~T;l(b)(1) \-· 
L_(b)(3) NatSecAct-------~-

evaluation of aYailable information and the evaluation of the 
interrogators but are too heavily based, instead, on presw:µptions of 

(b )( 1 ) what the_ individual migh:t or should know. ···· 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

265. (XS';/ /- A few senior .officers are concerned that 
compartmentation practices may be delaying the dissemination of· 
information obtained ~om the interrogation of detainees to analysts 
and the FBI in a timely manner. They believe it po~ible to report _ 
useful intelligence while still protecting the existence and nature of 

(b )( 1 ) the Program. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

:! 
; 

! 

[ ., 

266. fffi'A l'Pte Agency faces potentially serious -
long-term political and legal challenges as a result of the CTC 
Detention and Interrogatio:tJ, Program, particularly its use of .Errs and 
the inability of the U.S. Government to decide what it will-ultimately 
do with terrorists detained by the Agency. 

• ~~ __ 1_05 __ (b)(1) _____ ~ 
~--· (b )(3) NatSecAct I -
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 

• TFIP CEC111.T' l ~06 
(b)(1) 

- (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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~ ;I (b )( 1 ) I _. _ 
L(b)(3) NatSecAct------~. 

(b)(5) 

3. ES//N'i7) For the ~eneral Counsel. Within 10 days of 
receipt of this Review, submit in writing to the Department of Justice 
(DoD a request that DoJ provide the Agency, within 60 _days, a 
formal, written legal opinion revalidating and modifying, as 
appropriate, the guidance provided on 1 August 2002, regarding the 
use of EITs. The updated opinion should reflect actual Agency 
experience and practices in the use of the techniques to date and 
expectations concerning the con~ued use of these techniques. For 
the protection of Agency officers, request of DoJ that _the updated 
opinion specifically ad,dress the Agency's practice of using large 
numbers of repetitions of the waterboard on single individuals _and a .. 
description of the ~hniques as applied in practice. The opinion . - ..,..._ __ __ 

, 107 (b)(11-------~ 
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should also c;1q.9I"ess whether the application of standard or enhanced 
techniques by Agency officers is consistent with the· unde¢cucing 
accepted conditionally by the United States in Article 16 of the 
Torture Convention to prevent "cruel, inhuman.or degrading · 
treatment or punishment," and.the potential consequences for 
Agency officers of any inconsistency. This Recommendation is 
significant. · 

4. ~/ /~ For the DCI. In the event the Agency does not 
receive a written legal ·opinion satisfactorily addressing the ·matters 
raised in Recommendation 3 by the date requested, direct that EITs 
be implemented only within the parameters ~t wer~ mutually 
understood by the Agency and DoJ on 1 August 2002, the date of the 

(b )( 1 ) ~v-isting written opinion. This Recommendation is significant. · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ---~ _ . 

5. (:ra-/j'--~~---J ·For the DCL Brief the Presiden~ regarding 
· the implementation of the Agency's detention and interrogation 

activities pursuant to the MON of 17 September 2001 or any other 
authorities, including the use of El.J's and the fact that detainees ~ave 
died. This Recommendation is significant. 

6.1 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(S) 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(S) 

, 108 (b)(1)1-------__, 
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(b)(5) 

s.1 
(b )(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 

io. I 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(S) 
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~Tc(b)(1) 
· (b)(3) NatSecAct~------~ 

i~~g~ NatSecAct1~ROCEDURES AND RESOURCES 

1. ffS~~--------1 A team, led by the Deputy Inspector 
. General, and comprising the Assistant Inspector General for 

Investigations, the Counsel to the Inspector General, a senior 
lrtvestigations Staff Manager, three Investigators, two Inspectors, an 
Auditor, a Research Assistant, and a Secretary participated in this 
Review. · 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 
2. (J:S~ I OIG tasked relevant components for all 

information regarding the treatment and interrogation of all 
individuals detained by or on behalf of CIA after 9 /11. Agency 
components provided OIG with over 38,000 pages of documents. 
OIG conducted over 100 interviews with individuals who possessed 
potentially relevant information. We interviewed senior Agency 
management officials, including the DCI, the Deputy Director of 

· Central Intelligence, the Executive Director, the General Counsel, and 
.J . the Deputy Director for Operations. As. new information developed, 

OIG re-interviewed several individuals. 

j (b)(1) 
{b)(3) NatSecAci3, (lS JI ] OIG personnel made site visits to the 

I ~terrogation facilities. OIG personnel also 

l 
I 

visited an overseas Station to review 92 videotapes of interrogations 
of Abu Zubaydah 

~---~ 

.---------1b)(1)----~ 
.=-;:. ----:::::. • (b )(3) NatSecAct --
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U.S. Departmeat of Jusllce 

Office of Legal Counsel 

lfalriqta,,. D,C 20,JI 

August 1, 2002 

· Memor.mdum for Jou Rizzo 
Acting Genenl Counsel of 1he Centn.l IDteDigenee Agency 

lnt'"ogation of al Qaeda Opuative 

You ~ve asked for this Offiee's views on whether cc:rtain proposed conduct wopld 
violatetheprolu'"bition against torture fo\Dld at Section2340Aoftitle 18 of the U.Dited SJates 
Code. You have asked for this advice in the couts"e of cond\lCting interrogations of Abu 
Zobaydah. As we un~d it. Zubaydah is one of the highest ranking members of the al Qaeda 
,errorist organization, with which the United States is currently engaged in an intemational anned 
-conflict follow:ing1be attacks on the World Tmdc Center and the Pentagon on September I I. 
2001. This letter memorializes our previous oral advice, given on July 24, 2002 and July 26, 
·2002, that' the proposed conduct would _not violate this prohibition. 

I. 

Om advice is based upon the following facts. wbi<;h you have provided to us; We also 
understand that you do not have any facts in your po~ession contrary to the facts outlined here, 
and tbi~ opinion is limited to these facts: If these facts were to change, this advice would not 
necessarily apply. Zubaydah is currently lieing held by the United States. 'The interrogation 1eam 
is certain that he has additional information that he refuses to diwlge. Specifically, he ~ 
withholding information regarding teaorist networks in the United States or in Saudi Arabia _and 
information regarding plans to conduct attacks within the United,States or against our interests 
overseas. Zubaydah has become accustomed to a certain level .of treatment and displays no signs 
of willingness to disclose further information. Moreover. your intelligence indicates that there is 
currently a level of ... chatter•• equal to that which preceded· the Septcm~ 11 attacks. In light of 
the information you believe Zubaydah_ has and the high level of threat you believe now 'exists,. · 
you wish to move the intenogations i.nto what-you have described as an "inaeased pressure 
phase." 

As part of this increased pressure phase. Zubaydah will have contact only with a new 
intem>gation specialist, whom he has not met previously, and the Survival, Evasion, Resistance, 
Escape ("SEREj training psychologist. who has been involved with the interrogatiom since they 
began. This phase will likely last no more than several days but could last up to thn:tY days. In 
this phase, you wou)d like to employ ten techniques that you believe will dislocate ms· .,...---:--_........,.. 

TO! 56':RFI l 

• 
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expectations regarding the treatment he believes be will-receive and encourage mm to d,sclose 
the crucial information meotioned above. These ten techniques are: (]) attentiOJ1 grasp. (2) 
walling, Q) facial ho1d, (4) facial slap (msult slap), .(5) camped confinement, (6) wall stmmng, 
(7) S!J"es., posmo.ns, (8) sleep depijvation, (9) insects placed in a tonfincment box, and (10) the 
\l!llted>oard. You have mformed us that the use of these techniques would be" on an as-nee4ecl 
basis and that not all of these.teclmiques will necessarily be used. The inten:ogation team would 

... -use these techniques in some combination to convince Zubaydah that the only way he can 
influence his surrounding environment is through cooperation. You have, however, informed us 
that you expect these techniques to 'be used in some sort of escalating fashion, culminating witb. 
the watcrboarcl. though not necessarily encµng with this technique. Moreover, you have also 
omlly infot:med us that al1hough some of these_ techniques may be used with mc;,re than once, that 
repetition will not be substantial because the teqmiques generally lose their effectiveness after 
several repetitions. You have a1so informed us that 2.abaydah sastained a wound during his 
capture,_whicli is being 1r.eated. 

. Bmed on 1M facts you hav~ given us. we understand each of these techniques to be as 
.follows. The attention gtasp coDSJSts of grasping the individual with both hands; one hand on 
each side ol the collar opening, in a controlled an~ quick motion. In the saµie motion as the 
-gra:sp, the individuaJ is drawn toward the interrogator. ._ 

For walling. a.Oexible false wall will be constructed. The.individual is placed with his 
heels touching the wall. The interrogator pulls tJte individual forward and then quickly and 

· firmly pushes the individual ~to the wall. It is the individual's shoulder blades that hlt the wall 
During this motion, the head-and neck are supported with a rolled hood or t~cl that provides a 
c-collar efkct to help prevent whiplash. To further reduce the probability of injury. the 
individual is allowed to rebound fi:om the .flexi"ble wall. You have orally info:rmed.us that the · 
falae wall :ia in part coumructed to ereate a loud sound when tho iadividuat"bits 'it. which. will 
further shock or suq,rise in the individual. In par\ the idea is to ereate a sound that will make the · 
impact seem far worse than it is and that will be far worse than.any injury that might result fiom 
~~~- . 

lhe facial hold is used to hpld the head immobile. One open palm is placed on either 
side of the individual"s face. '{he fingertips are kept well away from the individual's eyes. 

Wi1h the fa~ial slap or insult slap, the interrogator slaps the individual's face with fingers 
slightly spread. The band makes contact with the area directly between the tip of the individual's 
chin and the bottom of the cmresponding earlobe. The- interrogator invades the indi~dual's 
personal space. The goal of the facial slap is not to inflict physical pain tliat is severe or lasting. 
Instead, the purpose of the facial'slap is to induce shoclc, swprise, and/or hwniJiation. 

Cramped eonfiuem.ent involves the placement of the individual in a confinafspace, the-----~,-...:.-. 
d~ensions of which restrict the indi~dual's movement. The confmed space is usually dark. 

- I OP SESJlET 2 
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1be duration of confin.ement varies based upon the size of the container~ For the larger ~nfioed 
space, the individllal can stand up or sit down; the smaller space is large enough for the subject to 
sit down. Confincmeut in the larger space can last up to eighteen hours; for 1he smaller space, 
confinement lasts for no more tllan two hours~ 

Wall standing is used to induce muscle fatigue. The individual stands about four to :five 
:feet &om a~. with his feet spread approximately to shc>ulder width. His arms are stretched 
out~ front ofhim, with bis fingers resting on the walJ. H'lS fingers support all of his body 
weight. The individual is not pennitted. to move or :rep>sition his hands or feet. 

-;. A variety of stress positions may be llSed. You have informed us that these positaons are 
not designed to produce the pain associated with c:ontortiops or twisting of the body. Rather,· 
som.cwbat like walling, they are clesigncd to produce the physical discomfort associated with 
muscle fatigue. Two particulars~ positions are likely to be used on Zubay~: (1) sitting on . 
the floor with legs extended straight out in fi:ont of him with his anns raised above his head; and 
{2) kneeling on the floor while leaning back at a 45 degree angle. You have also orally wormed 
us that through observing Zubaydah in captivity, you have noted that he appears to be quite 

· fJexl°ble despite his wound. 

Sleep deprivation may be used. You have indicated that your purpose in using this 
technique is to reduce the individual's ability to think on his feet and, through the discomfort 
associated with lack of sleep, to motivate Jdni to cooperate. The effect of such: sleep deprivation 
will generally remit after one or two n.igbts of uninterrupted sleep. You have infonned us that 
your: rescuch has revealed that, in rare ins1anccs, some individuals who arc already predisposed 
to psxchological problems may experience abnoan~ :reactions to sleep deprivation. Even in 

· those cases, however, reactions abate after the .individual i:s pcnnitted to sleep. Moreover, 
personnel with medical training are available to and will intentene in the unlikely event of an · 

., abnonna1 zeaction. You bave orally informed us that you would not deprive Zubaydab of sleep 
for more tban eleven days at a time and that you have previously kept hlm awake for n ho~ 
fro~ which no m~tal or physical hatm resulted. 

You would Jilce to place Zubaydah in a cramped confinement 1x>x with an imect. You 
have iilfonncd us that he appears to have a fear of insects. In particuJI:(", you would like to _tell 
Zubaydah that you intend to place a. stinging ~ect into the box with him. You would, however., 
place a hannless insect in the box. You have orally informed us that you would in fact place a 
harmless insect such as a caterpillar in the box wi1h mm. Your goal in so doing is to use his fears 

·; to increase his sense of dread .and motivate him to avoid the box in the future by cooperating with 
interro~tors. 

Finally, you would like 'to use a technique called the "waterboard," In this procedure, the 
individual is bound s~ely to an inclined bench. which is approximately four-reet by-seven feet:-,-,-.......
The individual •s feet are generally elevated. A cloth is placed over the forehead and eyes. Water. 
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is then applied to 1he cloth in a eontroJJed manner. A:s this is done, the cloth is lowered until it 
covers both 1hc nose and mouth. Once the cloth is saturated ana completely covers the mouth 
and nose, air flo':" is slightly restricted for 20 to 40 seconds due to tbe presence of the cloth. This 
causes an increase in carbon dioxide level in the individual's l>lood. This. increase in the carbon 
dioxide level stimulates increased effort to breathe. This effort plus the cloth produces the · 
perception ofO&suffocation and incipient panic," i.e .• the perception of drowning. The individual 
docs not breathe my water into ·his lungs. During those 20 to 40 seconds, water is continuqusly 

.. applied from a height oftwelve·to twenty-four inches. After this period, the cloth is lifted. and . 
the individaal is allowed to breathe unimpeded for tliree or four full breaths. The sensation of 
drowning is immediately relieved by the removal of tile cloth. The proccdUJC may then be 
n:peatecl The water is usually applied from a canteen cup or mali watering can with a spout. 
You have onlly informed us that thi$_procedure triggers an automatic physiological sensation of 
drowning that the individual c:annot control even though he may be aware that he is in fact not 
drowning. y OU ha'Ve also orally .informed 1JS 1hat it is likely that this procedtll'e would not last 
more than 20 minutes in any one application: · 

· We also undetstand that a.medical expert with SERE experience will be present 
throughout this pbase·and that the procedures will be stopped if deemed medically necessary to 
'prevei:rt severe mental or ph~eaJ harm to Zubaydah. As mentioned above,Zubaydah suffered 
an·injmy during his capture. You have infonncd us that steps will be taken to ensure that this 
injury is Dot in any 'wa:y exacerbated by the USC of these methods and that adequate medical 
attention will be given to cDSUIC that it will heal properly._ 

'II. 

In this part, we review the context within which these procedwes will be applied. You· 
have informed us that you have taken vari~llS steps to ascertain what effect, if'any. these · 
techniques would have o~ Zubaydah' s mental bc:alth. Thc:sc same techniques, with _the cxc;cption 
of1he insect in the cramped confined space, have been used and continue to be used on sqme 
members o_f our military personnel during lheir SERE uaining .. Because.of the use of ~ese 
procedures in training our own military personnel to resist interrogatio~ you have consulted 
with vario\lS individuals who have extensive experience in the use of these techniques. You have 
don<: so in order .to ensure that n~ prolonged mental harm would result ftom the use of these 

· ~posed procedures.. 

lprough your consuJtation with various individuals responsible for such training, you 
have ]eamf!(l that these techniques have been used as elements of a course of conduct without any 
reported incident ofmolongcd mental bannJ ( b )(6) !of the SERE sdlool, 
I 7has reported that, during the seven-
year period that he spent in those positions, there were two requests from Congress.!or 
information concerning alleged injuries rcsulting•1rom the training. One of tliesc: mquiries· war--·-.,;.i;.....<
prompted by the .temporary pJlysical injUl'}' a trainee ~ined as result of being placed in a 
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confinement box. The other inquey involved claims that the SERE training caused two 
individuals to engage in criminal behavior, namely, felony shoplifting aad downloading child 
pornography onto a military computer. According to this official, ~se claims were found to be 
baseless. Moreover, he bas indicated 1hat during the three :and a half years he spent ~ I 

I Jof the SERE program. he trained 10>000 students. Of those .studen1s, only ·two 
dropped out of the training following the use of these tec'hmques. .Although on rare occasions 
some students temporarily_pos1poned tbe xemainder of their training and received ~logical 

~ COlmSCliiig, those students were able to-finish the program without any indication of subsequent 
mental health effects. 

He stated tha1> during those 
'--;;t_en_ycars, __ lllS.-. -o'far.---as-.-hc---.is_a_iWcll"c, __ n_o_n_c_-o...-..c-:-e~m~,vic:r-cc:-r:s:--t.-o-co-m-p.-,ltted the program suffered any 

. adverse mental health effccfs. He infonned you that there was one person who did not complete 
the training. 1bat person experienced an adverse mental health reaction tliat lasted only two 
hours.· After those two ho~, 1he individual's symptoms spontanC9usJy dissipated without 

· requiring treatment or counseling and no other symptoms WCf!' ever ieported by this individual. 
According to the information you have pz:ovided to us, this ass~ent of the usc of lhese 
procedures includes the usc of the waterboard. · 

Additinnallv VOii received amemor~.th 

lluis cxpeneiiceY.litn-tlie uset>Talfottneseproceaures-C~:Jc.-urse-)'O_:O_:uw_f_co~J~:uc-to-t. lJ-,:-: ~-ex-~--'p-on--, 

of 'the insect in the confinement box and the waterboard. This memorandum confirms that the 
use of these procedures has not resulted in miy reported mstanc:es of prolonged mental harm, and 
very few instances of immediate and iemporary adverse psychological responses to 1he tTmning. 

/ J /rePorted 'that a small minop.ty of stude,;its have ha:d 1emporary adverse 
psychological reactions during training. Of the 26,129 students trained fiom 1992 through 2001 
in the Air Force SERE training, 4.'.3 JlCICCJll of those students had c;ontact"with psychology 
services. Of.those 4.3 percent. only 3.2 percent were pulled from die program for psychological 
reasons. Thus, out of the students tnined overall, only 0.14 w ulled ftom the 
program for psychological reasons. Furtb~9re, altho ¥i~~IMftiindicated that surveys . 
of students having completed this training are not done, he ex confidence 1hat the training 
did not cause any long-term psychological impact. He based his conclusion on the debriefing of 
·students that is done after the training: More importantly, be based this assessment on the fact 
that although training.is required to be extremely stressful in onier to be effective, veiy few 
complaints have been made regarding the 1raining. During his tenure, in which 10,000 students 
were trained, no congressional complaints have been made. While there was one Inspector 

.. ... 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

General complaint, it "{as not due to psychological concerns. Moreover, he wu.awue of_onlY--.-..:,;........ 
one letter inquiring about the long-tenn impact ofthese_tecbniques .from an individ~ trained . . 
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ov«lweatyr:: E it was ~ta aalibute1bis mdividllOl's SJIIDPloms to 
his training. ed that if there are any long-term psychological effects of the 
United States orce · using th~ procedures outlined above they "are certainly · 
minimal. n . . ' 

With respect to ~ waterboard,.you have also orally informed us that the Navy cqutinues 
to use it in·training. You have i$1fonncd us that your on-site psychologists,. who have extensive 

.. experience with 1he use of the watcrboard in Navy training, have not encountered any significant 
long-term mental health consecpcnces fiom i~ use. Your on-site psychologists have also 
indicated that JPRA bas likCVMc not reported any significant long-term mental health 

· -comequences &om the use of the waterboard. You have informed us thatothe:r services ccase4 · 
use of 1he waterbqard because it.was so successfttl as au. intoaogation tccJmiqac, but not because 
of any concerns over any harm, physical or mental, caused by it. It was also _reposted to be · 
almost l 0~ percmt ~ective in producing cooperation among the trainees. [ ~so 
indicated that he had observed. the use of the watetboaJ:d in Navy training some ten to twelve 
·times. Each time it resulted'in cooperation but it did not result in any physical hann to the 
student. 

You have also reviewed. the relevant literature and found no empirical data on the effect· 
of these techniques, with the exception of sleep deprivation. With respect to sleep deprivation, 
you have informed us 1hat is not uncommon for someone to be deprived of sleep for 72 hours and 
still perfonn excellently on 'Ylsual-spa1ial motor tasks and short-term memory tests. Although 
some i~dividuals may experience hallucinations, according to the literature you surveyed, those 
who experience such psychotic symptoms bav~ almost always had such episodes prior to the 
sleep deprivation. You have indicated the studies oflengthy sleep deprivation showed no 
psychosis. loosening of tho~ghts, .flattening of emotions, delusions,. or paranoid ideas. In one 
case, even after eleven days of deprivation. oo psychosis or pcnnanent brain damaged occurred.· 
ID. fact the individual reported feeling almost hack to normal after one night's sleep. Further, 
based on the experiences with its use in military training (where it is induced for up to 48 hours), 
you found that rarely,.if i;ver, will the individual suffer hatm after the sl~g, deprivation is · 

· discontinued. Instead, the effects re~t after a few good nights of sleep. 
. ' 

You have taken the additional step of ~nsulting with U.S. interrogations experts,. and 
other individuals with oversight over the SERE training process. None of these individuals was . 
aware of any prolonged psychological effect caused by the use of any of the above techniques 
either separately or as a course of conduct. Moreover, you consulted with outside psychologists 
who reported that they were unaware of any cases where Jong-tenn problems have o~UJICd as a 
result ':1f1hcsc techniques. · 

Moreover, in consulting with a numb~ of mental health expcrtS, you have learned that 

. (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

..... 

the effect of any of these procedures will be dependant on the individual's pcrscn1lthistocy, . .,.__..,_......_ 
cultur11l histoxy and psychological tendencies. To that end, you havo wonned~ that you ~ve 
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completed a psychological assessment of Zubadyah. This assessment is based on .interviews with 
Zubaydah. o~servati~ns ofhim, and infozmation collected from other sources such as intelligence 
and press repo~ Our 1D1derstanding ofZubaydah's psychologjcal profile, :which we set forth 
below, is based on that assessment 

• Ac.cording to this assessm~ Zu~ay~ though only 31, rose quickly froJD very low 
•• level mujahedin to third or-fourth man in al Qaeda. He bas served as Usama Bin Laden's senior 

• · licuteoant. · In that capacity, he Im managed a network of 1raining camps. He has been . 
instrumental in the training of operativ~ for al Qaeda, the"Egypcian Islamic Jihad, and other 
temmst elements inside Pakistan and Afghanistan. He acted as the Deputy Camp Commander 
for al Qaeda training camp in Afgbaoistau, personally approving entry and graduation of aJl 
trainees during 1999-2000. FroD!, 1996 until 1999, he approved all individuals going in and out 
of Afghanjstan to the training cainps. Further, no one went in and out of Peshawar, Pakistan 
without bis knowledge and approval. He also acted as al Qaeda's coordinator of external 
contac:ts and foreign communications. Additionally, he has acted as al Qaeda's counter-

. f 

. intelligence officer and has been 1rasted·to fm~ spies within the organization. 

Zubaydah bas been involved in every major terrorist operation canicd out by al Qaeda. 
· He was a planner for the Millennium plot to attack U.S. and Israeli targets during the Millennium 
celebrations in Jordan. Two of the central figures in this plot who were arrested have identifiea 
Zul>ayd~ as the supporter of their cell JD.d the pJoL He also served as a planner for the Paris . 
Embassy plot in 2001. Moreover, he was one of the planners of the September 11 attacks. Prior 
to his capture, he was engaged in plamrlng future terrorist attacks against U.S. interest$ • 

.. Yourpsychological assessment indica.tes that it is believed Zubaydah wrote al Qaeda's 
manual oiresistan<:e techniques. You also believe that his experiences in al Qaeda make him 
well-acquainted with and well-versed in such techniques. As part of his role in al Qaeda, 
Zubaydah visited individuals in prison and helped them upon their release. Through this contact 
and activiti~ with other al Qaeda muj~ you believe that he knows many stories of capture, 
interrogation, and resistaoce to such mtenogation. Additionally, he has spoken with Ayman al
Zawahiri, and you. believe it is likely that the two discussed Zawahiri's experiences as a 'prisoner 
of the Russians and the Egyptians. 

. Zubaydah stated during interviews that he~ of any activity'outside of jihad as 
'~silly." He has indicated that bis heart and mind are devoted to serving Allah and 1$Jam through 
jilrad and he has stated that be bas no doubts or regrets about committing him.self to jihad. 
Zubaydah believes that the global victoxy oflslam is inevitable. You have informed us that he 
continues to express his unabat~ desire to kill Americans and Jews. 

- . 
. Your psychological assessment describes his petSonality as follows. He is .. a highly self- . 
direeted individual who prizes his independence!' He has .. natcissistic features," which ate·.,--,-~ 
evidenced .in the iJ.ltention he pays to his personal appearance and bis "'obvious •efforts' to 
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demonstrate that he is•ieally a iather 'bumble and regular guy."' He is "somewhat compulsive" 
in how he organi7.es his environment and bus.mess. He is confident, self-assured, and possesses 
an air of authority. While he. admits to at times wrestling with how to determine who is an · 
"innocent," he has acknowledged celebrating the destruction of 1hc Wodd Trade Center. He is 
intelligent and intelledually curious. He displays "excellent self-discipline." The assessment 
describes him as a perfectionist, persistent, ptfyate, and highly capable in his social interactions. 

~ ._, He is ycry guarded about opening up to othen and your assessment repeatedly emphasizes that 
he tends not to trust,pthers easily. He is also .. quick to recognize and assess the moods and 

· motivations of others." Furthermore, he is proud of his ability to lie and deceive others 
successfully. Througb his deception he has, among other things, prev~nted the location of al 
Qaeda safehouses and even acquired a United Nations refugee identification card. · 

According to your reports. Zubaydah docs not have IQ.y pre-existing mental conditions or 
. problems that w~u1d make him likely to suffer prolonged mental harm ~m your proposed 

interrogation methods. Through reading his diaries and interviewing him. you have found no 
history of"mood disturbance or other psycb:iatric pathology[,}" "thought disorder[,] • ~ . enduring 
·mood or ~ental health problems." He is in fact ~remarkably resili~t and confident that he can 
overcome adversity." When he encounters stress or low mood, this appears to last only for a 
short time. He deals with stress by assessing its source, evaluating 1he coping resources available 
to him, and then taking action. Your ~~ment notes that he is "generally self.sufficient and 
relies on his understanding and application of religious and psychological principles, intelligence 
and discipline to avoid and overcome problems." Moreover, you have found that he has a 
"reliable aad dumble support system" in his faith, "the blessings of :religious Jeadcis. and 
camaraderie of like-minded mujahcdin brothers." During detention. Zubaydah has.managed his 
mood, remaining at most points "circumspect calm, controlled, and debl>eratc." He_ has 
maintained this demeanor duriug aggICSSive intenogations and reductions in sleep. You describe 
that in an initial confrontational incident;, Zubaydah showed signs of sympathetic nervous system 
arousal, which you think was possi"l,ly fear. Although this incident led him to disclose · 
intelligence lnformation, he was able to quickly regain his composure, his air of confidence, and 
bis "strong· resolve" not to reveal ~y information. 

Overall, you summarize his primary strengths as the following: ability to focus. goal
directed discipline, intelligence, emotional resilienc;e, street savvy, ability to organize and 
Dl81l8ge people, lceen observation skills, fluid;adaptability ( can anticipate and adapt under dutess 
and with 'minimal resources), capacity to assess and exploit the needs of others. 31\d ability to 
adjust goals to emerging oppo~es. 

You anticipate that he wijl draw upon his vast knowl~ge of interrogation techniques to 
cope with the interrogation: Your assessment indicates that Zubaydah may be willing to die to 
protect ~e most important information that he holds. Nonetheless, you are .of the ~~w that ~ . 
belief that Islam will ul1imately dominate the wot1d and that this victory is inevlfa6le may- •.,---,-.......... 
provide the chance 1hat Zubaydah will give information and rationali~e it solely as a temporary 
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setback. Additionally~ you believe he may be willing to disclose some information, particularly 
information he deems to not be crlti~ but which _may ultimately be useful to us when pieced 
togclher with other intelligence infomiation you have gained. 

.m. 

· Section 2340A makes it a c;rimina.l offense for any person "outside ·of the United States 
(to] commitD Qr attempt[] to commit torture.." Section 2340(1) defines torture as: 

an act committed by a person acting under1he color of law specifically intended to 
inflict se.vere physical or mental pain or suffering (other than pain or suffering 
incidental to lawful sanctions) upon another person ~thin bis custody of physical 

·control. · 

1 & U.S.C. § 2340(1 ). As we outlined in our opinion on standards of conduct under Section· 
2340A, a violation of2340A requires a showing that: (l) the torture occuned outside the United 

· Stat~ (2) tbc defendant acted under the color of J~w; (3) the victim was within the de:fendant's 
·. custody or control; (4) the defendant specifically intended to inflicfscvere pain or suffering; ·and 
· (S) that the acted inflicted severe pain or suffering. See Memorandum for John.Rizzo. Acting 
General Counsel for the Central Intelligence Agency, from Jay S. Bybee, Assistant Attol]\ey · 
General, Office of Legal Cowiscl, Re: Standards of Conduct for Jnte"ogation under 18 US.C 
§§ 2340-2340.d at 3 (August 1> 2002) ("Sec.tion 2340A Memorandum~'). You have asked us to 
assume that Zubayadah is being held outside the United States, Zubayadah is within U.S. · 
custody~ and the interrogators are ~g under 1lJe color of law. At issue~ whether the last two 
clements would be met by the use of the proposed procedures, namely. whether those using these 
procedures would have the requisite mental state and whether these procedures would inflict . 

· scv.crc pain or suffering within the meaning of the statute. · 

Severe Pain or Suffering. In order for pain or suffering to rise to the level of torture, the 
sta11lte requires that it be severe. As we have previously explai~- this reaches only extreme 
acts. See id. at 13. Nonelb.eiess, drawing upon cases under the Tortwe Vi<;tim Protection Act 
(TVPA). which has a di;fioition of torture that is similar to Section 2340"s defmition, we found 
that a single event of sufficiently intens~ pain may fall within this prohibition. See "id. at 26. A3 
a result. we have analyzed each of these tec~ques separately. 1n further drawing upon those 
cases, we also have found that courts tend lo take a totality-of-thc-circwnstanccs approacp. and 
consider an entire course of conduct to determine whether torture has occwred. See id. at 27. 
Therefore, in addition to considering each technique separately, we consider them together as a 
course of conduct. · 

.... 

Section 2340 defines torture as the infliction of severe physical or mental pain or · 
suffering. We will consider physical pain and mental pain separately. Ste 18·'0'.S.t. § 2340(½}.--·-~ 
With respect to physical~ we previously concluded 1hat .. severe pain'" within the meaning of . . . , . 
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Section 2340 is pain that is difficult for 1he individual U! endure and is_ of an intensity akin~ the 
pm accompaJ).ying serious physical injury. See Section-2340A Memorandum. at 6. Drawing 
· upon the TVPA prec,ed~ we have noted that examples of acts inflicting severe pain that typify 
torture arc:, among other things, ~everc beatings with weapons such as clubs, and the burning of 
prisQners. See id at 24. Wf: conclude below that none of the proposed techniques inflicts S1JCh 
pain. 

lhc faeial .hold and~ attention grasp .involve no physical pain. IDJhc absence of such 
pain itis obvious that they cannot '!>e said to inflict severe physical pain or sufft.ring. The stress 
positions and wall standing bo1h may result in muscle fatigue. Each involves the sustained 
holding of a position. In wall stanclmg, ~ will be holding a positi~n in which all of the . 
individual's. body weight is placed on his finger tips. The stress po~tions will likely include 
si~ on 1he floor with legs extended straight out in .front and arms raised above the head, and 
tneeling on 1he floor and leaning back at a 45 degree angle. Any pain associated with muscle 
fatigue is not of the intensity sufficient to amount to .. severe physical pain or sufferingn under the 
_statute, nor, despite its discomfo~ can it be said to be difficult to endure~ Moreover, you have 
. orally informed us that no mess position will be usc;d that could interfere with the healing of 
. Zu'baydah 's woun~. Therefore, we conclude that these techniques involve discomfort that falls 
· far below the threshold of severe physical pain. 

Similarly, although the confinement boxes {both small and large) arc physically 
uncomfortabl~ because their size restricts movement, they are not so small as to require the 
individual to contort-his body to sit {SOlall box) or.stand (Jarge,box). You have also orally 
iilform~d ~ .that despite his wound, Zubaydah remains quite flexible, which would substanliaJiy 
reduce any pain associated with being placed in the box. We liave no infonnauon from the 
medical experts you have consulted that the limited duration for which the individual is k~ in 
the boxes causes any substantial physical pain. A$ a result, we do not think the use of these 

· boxes can be _said to cause pain.th~ is of the intensity associated with.serious physical injury. 

The use of one of these boxes with the introductio~ of an insC<?t d~_es not alter this · 
assessm~t. As we understand i~ no actually harmful in.sect will be placed in the box. Thus, 
though the introduction of an ·msect may prod\lce trepidation in Zubaydah (which we discuss 
below}, it ce.rlainly does not cause physical pain. · 

. ' 
· As for sleep deprivatio~ it is c:lear that depriving someone of sleep does not involve 

severe pb~ical pain within the ~g of the stahrte. While sleep deprivation may involve 
some physical discomfort, such as the fatigue or the discomfort experienced in the difficulty of 
keeping one's eyes ope~ these effects remit after 1he individual is pennitted to sleep. Based on 
the facts you have provided~ we are not aware of ~y evidence that sleep deprivation results in 
severe physical pain or suffering. As a result, its 1lSe de>C?S riot violate Section 2340~_. 

Sven those techniques that involve physical contact between the interrota1or and the 
-· .. . 
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individual do not result in sev~ pain. The facial slap and walling contain precautions ~ ensure 
that no pain even appi:oaching this level results. The slap is delivered with :fingers sli~y 
spread, which YoU have explained. to us js desisned to be less painful than a closed-hand slap. 
The slap is also delivere~ to the Jl~shy part of the face, further reducing any risk of physical 
damage or serious pain. the facial slap does not produce pain 1bat is difficult to e:odure. 
Likewise, walling involves quickly pulling the person forward and then dnusting him against a 
flexi"b1e false wall. You have informed us that the sound of hitting the wall will actually be far 
worse than.any possi"ble injury to the individual. The use of the rolled towel_ around the neck also 
Jeduces any risk of injury. While it may hurt to be pushed against the wall, any pain experienced 
is no1 of the intensity associated with serious physical injury. 

,. 

As we understand it, when the waterboard is med, the subject's body responds as ift]_ie 
subject were drowning---tvcn though the subject may be well aware that he is in fact not 
drowning. You have inform~d us tha1 this procedure does not inflict actual physical barm. ~us, 
although the SU'bjeet may expen~<;e the fear OT panic associated with the feeling of drowning, 
the waterboa:rd does not inflict physical pai~. As we explained in the Section 2340A 
Memoran~ "pain and suffering" as used in Section 2340 is best understood as a single 
~ncep~ not distinct concepts of "pain" as distinguished :&om '"suffering." See Section 2340A 
Memorandum at 6 n.3. The waterboard, which inflicts no pain or actual harm whatsoever, does 
not, in our view inflict "severe pain or suffering." Even if one were to parse the statute aiore 
-fmely to attempt to treat "suffering" as a distinct concept., the waterboard could not be said to 
inflict severe suffering. The waterboard is ~ply a controUed acute episode, lacking 1he 
COl].DOtation of a protracted period of time generally given to suffering. 

Finally, as we discussed above, you have m:formed us that in determining which 
procedures to use and how you will use them. you have selected techniques that will not l1arm 
Zubaydah~s wound. You have also indicated that numerous steps will be taken to·ensure that 
none of these procedures fa any way interferes with the proper healing of Zuba-ydah•s wound. 
You11ave also _indicated that, should it appear at any time that Zubaydah is experiencing severe 
pain or suffei:m8, the medical personnel on hand "\'\ill stop the use of any t_e~bnique. 

Even when all of these methods are considered combined in an overall course of conduct, 
they still would not inflict severe physical pain or suffering. As discussed above. a number of 
.these acts result in no physical pm11p others p~µce only physical discomfort. You have 
indicated that these acts will not be used with substantial repetition, so 1hat_ there is no possibility 
that severe physical pain could arise from such repetition. Accordingly, we conclude that these 
acts neither separately nor as part of a course of conduct would inflict severe physical pain or 
suffering within the meaning of the statute. 

We next consider whether th~ use of 1hese techniques w~uld inflict sev~ memal pain or 
sufferi.og within the: meaning of Section 2340. Section 2340 defines severe mental ;ain or . ..,.._-.,_........_ 
suffering as "the prolonged mental bann caused by or resulting -from .. ooe of several predicate 
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acts. 1 & U.S.C. § 2340(2). Those predicate acts are: (1) the intentional mfliction or threatened 
.infliction of scVCR pnysic:al pain or suffc;ring; (2) the administration or application, or threatened . 
administration or application of mind-alt~g substances or other procedures calculated to 
disrupt profoUlldly the~ or the personality; (3) the threat of imminent death; or (4) 1he threat 
t;hat any of the precedjng acts wi11 be done to another person. Se,· 1 s U.S.C. § 2340(2XAr(D). 
As we have explained, this list of predicate acts is exclusive. See Section 2340A Memorandlml 
at 8. No other acts can support a charge tmder Section 2340A based on the infliction of severe 

·· _ mental pain or suffering. See id. ~ if the methods that you have descn"bed do not either in 
and of themselves constitute one oCthese acts or as a course of conduct rulfill the predicate act 
requirement, the prohioition has not ~n violated. See id. &;fore addressing these techniques, 
we note that it is plain that none of these p.rocedlu"es involves a threat to· any third party,. 'the ase 
of my kind of drugs, or for the reasons described above, the infliction of severe physi~ pain: 
Thus, the question is whether any of these acts.-separatcly or as a course of conduct, constitutes a 
threat of severe physical pain or suffering, a procedure designed to disrupt profoundly the senses, 
or a threat of _imminent death.. As we previously explained, w.hether an action c9nstitutes a threat 
must be assessed from the standpoint of a reasonable person in the subject's position: See jd. at 
9 

. 
' . 

No argument can be made that the attention grasp or the facial hold-constitute 1hfca1s· of 
·imminent death or are procedures designed to disrupt profoundly the senses or personality. In 
general the grasp and the facial hold will startJe 1he subject produce fear> or even iusult him. As 
you have informed us, the use of lhese techniques is not accompanied by a specific v_erbal threat 
of severe physical pain or suffering. To the extent that these techniques could be considered a 
threat of severe physical pain or suffering, such a threat would have to be inferred from the acts 
themselves. Because these actions then:lselves involve no pain, neither could be inteipreted by a 
reasonable person in Zubaydah' s position to ~onstitute a threat of severe pain or suffering. 
Accordingly1 these two techniques are not predicate acts 'Within the meaning of Section 2340. 

The faci~ slap likewise falls outside the set of prcdi~ acts. Jt plainly is not a threat of 
.imminent death, under Section 2340(2)(C). or a procedll!C designed to disrup1 profoundly the 
senses or personality; under Section 2340(2)(B). Though it may hurt, as discussed above, the 
effect" is one of ~ng or stinging and surprise or humiliation, but ~ot severe pain. Nor do_es it 
~one CODStitute a threat of severe p$ or suffering, under Section 2340(2)(A). Like the facial 
hold and_the atten1ion grasp, the use of this slap is not accompanied by a specific verbal threat of 
·:further escalating violence.· Additionally, you-have infonned us that in one use this technique 
~U typically involve_ at most two slaps. Certainly. the use of this slap may dislodge any 

. ~tion that Zubaydah had that he would not be touched in a physically aggressive manner. 
Nonetheless,· this alteration in his expectations could hardly be construed by a reasonable person 

· in his situation to be tantamount to a threat of severe physical pain or suffering. At most. this 
technique suggests that the circumstances of his confinement and interrogation have changed. 
Therefore, the f~ial slap is not within 1hc statute,s exclusive list of predicate a ...... cts_. __ 
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. Wailing phunly is nbt a procedure calculated to disrupt profoundly the senses er 
personality. While walling involves what might 'be~ as rough~ it does not 
involve the 1lueat of imminent d~atb or, as discussed abov~ the infliction of severe ph~cal pain. 

· · Moreover, once again we understand that use of tms technique will Il()t be accompanied by any 
specific verbal _threat that violence will ensue absent cooperati9n. Th~ like 1hc facial slap, 
walling can only constitute a tbreat of severe physical pain if a :reasonable person would infer • · 

· such a threat· from the use of the technique itself. Walling does not in and ofitsclf infliet severe 
·- pain or suffering. Like the facial slap, walling may alter the subject's expectation as to the.· 

treatment he believes he will ICCeive. Nonetheless, the character of the action falls so far short of 
imlicting severe pain or suffering withiJl the m~g of the statute that even ifhe inferred that . 
greater aggressiveness was to follow. the type of actions that could-be reaso~bly be anticipated 
w~d stJ11 fall below anything sufficient~ inflict-severe physical pain or ~ering_1111der-the· 

· statute. Thus, we ~~de 1hat this technique mlls outside fhe proscribed predicate acts •. 

Like walling, stress posiuom and wall-~diog are not proced~ calculated to ifisrµpt 
profoundly the scnscs, nor arc they threats_ of imminent death. These procedures.,. as discussed · 

· above. involve the use of muscle fatigue to encourage cooperation and do not themselves · 
. constitute the infliction of sev~re physical pain or suffering. Moreover, there is no aspect of 
•violence to either t~que that.iemotcly suggests futme sevete pain or suffering' from which 
such a threat of future harm could be inferred. They simply involve forcing.the subject to remain 
in uncomfortable positions. 'While these acts ·may-indicate to _the subject that h~ may be pJaced in 
these positions again if.he does not disclose inform&Uon, the use of these techniques wo~d not 
suggest to a reasonable person in the subject's position tllat he is being threatened with severe 
pain or suffering. Accordingly, we conclude that these two procedures do riot comtitu1e any of 
the pr~cate acts set forth in Section 2340(2) .. · · 

As with the other techniques discussed so far.,-~ confinement is .a.at a~ of . 
imminent death. It may be argued ~ .focusing in part on the fact that the boxes will be without 
light_ placement in these boxes would' co.nstitute a procedure d~gned to distUpt profoundly the 
scoscs. As we explained in our rec;ent opinion, however, to "d~ profoundly th~ senses" a 
technique must pr-Qduce ail extreme effect in the subject. See Section 2340A Memorandum at 
10-12 We have previously concluded (hat this requires that the procedure ~use S\lbstantial 

.interference with the individual's cognitive abilities or fundamentally alter his personalit;y. See 
id. at 11. Moreover, the statute requires that such procedures must be calculated to produce 1bi.s 
effect. See id. at IO; 18 U.S.C. § 2340(2)(8)~ · 

With respect to the small confinem~t box, you ~ve informed us that he would spend at_ 
most two hours in this box. You have informed us that ·yom purpose in using these boxes is not 
to interfere with bis senses or bis personality, ~ut to-cause him physical discomfort that will 
encourage him to disclose critical information. Moreover, your imposition of time limitations on 
the use of either of the boxes also indicates ·that tl!e use of these boxes is not <lesigped or _ ..,.. -· , ...., • 
calculated to disrupt profmmdly the seascs or personality. For the larger box, in which he can . 
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both stana and sit. he may be placed in this box for up to ~ghteen hours at a time. while you.have 
infonned us that be will never spend more 1han ·an hour at time in the smaller box.- These time . 
limits further ensure that no profound distuption of the ·senses or peaonaliiy, were it even 
possible, would result As such. the use of the co.ufmem.~ boxes does not constitute a 
p~ caJcuJated_to ~t prof~undlythe ~ or personality. 

Nor does the 1lSe of the boxes tbteate.n .Zubaydab with severe physical pain or su.fferlng . 
-- While additional 1ime spent in the boxes may be thrcate.oed. their use is not actompanied by any 

express thtears of severe physical'pain or suffering_. Like thestress_positio.ns and walling, · · 
placement in the boxes is ph?3ically unco~or_1able but any such dist9mfort does not rise to the 
level of severe physical pain oi; suffer.mg. Accordingly. a reasonable.person m the subject's.· . 
·position would not infer :ftom the use of~ technique that severe physical pain is the next step 
in his intQIOgator's 1reatment ofhim. Therefore, we concJude that the use of the confi~~ent 
boxes does not fall within the statute's required predicate acts. · . . 

In addition to using the cqnfinement boxes alone> you also would like to introduce an 
· insect into one of the boxes with Zubaydab. As we understand it. you plan to infonn Zubaydah . 
. that you are-going to place a stinging insect into the box, but you will actually place a hmm.less 
insect in the box, such as a cateq,illar. If you d~ so> to ensure that you are outside the predicate 
act requiil;ment_ you must inform him that the insects will not have a sting that would produce 
death or severe pain. If, .however, you were to p]ace the insect in the box without infonni~g him 
that you are doing so. then, in order to not commit a predicate act, you should not affirmatively 
lead him to believe that u.y insect is present which bas a sting that could produce severe pain or 
suffering or even cause his death._ While placing the insect in the box may ccrtamly play \1pOll 

f~ that you believe that Zubay,dah may harbor regarding ~ts. so long as you take either of 
the approaches we have described, the insect> s placement in the h9x would not constitute a threat 
of seven; physical pain or suffering to a reasonable person in his position. An individual placed 
in a bo~ even an individual with a fear of:,insects, would not·reasonably feel threatened with 
severe physical pain or suffering if a caterpillar was placed in the ~x; F~er, you have 
iilfonncd us that you arc not aware that Zubaydab has any allci-gics to insects, and you have not 
informed us of any other factors that would cause a reasonable person in that same situation to 
believe that an unknown insect would cause him severe physical pain or death. Thus, we 
conclude that the placement of the insect in the confinement box with Zubaydah would not 
constitute a predicate act · · · 

Sleep aepnvation also ~learly does not involve. a threat of imminent death.. Although it 
produces physical discomfo.n, it cannot be said to ccmstitute a threat of severe physical pain or 
suffering from the perspective of a reasonable person in Zobaydah1s position. Nor could sleep 
deprivation canstitute a procedure calculated to disrupt prof Pundly the semes, so long as sleep 
deprivation (as you have informed us is your intent) is used for limited perfods,,before 
baUucinatious or other profound disruptions of the senses would occur. To.be_ Sliri; sleep .. 

· deprivation may reduce the subject's ability to th1nk on his feet. Indeed, you indicate that t1n~·----
- •• I 
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1he intended result His mere tcduccd ability to evade your questions and resist answering does 
not, however, rise to~ level of disruption requued by the statute. As we explained above, a 
disruption within. the meaning of 'the statute js an extreme one, substantially interfering·with an . 
mdividµa1'3 cognitive abilities, for example, inducmg hallucinations, or driving him to engage in 
uncharactermic sclf-destruetive·l>.ehavio_r. See infra 13; ·section 2340A Memorandwn at 11. 
_Therefore, the limited use of sleep deprivation does not constitute one of :the required predi~atc 
acts. 

. . . 

We find that the use of the waterboard constitutes a tltteat of imminent death. As you 
· have explained tho waterboant' procedure to us, it ~tes in the ~jcct the uncontrollable · 
. physiol!)gi~ sensation that the· subject is drowning. Although the procedure will be monitored 

by personnel with medical 1rainins and extensive SERE school_ experience with this p~ 
~ will ensure the subject's mental and physical safety, the '1&bject _is not aware of.any of these 
precautions. Fro,;n the vantage point of any reasonable person undergoing this procedure in such 
circumstances, he would feel as ifhe is drowning at very moment of the procedure due to the 
uncontrollable physiological s~nsation he is experiencing. Thus, this procedure canno~ be 

. viewed as too uncertain to satisfy tbe'imminence requirement. Accordingly, it constirutes a 
· _ threat of imminent death and fulfills the predicate act requiremc:ilt under the statute. 

. . 
Although the·waterboard constitutes ·a threat of imminent death, prolonged mental harm 

must nonetheless.result to violate the statutory prohibition on inflic"\ion of severe mental pain or 
suffering. See Section 2340A Memorandum at 7. We have previously concluded that prolonged 
mental harm is mental harm of some lasting duratio~ e.g .• mental harm lasting months or years. 
See id. Prolonged mental harm is not simply the stress experienced in, for example, an · 
interrogation by state po1ice. See id_. Based on your research into the use of these methods at the 
SERE school.and consultation with others.with elqlertise in the field of psychology and 
interrogation, you do not anticipate that any prolonged mental hann wowd result from the use of 
the waterboard. Indeed, you have advised us that the relief .is almost immediate when th~ cloth is 
remo~ed fiom the nose and mou~. In the absence of prolonged mental ~ no severe m~ 
pain or suffering would have been inf'Ji~e~ and the use of these procedures would not constitute 
~ within 1he meaning of the statute. · · 

When these acts arc oonsidercd as a course of conduct. we arc UDSU1C whether tliese ac1s 
may constitute a threat of severe physical pain or suffering. You have indicated to us that you 
have not determined either the order or 1he precise timing for implementing these procedures. ·1t 
is cqnceivable ·that ~cse procedures could be U$ed in a course of escalating conduct, moving 
inetementally and rapidJy from least physically intrusiv~ ~.g., faciid hol~ to the most physical 
contact, e.g., walling or the waterboard. 'As we understand it., based on his treatment so far, 
Zubaydah has come to expect tbjlt no physical harm will be done to him.· By using these 
techniques in increasing intensity and in rapid succession, the goal would be to dislodge this 

... _ .... .... 

expectation. Based on the facts you have provided to us, we cannot say definitively_ that th~ . 
entire course of conduct would cause a reasonable person to believe that he isbeing1Tu-eatenea--•----

IS 
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witli severe pain or. saff'erilig within 1he meaning of section 2340. Ou tbe o1her hand, ~wever, 
·unc1er certain ~ces-for exampl~ rapid escalation in the use of these techniques 
cuJmina~g in~ waterboard (which we acknowledge constitutes a threat of imminent death) 
accompanic4 by verbal or other suggestions that physical violence will follow--might cause a 

· reasonable pcISOD to believe 1bat'thcy are faced with such a-threat. Without mor~ inf01JD8tion, 
we are uncertain wh~ the c;ourse of conduct would constitute a predicate act under Section 
2340(2). . . 

· Even if the couise ~f conduct were thought to pose a threat of physical pain or suffering, 
. it would ncvertheless-i>B' the facts before us--not constitute a violation of Section 2340.A,. Not 
only must qic course of conduct be a predicate act, but also those who use the procedure must 
actually~ prolonged mental~ B.ased on the information that you have provided to~ 
iudica~g that no evidence exists that this course of conduct produces any pxolong~ mental 
harm, we conclude that a course of con~ct using these procedures and culminating in the 

. waterbi)ard would not violate Section 2340A. 

. · Specific Intent. To violate the statute, an individual must have the specific intent to 
_inflict severe pain or su:ff'eriug. Because specific intent is an element of 1he off~, the absence · 
'of specifi~ ~tent ne;ates the charge of tortw'e. · As we previously opined, to have the required 
specific intent, an individoal must expressly intend to cause such severe.pain or suffering. See 
Section 2340A Memorandum at 3 citing Carter v. United States, 530 U.S. 255,267 (2000). We 
have further found that if a defendant acts with the good faith belief that his actions will not 
cause such suffering, he has not acted with specific intent. -See. id. at 4 citing &,uth .A.ti. Lmtd. 
·Ptrshp: o/Term. v. Rei.re, 218 F.3d S18, 531 (4th Cir. 2002). A defendant acts in good faith 
when he~ an honest belief that his actions will not-result in se,,,ere pain or suffering. See id. 
citing Cheekv. United States, 49l U.S. 192,202 (1991). Although an honest belief need not be 
reason.abl~ such a 'belief is easier to establish where th.ere is a Je11.SOnable 'basis for it. 'See itl. at S. 
Good faith may be established by,. among other things,. the reliance o~ the advice of experts_ See 

· id. at 8. 

Based on the .information you have provided~ w~ believe that tliose carrying oi.it these 
procedures would not have ~ specific intent to inflict severe physical pain OI suffering. The 
objective of these techniques is not to cause se:vere physical pain. First, t!Je constant presence of 
personnel with medical trainfug who have th~ authority to stop the interrogation should it .appear 
it is medically necessary indicates that it is not your intent to cause scvcrc physical pain. The 
personnel on site have extensive· experience with these specific techniqu~ as they are used in 
SERE school training. Second, you have informed us that you are taking steps to ensure that 
Zubaydah•s injury is not worsened or bis recovery impeded by the use of these techniques. 

Thin:I» as you have descibed them to USi, the proposed tecfuliques involying physical 
contact between the interrogator and Zubaydah ~~tually contain precautions t!3 prevent an~ -··-~ 
serious physical harm to Zubaydah. In "walling," a rolled liood or towel will be used to prevent · 
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whiplash and he will be permitted to rebollDd fi:om the.ftexi"ble wall to reduce the Jikeiihood of 
injm:y. Similarly,~- the "facial hold," the fingertips will be kept well away from. ms'eyes to 
ensure that 1m:re·is no injury to them. 'Dae purpose of that facial bold is not inJure him but to . 
hold the head immo~ite. Additionally, while the stre3s positions and wall standing will · 
'Undoubtedly result in physical discomfort by tiring the muscles, it is obvious that these positions 
m not .intended to produce the kind of ~e pam requited by the statute. . · 

. Furthermore, no specific intent to· cause sevcrt mental pain or suffering appears to be 
. present As we explained in our recent opinion, an ~vidual must have die specific intent to 

c:auso prolonged mental harm in Of(ler t9 have the specific intent to inilici scve~ mental pain or 
~cring. See Section 2340A Memorandum-at 8. Prolonged mental harm is sub~tial mental 
harm of a sustained duration, e.g., harm lasting montbs or even years after the acts were inflicted 
upon the prisoner. ~ we indicated above. a good faith belief can negate this element. · 
Accordingly, ifm individual conducting the ~emigation bas a good faith beliefthat1he 
procedures be will apply. separately or together, would not r~t in prolonged mental harm, that 
individual lacks the requisite specific intent. This conclusion concerning specific intent is further 

. bolstered by the ~ue diligence that has been conducted concerning the effects of these 
inteuogation procedures. · · . . . . . . 

The mental health experts that you have consulted have indicated that the psychological 
,impact of a course of conduct must be assessed with reference to the subject• s psychological 
history and cum:nt mental health status: the healthier the individual, the less likely that the use . 
of any one procedure or set of proc~ as a course of conduct will result in prolonged mental 
harm. A comprehensive psychological profile of Zubaydah bas been created. In creating this 
profile. your personnel drew on direct interviews. Zubaydah' s diaries, obsetva~n of Zu'baydab 
smce his capture> and information from other sources such as other intelligence and press reports . 
You fotmd that Zubaydah has no .history of mental health problems. Your piotile :t\u-ther 
emphasizes th.at, in addition io hi!: excellent mental health history> he is quite resilient Not only 
is Zubay~ resilient, but you have also found that he has in. place a durable support system ·. 
through his faith. the blessings of religious Jead,:r3, and the camaraderie he bas experienced with 
those who have taken up the c;ause with him. Based on this ~bly ~thy profile> you ha:-ve 
concluded ~the would not experience.any mental harm of sustained duration from the use of 
these techniques. either separately or as a course of conduct. . . 

As we ~dicated above, you have informed us that your propo~ interrogation me1hods 
bavc; been used and continue to '\Jc used in SERE 1raining. It is our understanding that these 

. techniques are not used one by one in isolation, but 83 a full course of conduct to resemble·a real 
• intem>gation. Thus, the mfonnation derived fro~ SERE training. bears both upon the impact of 
the use of 1be individual techniques and upon their use as a course of conduct. You have fo\ll1d 
that the use of these methods tt>gether or separately, including the use of the waterboard, has not 
iesultecl in any :negative Jong-term mental health consequences: The continued use o.f these · , 
methods without mental heal1h consequences to the trainees indicates that it is highly improbablc·--
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that such consequences would result here. Because you have conducted the due diligc;nce to 
detennine that these proced~ either alone or in combina1ion, do not produce pn,longed ment:21 
hann, we believe that you do ·not meet the specific intent ~uirement necessary to violate 
Section 2340.A. · · 

y OU have also mfomi~d m that you have reviewed the relevant literature on the subject, 
. and consulted with outside psychologists. Your~cw of the literature uncovered no empirical 

· data on the use of these procedures~ with the exception of sleep_ deprivation for which ·no long
term health: consequences iesulted. The out.side ·psychologists with whom you consulted _ . 
indieated were um-ware of any cases where long-tenn problems ha've occum:d as a resul~ of these .· 
techniques. · · 

· · As d~cn"becl above, it appears you have condu~ an ~xtensive inquiry to asc~ what 
impact, if any:i these procedures individually and as a co~e of conduct would have on . -. 
Zu'baydah. You have·consulted with interrogation experts; including those with substantial. · 
SERE school experien~ consulted with outside psychologists, ~ompleted a psychologicaJ 

· . 1;1Ssessm.ent and .reviewed the relevant literature on·this topic. Based on 1bis inquiry., you believe 
that the use of tlie procedures, including the waterboard., and as a course of c;onduct would not 
:resolt in prolonged mental harm. Reliance on this information about Zubaydah and about the 
effect of the use of these techniques more generally deme~ the p:resen~e of a good faith 
belief that no prolonged mental barm will 1esult ftom using these methods in the interrogation of 
Zubaydah. Moreover, we think that this represents not only an l;lonest belief but also a.
reasonable belief based on. the mfonnation that you have supplied to us. Thus, we ~elieve that 
the specific mtentto inflictprolqnged qiental is notpresentp·a,id coosequeD;tly7 there is no. 

· ·. specific intent to inflict severe mental pain. or suffering. Accordingly,. we conclude that on the 
facts in this case the use of these methods-separately or a coUISe of conduct would not violate 
·section 2l40A. . 

Based OD the foregoing, and based on the facts that you have provided, we.c~nc.lµde that 
tlie inierrogation procedures that you propose would not violate Section 2340A. We wi~h to 
emphasize that this is our best reading of the law; however,. you should be aware that th~e are ~ 
cases construing_ this statute, just as there have been no prosecutions brought under it. 

Please let us know if we can be of further assistance. 

✓-~ll. 
By . 

omcy cneral : 

..;....---.-.,-~ 
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{b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ___ ~ 

'PQP SECR.E~/ ., --
_Glli.&11ip.ea cm Confinement . Condition.a l'o:r: CD. IJet:ainaea 

These Guidelines govern the·conditions of-confinement for 
CIA Detainees, who are persons detained · ion 
facilities that are under the control of CIA "Deten_tion· Facilities•)~ ...,.,1 ________ __j..,,.,.._..,~.,.._.,,.,,.,,~ 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~~~---~-~-~____,! These. G~idelines recogn:a.ze that . 
environmental and other conditions, as well as particularized 
considerations affecting any given·Detention Pacility, will. 
vary from case to case and location to location. 

1.. Minimums 

Due provision must he taken to protect-the health and 
safety of all CJ:A Detainees, including.basic levels of · 
medical care (which. need not comport with the highest· 
standards of me.dical care that is prmr-ided in US-based 
medical facilities); food and drink. which meets minimum 
medically appropriate nutritional and sanitary standards; 
clothing and/or a physical envirorunent sufficient to meet 
basic health needs; periods of time within which detainees 
are free to engage in physical exercise (which may be 
limited, for example, to exercise within the isolation cells 
themselves); and sanitary facilities (which may, £or excJUUPle, 
comprise buckets for the relief of personal waste) • 
Conditions of confinemEm.t at the Detention Facilities do not 
have to con£orm.w1th us .prison or other specific or pre
established standards. 

2. :tmpl.enum.ti.Dsi P2:'oce4,:,.:r:-ea 

a •. Medical and, as appropriate, psychological 
personnel shall be physically present at, or reasonably . 
available to, each Detention Pacility. Medical personnel 
shall ch~ck th~ physical condition of each detainee at 
intervals appropriate to the circumstances and shall keep 
appropriate records • 

ALL POR'l'IONS·OF 
· ·.a.·a""~ · DOCUMEN'l' ARE 
CLASSIFIED '1:08 S2C~ 

'J.?0:e SECRET/(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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-~ .. .I Tei' SECi\B'l'/(b)(1) - (b)(3) NatSecAct .. 
Guidelines on Confinement Conditions for CIA Detainees 

b. Persomiel directly engaged in the design and 
operation of Detention Facilities will be selected, screened, 
trained, and supervised by a process established and, as 
appropriate, coordinated by the Director,· DCJ: 
.C~terterrorist center. · · 

c. I 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

3. J1eaponail,1e c:a. Office:: 

'The Director, DC:I Counterterrorist Center shall 
ensure (a) that, at all t~s, a specific Agency staff 
t!!ll1Ji)loyee- (the •Responsible C:IA Officer•) is designated as 
responsible for each specific Detention Facility, (b) that 
each Responsible CIA Officer has been provided with a copy of 
these Guidelines and has reviewed and signed the attached 
A~owledgm.ent, and_ (c) that each Responsible CIA O~ficer and 
eatj]. CIA officer participating in the questioning of · 

· indi~iauals detained pursuant to the Memorandum of· 
Notification of 17 September 2001 has been provided with a 
copy of the "Guidelines on rnterrogation Conducted Pursuant 
to the Presidential Memorandum of 17 September 2001• and has 
reviewed and signed the Acknowledgment attached thereto. 
Subject to operational and security considerations, the 
Responsible C:tA Officer shall be present at, or visit, each 
Detention Facility at intervals appropriate to the 
circumstances. 

4. Periodic Sit.a· Visits .and Review 

. 0n·at least a quarterly basis, appropriate 
Headquarters personne~ shall review the conditions at each 
Detention Facility·an· d make site visits as appro;oria__t=e~.'-----, 
~epo:,:ts shall ~-P...;:~ared after the site v.isits I ------------' 

~-----------1b)(3) CIAAct__j 

APPROVED: 

Intelligence Date 

(b )( 1) 
ITY"'l'D r:rr•~ ~---"2"-----i(b)(3) NatSecAct -
Approved for Release: 2020/12/14 C05856717--~ 
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(b)(1). 

1!0f . eBatmt~I ~~~~~~~-(b-)(_3_) -N-at~S-e-cA~c_t ___ l 

Guidelines on Confinement Conditions for -CIA Detainees 

·I, ________ , am the Responsible CJ:A Officer for the 
Detention Facility known as ______ . · By my signature 
below, I acknowledge that r have read and widerstand and will 
comply with the •Guidelines on confinement Conditions for CIA 
Detainees• of·. · , 2003. 

'ACKNOWLEDGED: 

Name Date 

(b )( 1) 
..... .....-<.:::: ~(b)(3) NatSecAct~ 

-m~ .• -... ~"''I . . I 
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TOl' SBQR,i(b )( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

L-··--·-···-·······--····-···· ..... -···-

Gu1de1ines cm·:cnter.1:0sations Conducted Pursuant·t~ the 
fteaidential --,,ram:lum. of Jlotifie~ticm of .17 September 2001 

'l'hese Guidelines address the conduct of interrogations of 
· persons who are detained pursuant to the authorities · set 
,..........._......__.....,.._.,....,...___.,,..._. ..... randwn of •· ' 

(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

These Guidelines complement internal Directorate of 
Operations guidance relating to the conduct of 
interrogations. I:n the event of any inconsistency between 
existing DO guidance and these Guidelines1 the provi~ions of 
these Guidelines shall con~rol. 

1. •aJ:m1-■ih1e :Illtmogation ~eclmiques 

Unless otherwise approved by Headquarters, CI:A. 
officers and other personnel acting on behalf of CIA may use 
only Permiss;ble Interrogation Techniques. Permissible 
:Cnterroga.tion Techniques consist of both (a) Standard 
Techniques and (b) Enhanced Techniques. 

Standar!! Teclm,igues are techniques that do not:. 
inco:cporate physical or substantial psychological pressure. 
These teclmiqu.es inc1ude, but are not 1imited to, a1l 1awful 
foxms of questioning emp1oye~ by OS 1aw enforcement and · 
military interrogation personnel. Among Standard Techniques 
are the use of isolation; sleep deprivation not to exceed 
72 hours, reduced caloric intake· (so 1ong as the amount is 
calculated to maintain the general health of the detainee), 
deprivation of reading material, use of loud music o-r white 
noise (at a decibel level calcu1ated to avoid damage to the 
detainee's hearing), and the use of diapers·for limited 
periods (generally not to exceed 72 hours, or during 
transportation where appropriate). 

·ALL PORTIONS OF 
THIS DOCOMBNT ARE 
CLASSIFIED '!8E" SBCR1ft' 
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Guideline on Interrog~tions Conducted. Pursuant to the 
Presid~tial Memorandaum of.Notification of 17 Septembe~· 2001 

Enhanc:ed Te=igues are t~chniques that do 
incorporat~ physical or psychological pressure beyond 
Standard Techniques. 'l'he·use of each specific Enhanced 
'r(!lchnique must be-approved J,y Headquaz:ters in advance, and 
may be ·employed only by approved interrogators for use.with 
the spec'ific detainee, with appropriate medical and 
psychological participation in the process. These techniques 
are, .the attention grasp, ·walling, the facial' hold, the 
.facial slap (insult slap); the abdominal slap, cramped 
confinement, wall standing, stress positions, sleep 
deprivation beyond 72 hours, the use of diapers for prolonged 
periods, the use of ha%Jllless insects, the water board, and 
such other techniques as may be specifically approved· · 

· pursuant to paragraph 4 below. The · use of each Enhanced 
Technique is subject to specific t~oral, .physical, and 
related conditions, including a competent evaluation of the 
medical. and psychological state of the detainee. 

2. Meclica.l. and Psycho1ogic:a1 l'e:z:-soJS?e1 

Appropriate medical and psychological personnel shall. 
be either on site or readily available for consultation and 
travel to the interrogation site during all detainee 
interrogations employing Standard Techniques, and appropriate 
medical and psychological personnel must be on site during 
a1l detaine~ interrogations emp1oying Enhanced Techniques. 
In each c:ase, the ,;nedical and psychological personnel shall 
suspend the interrogation if they·determine that significant 
and pr_olonged physic:al o;- mental injury, pain, or suffering 
is likely .to re~i;lt i.f the interrogation is not suspended. 
·In any such instance, the interrogat~on team shall . 
immediately report the facts to Headquarters for ~agement 
and legal review to determine whether the interrogation m.y 
be resumed.-

3. %Jlt:8Z'Z'OS'at:1cm. Peraoime1 

The Director, ocz·counterterrorist Center shall 
ensure that all personnel directly engaged in the. 
interrogation of persops detained pursuant to the authorities 
set forth in the MoN have been appropriately screened {from 
th~ medical, psychological, and security standpoints), have 

.reviewed these Guidelines, have received appropriate training 
in their implementation, and have completed the attached 
Acknowledgment. 

~= ,~ ,r---(b)(1) 
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Guideline on Interrogations conducted Pursuant.to. the 
Presidential Memorandaum of Notification of 17 September 2091 

. Whenever feasible; advance approval is required for 
· the use of Standard Techniques by an interrogation team. In 
·all instances,· their use shall be documented in cable 
traffic. Prior approval in writing ·(e.g.; by written 

. memoran~ or in cable traffic) from the Director,. DCI 
Counterterrorist Center, with the· conc:urrence of the Chief, 
C1rC Legal Groµp,. is required for the use of any:Enba:c,r.:ed 
Teclmique(s), and may .be provided only where D/CTC has · 
determined that (a) the specific detainee is·believed to 
possess infoX'fflat~on about risks to the citizens of the United 
·states or other nations, (b) the use of the Enhanced. 
Teclmi.que(s) is appropriate in order to obtain that 
information, (c) appropriate medical and psychological 
_personnel have concluded that the use o:f the Enhanced 
Technique ( s) is not expected to produce • severe physical or · 
mental pain or suffering,• and (d) the persom.i.el authorized 
to employ the Enhanced Technique_ ( s) h~ve completed the . 
attached Acknowledgment. Nothing in these Guidelines alters 
the right to act in self-defense. 

5. Recoxdkeep:lng 

In each interrogation session in which an. Ecbanr.ed 
Technique is employed, a co~temporaneous record shall be 
created setting forth the·nature and duration of each such 
technique empl.oyed.· the identities of those present, an4 a 
citation to the required Headquarters approval cable.. This 
information. which may be in the form of a cable, shall be 
provided to He•dquarters. 

APPROVED: 

,,... P n:,c·tn:•rn / ,,(b )( 1) 
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Gl+ideline on :Interrogations Conducted Pursuant to the 
Presidential Memoranda.um~£ Notification of 17 September 2001 

·. I, -------~ acknowledge that I have read and 
understand and will coq;,ly with the •Guidelines on 

. ·Interrogations Conducted Pursuant to the Presidential 
Memorandum of Notification of 17 Septanber 2001• of ____ , 
2003. 

ACKNOWLEDGED: 

Name Date. · 

r-(b)(1) 
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DRAFT OMS GUIDELINES ON :MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT TO 
DETAINEE INTERROGATIONS 

. · September 4, 2003 

:· The following -guidelines offer general references for medical officers supporting 
the detention of terrorists captured and turned over to the Central Intelligem:e Agency for 

· • . interrogation and debriefing. There are three different contexts in which these gujdelines 
~Y be applied: (1) during tmfpetiod of initial interrogation, (2) during the more .. 
sustained period of-debriefing at ,-n_intem>gation site, and (3) the permanent detention of t . . . . . 

· _cap~ terrorists in long-~ :faru.ities. ·. · . . · · · _. _ 
. . 

. · INTERROGATION SUPPORT' 
. ., 
~----,) 
· . ;; Captured terrorists turned over ta the C.I.A. for interrogation may be subjected (o 
· a ~de range of legally ~ctioned techniques. an of which are also used on U.S. military 
~~ in SERE training programs. These are designed to psychologically "dislocate" 
the detainee, maximize his feeling of vulnerability and helplessness, and reduce or · 
e&minate his will to resist our efforts to ob~ critical intelligence. 

, Sanctioned interrogation techniques must be specifically approved in advance by 
th~ Director, er~ ~ the case of each individual case. They include, in approximate~y. 
ascending degree of int,ensity: . . . · 

.. , . . 
! 

.. 

Standard measures (i.e., without physical or substantial psychological pressure) 
Shaving . 
Stripping 
~aperin.g (genera]J.y fQr periods not greater than 72 hours) 
Hooding 
Isolation 
White ·noise or loud music (at a decibel level that will not damage hearing) 
Continuous light or darkn~s 
Uncodortably eool environment . 
Restricted· diet, including reduced caloric intake (sufficient to maintain 

.- general health) .. 

Shackling in upright, sitting, or horizontal position · 
. Water Dousing 
Sleep deprivation (up to 72 hours) 

Enhanced measures (with physical or psychological pressure beyond the above) 
· Attention grasp 

Facial hold 
Insult (facial) slap 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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.,, -Abdominal slap 

Prolonged diapering . 
Sleep deprivation ( over 72 hours) · · 
Stress positions 

➔n knees, bo4y slanted forward or backward 
· -leaning with forehead on wall 

Walling 
Cramped confinement (Confmement boxes) 

. Waterboard 
. . . .. . 

In all instances the general goal of th~ techniques is a psychological impact, and 
not .some phys~cal effect, with _a specific _goal of "dislocat[ing] his expectations regarding 
the treatment he-believes he will receive .... " The more physical ~cbniques are 
delivered in a manner carefully limited to avoid serious physical harm. The slaps for 
example are·designed "to induce shock, surprise, and/or humiliation" and "not to inflict 
physical pain that is severe or lasting." To this end they must be delivered in a 
specifically circ_umscribed.~er, e.g .• with ~gers spread Walling is only against.a 
springboard designed to be loud and bouncy (and cushion the blow)~ All walling and 
most attention grasps are delivered only_with the subject's.head solidly supported with a 
towel to avoid extension-flexion injury. 

OMS is responsible for assessing and monitoring the health of all Agency 
detainees subject ~ "enhanced" interrogation tec~ques, and for cleteanining that the 
authorized administmtion of these techniques would not be expected to cause serious or 
permruient harm} "DCI Guidelines" have been issued fom,aJizing these JCSponsibilities, 
and these should be read directly. · 

Whenever feast"ble, advance approval is required to use any measures beyond 
standard measures; technique-specific advanced approval is required for all "enhanced" 
measures ~d is conditional on on-site medical and psychological personnel2 co~ 
from direct detainee examination that the enhanced technique(s) is not expected to • 
produce "severe physical or mental pain ot suffering." As a practical matter, the 
detainee' s physic.al ·condition must be such that these interventions will not have lasting 

1 The standard used by the Justice Department for "mental" harm is ~rolonged mental 
ha.tin," i.e., "mental harm of some lasting duration, e~g., mental harm lasting months or years." 
"In the absence of prolonged mental haxm, no severe mental pain or_suffering would have been 
inflicted." Memorandum. of August 1, 2002, p. 15. 

· :z ~'Psychological personnel" cail be either a clinical psychologist or a psychiatrist · 
Unless the waterboard is being used, the medical officer can be a physician or a PA; use of the 
waterboard requires the presence of a physician. (b )( 1 ) . 

2 
~M' SRCU:X/ 1-(b}(3} NatSecAc] 
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· effect, and his psychological state strong enough that no severe psychological hann will 
ffl~ . 

The medical implications of the DCI guidelines are discussed below. 

General intake evaluation 

New detainees are to have a thorough initial medical assessment, with. a complete, 
documented history and physical addressing in depth any chronic or previous medical 
· problems. This should especially attend to cardio-yasc$r, pulmonary, neurological and 
musculo-skeletal· findings. (See the section on shackling and waterboard for more 
specifics.)- Vital signs. and weight should be recorded. and blood work-drawn ('~tiger'' top 

· [serum.separating] and·tavender top tubes) for·CBc, Hepatitis Band C, :mv·and Chem 
. panel (to include albumin and liver function tests). 

Documented subsequent medical rechecks should be performed on a regular basis, 
.the frequency being within the judgment of the ~dical representative and the Chief of 
. Site. The recheck can be more focused on relevant factors. The content of the 
documentation should be similar to. what would ordinarily be recorded in a medical chart. 
Although brief, the data should reflect what was checked and include near;)(3tN~Sa~ A t 
All assessments should be reportli ed

1
tbrough ~p~v~~.t:.---r--~--~-~lx------;i-8__'!f;.f c c 

communications channels app cab e to the Slte m whicu u1e uetainee IS .ue ~ anu suu1ect 
to re~ew/release by the Chief of the site. This should iD,clude an! I A 
copy of the medical findings sho~d also be included in an electronj.c file maintained 
locally on each detainee, which incorporates all medical evaluations on that individual. 
'This file must be available to successive mecUcal practitioners at site. 

. ' . ' 

. Medical treatment 

It is important that adequate medical care be provided to detainees, even those · 
. . undergoing enhanced intem>gation. Those requiring cbroilic .IIiedications should receive 

them, acute medical problems should be treated, and adequate fluids and nutrition 
provided. These medical interventions, however. should not undermine the anxiety and 
dislocation that th_e various interroga~on techniques are designed to foster. Medical 
assessments during periods of enhanced interrogation, while encompassing all that is 
medically necessary, should not appear overly attentive.• Follow-up evaluations during 

. this period may be performed in the guise of a guard or through remote video. · All 
interventions, assessments and evaluations should be coordinated with the Chief of Site 
and interrogation team members to insure ·they are performed in such a way as to 
minimize undermining interrogation aims to obtain critical intelligence. 
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. Medications and nutritional supplements may be hidden in the basic food provided 

(e.g. as a liquid or thoro~gbly crushed tablet). If during the initial phase of interrogation · 
detainees are de¢.ved of all measurements of time (e.g., through continuous light and 
variable schedules), a time-rigid administration of medication (or nutrition) should be 
avoided. There generally is ample latitude to allow varying treatme~t intervals. 

The basic diet during the period of enhanced interrogation rieed not be palatable. 
but should include adequate fluids and nutriti~. Actual consumption should b'e . 
. monitored and _recorded. Liquid Ensure ( or equivalent) is a good way to assure that there 
is adequate nutrition. Brief periods during which food is withheld (24-48 homs) .as an 

· .adjunct to interrogation are acceptable. Individwtls r~fusing adequate liquids during this 
stage should have fluids adrninistfU'ed at the earliest signs of dehydration. For:reasons of 
staff safety, the rectal. tube is an acceptabl~ method of delivery. If there is any question 
about adequacy of flw.d intake, urinary output also should be monitored and recorded. 

Uncomfortably cool environments 

Detainees can safely be placed in uncomfortably cool enmnments for varying 
lengths of time, ranging from hours to days. The length of time wm depend on multiple 
factors, including age, health; extent of clothing, and freedom of movement Individual 
tolerance.and safety have to be assessed on a case by case basis, and.continuously 
reevaluated over time: The following guidelines and reference points are intended to 
assist the medical staff in advising on acceptable lower ambient temperatures in certain 
o~onal settings. The c;omments assume the subject is a young, healthy, dry~ lightly 
cloth~d indiyidual sheltered from wind, i.e., that they are a typical detainee. 

Core body temperature falls after more than 2 homs at an ambient temperature of 
1Q0C/500F. At this 'temperature increased metabolic rate cannot compensate for heat 
loss. The ·WHO :recommended minimum .indoor tei:ni,erature ·is 18°CJ64°F. The 
"thermoneutral zone" where miohnal compensatory activity is required to maintain core 
temperature is 20°C/68°F to 30°CJ86°F . W~thin the. thermoneutral zone, 26°cn8°F is 
· considered optimally comfortable for lightly clothed individua1s and 300C/86°F for naked 
individuals. Currently, D/CTC policy stipulates 24-26°C as the detention cell and 
interrogation room temperatures, permitting variations due to season. This has pro"?en 

. more achievable in some Sites than others. 

. If there is any possibility that ambient temperatures are below the thermoneutral 
range, they should be monitored and the actual tem~ documented. Occasionally, 
as part of the· interrogation~ they are housed in ·spaces with ambient ~peratures 
of between 13°C/55°F and 16°C/60°F. Unless the detainee is clothed and standing. or 
sitting on a mat, this exposme should not be continued for longer than 2-3 hours. 

. 'Wi.(b)(1 L __ . I 
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At ambient temperatures below i8°C/64°F, detainees should be monitored for the 
development of hypothermia. This risk is greatest in those who are naked or nearly so, · 
who are in substantial direct cont.act with a surface that conducts heat away from the 
body (e.g., the floor), whose restraints severely limit muscle work, who have 
comparatively little muscle mass, who are fatigued and sleep deprived,· and are age 45 or 
over. 

. . . . 
. Wet skin or clothing places a detainee at much greater risk for hypothermia, so if a 

. partial or complete soaking is used in conjunction with the interrogation, or even for 
·bathing, the detainee m1:JSt be dry befor~ being placed in a space with· an ambient 

· temperature below _26°cn8°F. 

Signs of mild hypothermia (body temp 9Q..98°F) include shivering, lack of 
coordination (fumbling bands, stumbling), slurred speech, memory ,loss, and pale and 
cold skin. Detainees exhibiting any of these signs should be allowed some combination 
of increased clothing, floor mat, more freedom of movement, and increased ambient 
temperature. 

·Moderate hypothermia (body temperature of 86-90°F) is present when shivering 
stops, there is an inability to walk or stand, and/or the subject is confused/irrational. An 
aggressive medical intervention is war.ranted in these cases. · 

White noise or lpud music 

. As. a practical guide, there is no permanent hearing risk for continuous, 24-hours
a-day exposures to sound at 82 dB or lower; at 84 dB for up to 18 hours a day; 90 dB {or 
up to 8 hours, 95 dB for 4 hours, and 100 dB for 2 hours. If necessary, instruments can 
be pn;,vided to measure these ambient sound levels. In general, sound in the dB 80-99 
range is experienced as loud; above 100 dB as uncomfortably loud. Common reference 
points include garbage disposer (80 dB), cockpit of propeller aircraft (88 dB), shouted 
oonversation (90 dB)~ motorcycles at 25 feet (90 dB), inside of subway car at 35 mph (95 
dB), power mower (96 dB)~ chain saw (110 ~). and live rock band (114 dB). For 
purposes of interrogation, D/CTC has set a poUcy that no white noise and no loud noise 
used in the interrogation process should exceed 79 DB. 

Shactcling 

· · Shackling in non-stressful positions requires only monitoring for the development 
of pressure sores with appropriate treatment and adjustment of the shackles as required. 
Should shackl.e-~lated lesions develop, early intervention is important to avoid the 

5 
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development of an interrogation-limiting cellulitis. Cleaning the lesion, and a sligbt 
loosening of the shackles· may be all that is required. ' 

· If the detainee is to be shackled standing with hands at or above the head (as part 
of a sleep depivation protocol), the medical assessment should include a- pre-check for 
anatomic factors that might influence how long the arms could be elevated. This would 
inciude shoulder range of motion, pulses in neutral and elevated positions, a check for · 

. bmits, and assessment of the basic sensorimotor status of the upper extremities. 

Assuming no medical contraindications are found, extended periods (up.to 72 
.· ltours)· in a standing position can be approved if the hands are no higher than.head level · 

and weight is bome fully by the lower extremities. Detainees who have one foot or leg 
cas_ted or who lost part· of a lower extremity. to amputation should be .monitored c,µ-efully 
for_ the development of excessive edema in the weight-supporting leg. If edema 
approaches knee levcl,.these individuals should be shifted to a foot-elevated,.~eated or 
reclining sle~p-deprivation position. In the presence of a suspected ~ower limb ce~ulitis, 
the detainee should be shifted to a s~ leg-elevated position, and antj.biotics begun. 
Absent other contraindications, sleep deprivation can ~ continued in both ·these 
circumstances .. 

NOTE: An occasioila.l detainee placed in a standing stress position has developed lower 
limb tenderness and erythema, in addition to an ascending edema, wh~ch initially have 
not been easily distingui.shedfrom a progressive cellulitis or venous thrombosis. These 
typically have been associated with pre-existing abrasions or ulcerations from shackling 
at the time ofini'tial rendition. In order to best inform future medical judgments and 
recomme111lations, the presence of these lesions should be accurately described before the 
standing stress position ~- ~mployed. 17!- all cases approximately daily observations 
should be recorded which docwnent the length of time the detainee has been in the stress 
position. and level of any developing edema or erythema. _ 

More stressful shackled positions may also be approved for shorter intervals, e.g. 
during an interrogation session or between sessions. The arms can be elevated above the 
-head (elbows not locked) for roughly two hours without great concern. Reasonable 
judgment should be used as to the angle of elevation of the arms. 

~(b)(1 )__........,. ... ! 
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Periods in this arms-elevated shackle position lasting between two and four hours . 
would merit caution, and subject should be monitored for excessive distress. The . 
detainee should never be required to bear w~ght on the upper extremities, and the 
~tilization of this technique should not exceed approximately 4 hOlll'S in a 24 hour period. 
If through fatigue or otherwise the detainee becomes truly incapable of supporting · . 
himself on his feet (e.g., after 36, 48 hours, etc.), and the detainee\ weight is shifted to 
the shackles, the use of overhead shackles should be discontinued. 

s1ee1, deprivation 

Sleep 'deprivation (with or without associated stress positions) is among the most 
effective adjuncts to interrogation, and is the only technique with a demonstrably 
cumulative effect-the longer the deprivation (to a point), the more eff~ctive the impact. 
The standard approval for sleep deprivation, per se (with~ut regard to shackling position) 
·is 72 hours. Extension of sleep deprivation beyond 72 continuous hours is considered an 
enhanced measure, which requires D/CTC prior approval.·. The amount of sleep required · 
between deprivation periods depends on the intended purpose of the sleep deprivation. If 
it is intended to be one element in the process of demonstrating helplessness in an · 
unpleasant environment, a short nap of two or so hours would be sufficient. Perceptual 
distortion effects are not uncommon after 96 hours of sleep deprivation, but frank 
psychosis is very rare. Cognitive effects, of course, ~e common. If it is desired that the 
subject be reasonably attentive, and clear-thinking during the interrogation, at least a 6 
hour recovery should be allowed. Current D/CTC policy requires 4 hours sleep once the 
72 hour limit has ~n met during standard interr.cig9:tion measures. 

NOTE: Examinations perfonned during periods of sleep deprivation should include the· 
current number of hours withi.Jut sleep; and, if only a brief rest preceded "this perfod, the 
specifics of the previous deprivation also should be recorded. 

Cramped confinement (Confinement boxes} 

. Detainees can be placed hi awkward boxes, specifically constructed for this· 
· purpose. These can be rectangular and just over the detainee's height, not much wider 
· than his body, and comparatively shallow~ or they can be small cubes allowing little inore 
than a cross-legged sitting position. These have not proved particularly effective, as they . 
may become a safehaven offering a respite from interrogation. Assuming no significant 
medical conditions (e.g., cardiovascular, musculoskeletal) are present, confinement in-the 
small oox is allowable up to 2 hours. Confinement in the large box is fu:nited to 8 
consecutive hours, up to _a total of 18 hours a day. 

(b)(1 ),I 
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. This is by far the most tra~1matic of the enhanced interrogation tecbniq~. The . 
historical context here was limited knowledge of the use of the w~board in SERE 
training (several hundred trainees experience it every year or two). In the SERE niodel 
the subject is immobilized on his back, and his forehead and eyes covered with a clQth. 
A stream of water is directed at the upper lip. Resistant subjects then have ·the cloth : 
lowered to cover the nose and mouth. as the water continues to be .applied, fully 
saturating the cloth, and precluding the passage of ·au. -Relatively little water enters the 
·mouth. The occlusion (which may-be partial) lasts no more than 20 seconds. On removal 
of the cloth, the subject is ~ediately able to breathe, but continues to have water 
directed at the upper lip to prolong the effect This process can continue for several 
minutes, and involve up to 15 canteen cups. of water. Ostensibly the primary.desired 
effect derives from the sense of suffocation resulting from the wet cloth temporarily 
occluding the nose and mouth, and psychological impact of the continued application of 

· water afte:r; the cloth is removed. SERE trainees _usually have only a single exposure to 
. this technique, and never more than two; SERE trainers consider it their most effective 
technique, and deem it virtually irresistible in the training setting. · 

Our very limited experience with the waterboard is different The subjects were 
positioned on the back but in a slightly head down (Trendelenburg) position (to protect 
somewhat against aspiration). A good air seal seemingly was not easily achieved by the · 
wet cloth, and the occlusion was further compromised by the subject attempting to drink 
the applied water. The result was that copious amounts of water sometimes were used
up to several liters of water (bottled if local water is unsafe, and with 't tsp salt/liter if 
significant swallowing takes place). The resulting occlusion was primarily from water 
fllling the nasopharynx; breathholding, and much less frequently the oropharynx being 
filled-rather than the '"sealing" effect of the saturated cloth. D/CTC policy ~et.an 
occlusion limit of 40 seconds, though this was very rarely reached. Additionally, the 
procedme was repeated sequentially several times, for several sessions a day, and this 
process extended with varying degrees of frequency/intensity for over a week~ 

While SERE trainers believe that trainees are unable to maintain psychological · ' 
resistance to the waterboard, our experience was otherwise. Subjects unquestionably can 
withstand a large number of applicationsi with no seeming cumulative impact beyond 
their strong aversion to the. experience. Whether the waterboard offers a more effective 

· alternative to sleep deprivation and/or stress positions, or is an effective _supplement to 

these techniqu~ is- not yet known. 
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The SERE training program has applied the wate.rboard technique (single · · · 

exposure) to trainees for yem, and reportedly there have been thousands of applications 
without significant or luting medical complications. The procedure nonetheless carries 
some risks, particularly wben repeated a large number of times or when applied to an 
individual less fit than a typical SERE trainee._ Several medical din:iensions need to be 
monitored to ensure the safety of the subject 

Before employing this technique _there needs to. be reasonable assurance· that the 
subject does nQt h:ave serious heart or lung disease, particularly any obstructive airway 
disease or respiratory compromise from morbid obes~ty. He also must have: stable 
· anterior dentition, no recent facial or jaw injuries, and an intact gag reflex. Since 
vomiting may be associated with these sessions, diet should be liquid during the phase of 
·interrogation when-use of the waterboard is likely, and the subject should be NPO (other 
than water) for at least 4 hours before any session. The most obvious serious .. 
complication would be a respiratory arrest associated with laryngospasm, so the medical 
team must be prepared to respond immediately to this crisis; preferably the physician will 
be in the treatment room. -Warning signs of this or other impending respiratory 
complications include houseness, persisting cough, wheezing, stridor, or difficulty 
clearing the airway. If'these develop, use of the waterboard should be discontinued for at 
least 24 hours. If they recur with later applications of the waterboard, its use should be 
sto~d. Mock ~lications need not be limited. In all cases in which there has been a 
suggestion of aspiration, the subject should be observed for signs of a subsequently 
developing pneumonia. 

In our limited experience, extensive sustained use of the waterboard can introduce 
new risks_- Most seriously, for reasons of physical fatigue or psychological resignation, 
the subject may ~ply give up, allowing excessiye filling of the airways and loss of 
consciousness. ,.f\n umesponsive subject should be righted immediately, and the . 
interrogator should deliver a sub-xyphoid thrust to expel the water. If this fails to restore 

· · normal breathing, aggressive medical intervention is required. Any subject who has 
reached this degree of compromise is not considered an appropriate candidate for the 
.waterboard. and the physician on the scene can not approve further use of .the waterboard 
without spe~c C/OMS consultation and approval. 

A rigid guide to medic.ally approved use of the waterboard in essentially healthy 
individuals is not possible, as saf~ty will .depend ~n how the water is applied and 'the 
specific response each time iris used. The following general guidelines are based on · 
very limited knowledge, drawn from very few subjects whose experl~ce and response 
was quite vaned. These represent only the medical guidelines; legal guidelines also are 

· operative and may be more restrictive. 
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. A series (within a "session") of several relatively rapid waterboard applications is 
medically acceptable in all healthy subjects, so long. as there is no indication of some . 
emerging vulp.~ty (such as hoarseness, w~zing, ~rsisting cough or diffi~ty . 
·clearing the airways). Several such sessions per 24 hours have been emp,oyed without 
apparent medical complication. The exact number of sessions cannot-be prescribed, and 
will depend on the response to each. If more than 3 sessions of S or more applications 
are envisioned within a·24 hours period, a careftJI medical reassessment must be made . 
before each later session. . 

By days 3-S of an aggressive program, cumulative effects become a potential 
· ·concern. Without any hard data to quantify either this risk or the advantages. of this 
• ·technique, we believe that beyond this point continued intense waterboard applications·. 

may not be medically appropriate. Continued aggressive use ~f the waterboard beyond · 
this point should be reviewed by the l;iVT team iil consultation with Headquarters prior to 
any further aggressive use.. (Absent medical contraindications, sporadic. use probably 
carries little risk.) Beyond the increased medical concern (for both ·acute and long term · 
effects, including PTSD), there possibly would be desensitization to the technique. Sieep 
depriv~tion is a medically less risky option, and sleep deprivation (and stress positions) 
also can be used to prolong the period ~f moderate use of the waterboard, by reducing the 
intensity of its early use through the interposition of these other techniques. 

NOTE: In order to best inform. future medical judgments and_ recommendations, it i.s. 
important that every application of the waterboard be thoroughly documented: how long 
each application ( and the entire procedure) lasted, how much water was used in the 
process (realizing that much splashes ojf), how exactly the water WQ3 applied. if a seal 
was achieved. if the naso- or oropharyn.x was filled, what sort of volume was expelled, 
how long was the break between applications, and how the subject looked between each 
treatment. 

POST-INTERROGATION DEIENTION 
[this section is still under construction] · 

OMS' responsibility for the medical and psychological well-being of detainees 
does not end when detainees emerge from the interrogation phase. Documented periodic 
medical and psychological re-:evaluations are neces~ during ~e debriefing pba,se . 
which follows interrogation, as well as during subsequent periods of custodial detention . 
Absent any specific complaint, these can l>e at approximately monthly intervals. Acute 
problems must be addressed at the ti.me of presentation. As during the interrogation 
phase, all as~P..ci~mentci. examinations, and evaluations should bl reported through 
approved[(b)(3) NatSecAct !communications channels applicable to the site in 
which ·the detainee is held, and subject to review/release by the Chief of that site. . 
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Detainee weights should be recorded OJI at _least .a monthly basis, and assessed for 
. indications of inadequate nutrition. As a: rule. of thum9, "ideal" .weight for height should 
. be abou~ 106 pounds for an individual 5 feet tall, and six pounds heavier for each · . 

additional inch of height. Terrorists incarcerated in the Federal prison system whose 
· weights fall below this level are·given nutritional supplements. Those falling tp 90% of 

these levels who are unwilling to t.a1ce nutrition orally (through hunger strikes) have . . 
forced feedings through a naso-gastric tube. While to date this has not been an issue with 
detainees, should significant weight loss develop it musf!Jcf carefully assessed. It is 

· ·possible that a detainee will-simply be of sUght build, but true weight loss in an already 
. slight individual-especially in association with deliberately reduced _intake-may require 
·some intervention. · 

Addi:tionally, if there are s~tained lleii:ods without exposure to sunlight, the diet 
will need to be further supplemented with ~cium and vitamin D. Simply increasing the 
use of multi-vitamins will give too much of one substance but not enough of another. 
The OMS recommendation for this situation is two 500 mg tables of plain calcium a day 
(such as two Os-Cal 500 mg tabs) with one capsule of the prescription Rocaltrol; or 
alternatively two Centrum Silver tablets (slightly less than the recommendation for 
vitamin D) with an additional 500 mg of a plain calcium table. 

As the period of interrogation or intense debriefing passes, detainees may be left 
alone for increasing periods of time before being transfer.red elsewhere. Personal hygiene 

. issues likely will emerge during this time, with the possible development of signifi~ant 
medical problems. It is particularly important that cells be kept clean during this period 
and that there be some provision for regular bathing, and dent.al hygiene, and that · 

. detainees be monitored to insure they are involved in self-care. · 

Psychological problems are more likely to emerge in those no longer in active 
debrl~fings, especially those in prolonged, total isolation.• The loss of involvement with 
the debrlefmg staff should be replaced with other forms of interaction-through daily 
encpunters with more than one custodial staff member, and the provision of reading 
materials (preferably in Arabic) and other forms of mental stimulation. 
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